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The crisis Of performance and credibility in the public schools, particularly those in the inner cities,
has engendered literally hundreds of experiments across the nation in what has been termed
"alternative education." Sorge of these experiments are being conducted entirely outside the existing
school 'system; others operate within the system. All involve departures from the traditional patterns
of teaching and administration} and place greler stress on meeting the needs of individual pupils.and
teachers. .

.

, .

. Notable among them is the `Mini-School Project, a cooperative effort of the New York Urban
Coalition and the New York City Board of Education. The three-year-old project s,involves the
division of Hearin High School, located on Manhattan's West Side, into twelve so-called "mini-
schools," enrolling an average of only. 150 students and each with its own, distinctive academic
program and teaching staff. While 'there are scores of attempts at the development of 'mini- schools
finder way in various cities, including some 50 in New York alone, the Haaren project is believed to

. be the only one involving.coversion of an;entire existing high school to the mini-school format.

.',41 ...... ,
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While, proponents. repeatedly clpn that alternative educatiOn projects hold great promise for
improvement in attitudes, attendance, dropO'ufratei, and learning.disabilities', little has been offered
that would serve to document such accomplishments, Accordingly, the New'York Urban,Coalition
has concluded that the fullest ponible do'cUmentation of the Haaren experiment is an abiolute
essential. : _ . *

This book represents part of the overall attempt to fill that need. It outlines the shortcoMings of the
existing -system that gave rise to the alternative-school, movement; ,traces the history of the early
alternatiye schools, citing their successes, shortcomings mid 'failures, and discusses the i'easoning
behind the. Haaren project: From there, it proceeds to a full and frank analysis of the Haaren
experience, identifying both the.sticcesses and shortcomings of the project, then takes% look.at the
future, not only of the Mini-School Project but of alternative, education and school renewal in
general and the potential impact of the alternative- school movement qp established school systems,
particularly in the inner cities.

Finally, the concluding chapters presented as a gii ide.or "cook book" for educators and)coinmunity
grower interested in launching their owiValternative-school pro§rams based on the mini-school

proach and the processes involved. It} offers a step-by-step road map, covering such areas as
planning, rganization, management, financing, administration, staffing, .day-to-day operation,
involve ept of the business community', and facilities planning and acquisition.

More formal documentation of thy' Haaren experience, in the form of continuous academic and
attendance records and evaluatieins by outside consultants, has been underway 'since 1970.
Meanwhile, it is hoped that this' book, aimed at a broad, national audience, will be of direct
assistance .to others across the nation struggling to find new and better ways to provide education for
young people not now well seilied by traditiOnal School systems,

The New York Urban Coalition
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Chap er 1 Education Refori and the Management Alternative
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The mission of public education, to put it succinctly, is tc
provide the student with the knowledge, skills, and motivation
that will enable him to function and to compete as an etival in
modern society. That the schools, and particularly, those in the
nation's inner cities, are failing in that mission, is all too
apparent and documented in the .evidence and statistics issued
by the school systems themselves. These failures have been tho-
roughly exposed by such critics as Jonathan Kozol, Nat Hentbff,
and others. Indeed, the crisis in urban education has generated a
literature of its own. Beyond the landinark exposes of the late
1960s, at least 20 major books devoted to..th e crisis and/or pro-
posals for its solution were published in 1973 alone.

'" 'Some of the criticsnotably Frederick Mosteller and Daniel P. .

Moynihan in their book, On Equality of EdUcational Oppor-
tunity, and ChrisopherJencks,in Inequality. AlRgassessment of

. Family and Schooling in America--- suggest that the schools, as
now organized, not only are failing to do the job but ,are -
incapable of making a re1 difference. .

l'e schools, as the critics see them, are mindless, unhappy
places, staffed by tus chers who are unable to communicate with
their students and unfeeling in dealing with, or, more appropri -

, ...
ately, failing to deal with-their problenv. overseeing the schools

-,,-- ,

..... ,.. .0 - is a bureaucracy characterized by inertia and a concern more.,..... _,.....,-......
elX101 11011 t... 0..
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with budgets, buildings and seority than with the welfare
and achievement of young people and their teachers. And,
if these conditions can be said to exist ,throughout most of
the school system, they are even rpre critical in-the inner
city.,There, the schools are victims of Municipal budget
crises, rapid shifts in .the ethnic and socio-edonon.iie chAt-
acler of populations, teachers who feel trapped by the
system, and a host of related problems.. The result is that
teachers, with severly limited, resources; are attempting to -
deal with students whose life style, problems, and
language they are unable to comprehend. And they must
cope in conditions where Overcrowding, disorder, hunger,
disease, crimeall the symptoms of urban povertyare
all too prevalent. . . 4,...,

. . _ produced favorable 'results. And the system has not been
The end result is a performance record for the inner-city totally unresponsive. New York City; for example, for
schools that is little short of abysmal: students who cannot years has allocated additional funding to deal with such
read or calculate, iriassive truancy (reaching as high as 70 prOblerns as yreading retardation, pupils whose native
percent In some New York high schools), soaring dropout , tongue is nikt English, school breakfasts and lunches, and
rates, and a systeth that relegates most students who,/ thelike.-Afill, in its controversial school decentralization'
manage to graduate to a second -class educational certifid- plan, New Yoik has handed a degree of control over the-

locally
,tion in some cases, a general rather than an academic schools to locally elected neighborhood school boalds.---diploma.

,
.

But 'the more -dramatic and' probably more significant
responsethe establishment of 4alternatjves- to the tra-
ditional schools at the high school levelcame from out-

. side the school sYttem. The earliest of the alternative

,
. 1

_professor of psychology at City College of the City Univen,
sity of N6w York and member of the New York State
Board of Regents, called city school systems -protected
public monopolies with only_rninimal competition for pn-
vate and parochial schools." ,.,

The result, he added, is an Inefficient system that "destroys
rather than develops positive human potentialities, .con-
sumes funds without 'demonstrating effective returns,
(and) insists that its standards bf performance should not
or cannot be judged by those who must pay the cost. . ,

The picture, of tours?, is not uniformly grim, there:are
exceptions to the rule. There have been schools, programs
withirj ciools, or efforts by individual teachers that have

Perhaps the best summation of the situation was offered as
long ago as 1967 by Dr. Kenneth B. Clark at a conference
on urban education organized by this writer. Dr. Clark,

2
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schools came as a''form of rebellion and wereopeiated and
financed totally outside the sySkni. They emerged out ola
conviction that the system was not serving poverty and
minority group youth and that the education being offered
was-irrelevant to their needs.

As will be seen in the following chapter, most of the early
alternative schools or "street academies," as they were
known in New York, did not suikive. Their failure was
due largely to the fact that they had no linkage to the
school system and therefore no means of certifying the
achievenient, if any, of their stuants. In addition, most
'ran intorproblems of financing, management, and, because
'of a lack of documented performance, credibility.,

.

Bin their existence led to later projects in which alternative
education programs were developed with fOrmal links to
existing high schools. That process, discussed later in
detail, led ultimately to the conversion of Haaren High
School into twelve mini-schools. And the Haaren exper
Bence, more than three years old at this writing, suggests
that there may, after all, be a way to make the inner-city
school responsive and functional.

The key to the solution is the realization that the schools
must rethink their objectives with a view to changing to
meet the needs of a changed and changingclientele.

The schools, in other words, must shed their traditional
role, characterized by Lynn Gray of the Urban Coalition as

.a holding action 'designed to keep ibung people out of .the
job market as long as possible. Delay rather than Involve-
ment is the name of the game. And we play it well."'

Gray argues for a new conception of the school Is a
generator of social profit rather than, as it now is
characterized, a non-profit organization. Under that new
conception, he sees the schools forging closer links with the
community and with the changing realities of the world
around it. He would have the principal spenclat least one
day a week away from the school working in such areas as
social maintenance, corporate Management, government
agencies, and in schools serving other socio-economic and
ethnic populations. Formal, 'working links would be
developed with . other community institutions for the
development of cooperative programs. And he argues for
the development of "more interdisciplinary, activity-based,
learning environments within the school. The boxes (class-
rooms) have to be more creatively used and inter-
connected. More attention has to be paid to group inter-'
action and the development of learning communities."

Alvin Toffler, author of the best-selling hook Future.
Shock, argues for even closer links with the community. In
on interview with this writer in 1972, Toffler claimed that

`.1. 5 tr
3



society, -,tirrough the interminable prolongation of adoles-4
cence, robs children of the sense of being needed....

"In reality, the message to the ,child from most families,
and most schools is. 'You are notIneeded.' This is the most
debilitating, crippling, painful messagp Any human being
can receive. We need to create a system that does not look
on students as parisitesA they-are frequently regarded
by conservativesor as investmentstsas they are viewed '

by liberals and the majority of educators. I prefer to roc*
on students as neither parasites nor investments, but as re-
sources for the community.".

Accordingly, Toffler would move education into the com-
munity, assigning teams ckf students to work with com-
munity leaders and with their teachers on a wide range of
local problemspollution, noise, traffic, crimenow
neglected because of a "laok oe'resources." Conversely, he
would tap the talents, of community residents to give stu-
dents, on a one-to-one basis, `a working knowledge of his
or her vocation or profession.'

Toffler does not suggest that the school will disappear;
only that it will be radically altered. That view is shared by
Edward J. Meade, Jr:, pi-ograln officer in charge of public
education for the Ford Foundation. Meade, in a pamphlet
entitled Models for Reforming Education in the City44

4

V

holds that the schools are needed foitability "in the sense
of giving children structured and expanding experiences i'n
learning keyed to the realities of the times."

But -he argues that there is no reason to lock in'Aie
means"the places, prbEedures, process; programs, off.
people by which the stability is provided. "Injustice is
done' by holding onto traditions and practices that deny
children full opportunities to learn. School people,' their
citizen supporters, and friendly critics and goads, need to
evaluate continuously every facit of 'school life, from cur-
riculumtyschedules to teacher training. Is the Way schOols
are doing things now in keeping with work and life styles
outside the saloon hi an _era of liberation, in what ways
does our educational, system perpetuate mindless, regi-
mented action? What practices reflect sheer anachro-
nisnis?"

The message, whether from Clark, Cray, Toffler or Meade
'or, for that matter, many anothe?observer, is clear The
urban schools as ni organized and operated are failing ip
their basic dissioivof educating their clientele to function,,
effectively in a rapidly changing world The schools, there-
fore, must ,undergo radical change. And since initiated,

"change will be a never-ending process.

O

And, if the schools are to undergo radical chanif, it is

1 ik



obvious that they will have to \ develop the ability to
.- change, This means that, as the Haaren experience has

indicated, the schools will have to develop an accurate pic-.
, /

ture of their new objectives, new organizational structures,
and new managenal techniques to implement them, an
new capabilities in the personnel who must carry them ol.) :

A

Put another way, the schools will be forced to Ad a
modern methods of planning, managtinent, and perso nef
development, but tailor themto an educational rather/ han
an mdustnal environment. In, industry, the procer7has
come to be known as management by oblecti es. or
M.B.O. Under that approach, the manager d his
subordinates, agree on realistic objectives and do the
standards by which progress is to be measured. iT A pro-
cess is a continuous one, lending itself to adjust ent to

. meet changing conditions.

Perhaps the bes§,explanation for the failure of e schools,
to respond to changing needs is the fact that, a derstood
by industry, "planning" and "management' ave been
terms and functions that arealien to the ediiic tiohal pro-
fession. Indeed, the schools seem to be operati g on alplue-
print drawn up decades ago when life, and rban life in
particular, was simpler and traditional eclut. tional -objec-
tives for the most part went unchallenged. E en today, it is
not until a school is on the verge of total terioration or

.1?

total disruption that educational administrators tend to,
perceive a need for change. And, when the need as per-
ceived, few have the vaguest notion of how to bring about
the needed changes. Nor can they expect miracles to savt.
the day. "The first law of serendipity," according to Dr
Ewald' B. Nyquist, New York State Education Commis-
sidtses, is that "in order to discover something you must be
looking for something."

The fact of the matter is that little or no machinery exits in
today's schools to permit the administration and staff toSit
down and re-examine their objectives, assess their accorn-
plishments and failtires, set new objectives, apd reorganize
and regroup to meet them.

In New York City, for example,, the high schools have
cabinets or consultative councils which' meet periodic-illy,
presumably to set policy fOr school operations. But such
meetings generally are.limifel to 45 minut.e.sa standarr,"
school petiodonce a week.and to generalized discussion
of a day - to=day problem or ptoblems rather than to a con-
scious and organiAd problem-solving effort.

As far as can be determined, never in the traditional
schools is there an effort to develop a semester-long or
year-long plan setting forth goals, in terms of academic
achievement, attendance, dropout rates, and the overall



environment for learning, and suggested targlit" dates for
their accomplishment.

Part of the problem lies in the fact that school,prinapals
. receive no formal training in planning and management,

do not perceive the need, and do not perceive themselves
as planners or managers. Nor do they feel that teachers or,
for that matter, lower-level administrators have the capa-
bilities to participate in the decision-making prbcess.
Teachers, on the other hand, tend to feel that the
administration is not interested in their views and would
not listen to them if they were included in the planning
process, The result is a serious impasse. if teachers are not
participants, the planning effort is unlikely to succeed.

In the short run, therefore, there is need iO change the atti-
-c tudes and skills at all levels of the organizational ladder.

The principal must be persuaded that those who do not
plan have their "planning" happen to them by the course of
events. He must be convinced that there, are othir and41better ways operate than by crisis management. Once
that attitu' change is accomplished and a formal
planning prooess set in ;notion, it then becomes a matter of
educating the staff to the fact that there are rewardsin the
process of thinking out problems.on a long-term basis
rather than attempting to meet the crises on a day-to-day
basis.

6

For the longterm, it seems apparent that there needs to bey
some fresh -thinking about =the ways in which school
administrators are trained. The management skills needed .
in an operation of the size of a typiCal urban high school
simply are not provided in university coursesior educa-
tional administrators or by in-service training. What prob-.
ably Will be needed, 'according to Lynn Gray, Haaren
Project director for the New,York Urban Coalition..is two
years of solid Management training for anyone seeking
promotion to the post of assistant prihcipal or higher
levels.
"If you have a $5-mi llion business (roughly a year's oper-a-C:
ing cost for a laige city high school)," added Louis
McCagg, director of the Coalition's Mini-School Project,
"it seems neither efficient nor logical to allow it to be run
by people who have not been trained to some degree as
professional managers, particularly where young people
are involVed."

Provi with' acim. inistrators who are both professional
educators and professional Managers, )t is possible,
according to Lynn Gray, that the typical .high school
administrative hierarchy could be cut by as much as 60 per
cent without'a loss of educational efficiehcy,

Teachers, on the other hand, should not require as much
formal training in management techniques. Once planning

.
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has been institutionalized in the school, faculty involve-
ment in and exposure to the process shoilld serve effec-
tively as on-tlie-job training.

Teachers will. need a set of new capabilities to equip them
for their new roles in the changing school program. School
reform is premised on the redesign pf thbe total learning
environmentthe school inganization," the curriculum,
teaching styles and technique, and, where appropriate,
the physical arrangement of the schdolt To provide the
teacher with the ability and skills required to help develop
and implement that new environment, new programs of
training and support will be required.

As an example, the Haaren mini-school profect included
development of a professional services center to assist

j teachers in such efforts as realigning curriculums for the
various mini-schools, developing audio-visual materials,
and improving reading 'programs. In addition, Haaren
teachers are given half-time off for a,semester at a time to
develop new curriculums for their midi- schools. In
addition to producing new learning patterns and materials,
Ile process can serve in effective in-service training
device Three week training sessions for teachers were held
during two successive summers and miseries of afternoon
tfaiing sessions,iftcludinglunch, were held during the

LAY
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school year at the offices., of four New York-based
corporations.

. ,
Among other things, the training sessions were aimed at
helping the t\eachers understand their new role in'the mini-
school environment, that they were no longer, just the
deliverers of information in a pkticular discipline but
managers of the shidents totalieartiing process.

The ultimate message is that educational reform, wheth r
it be on the mini-school

one
another pattern, requires a

comprehensive effort, one that touches on all aspects of.
school life. Piecemeal innnovationscomputer-based.
instruction, a new mathematics 'curriculum, work - study.
programs, to offer some examplesare unlikely to succeed

. .`if tried in isolation. ' . . .,

And that comprehensive effort nvolves thre key ele-
ments planning, management d organiza ion, and
human development. Some may argue that application of
industrial management techniques will have a dehuman-
izing effect in the schools. T6 answer can only be that
there is

- little that is "humanizing" about today's massive
and impersonal high scrool. And, if management tech-
niques are what it take to zrovide an effective and.rele-
vant educational experience for disadvantaged youth, can
we afford not to adopt them?

7
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"Any, successful school, including the most traditional,"
says Louis_McCagg, -has had somej+lanning.go into it
somewhere alott the lineffecrive programs. jtist don't
happen without careful thought."

.r

Monsseau, James 1.: "Inner City School House. Too Many
Slum Buildings, Now Time for Revewal." Christian Science
Monitor, October 7,1967, Page 11.

See also, Toffler, Alvin, ed., The Schoolhouse in the City,
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- Alternatives.: Education for a "I\leW Clientele
The phenomena of reform'', innovation, and experimentatiOn
probably are as gjd as education.itself. Indeed, it can be argued
that t e earliest attempts at formal instruction were, in them-
selv innovations. And more recent history offers the examples
of t e so-called progressive education movement of the 1920s .
an '30s, the post:Sputnik emphasis on science and foreign .

ranguages, and the introduction) of such innovations as
educational television, team leaching, non-graded instruction,
and independent study'. Even then, some would argue that, with
the ption of educational television, none of these ,experi-
me was really hew, that they merely were re-inventions of 1
methods and proOdures that had been employed in the past.

Given ,that. background, what, if anything, sets the new alter-
native'school movement apart from earlier educational reforms .

and innovations? After all, there always have been "alter-.
natives" in education. Students.ancl their parents, provided they
had the wherewithal, had the choice betweeh the public school
system (arid between different public school systems if they
could afford to (Col), parochial schools, and private day. or
residential schools. But, to a large and growing segment of the
American population, These offered no real options, since o-, nomic and other barriers made all but their local free publii
schools inaccessible.

2s1
. ,
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Just as the schools failed their immigrant clienteles earlier
in the nation's history, it became apparent in the lales-LZSO'S .

and early 1960s that the modern public school system was
not effectively serving its "captive" constituency,.
particularly youngsters from minority and poverty back-
grounds. Dropout rates soared, as did truancy, behavior
problems, drug use, and crime. And it was recognition of
the problem among concerned individuals and groups,
most outside the educational establishment, that generated
the movement toward alternative forms of education
Accordingly, it can be argued that, unlike earlier refOrms,
alternative schools are

and
product of a demandex-

pressed by dropping out and other forms of alienation--on
the part of a significant segment of the school's clientele
rather than on the part of the educational or political
leadership.

Mariq D. Fantini, former program officer of The Ford
Foundation's Division of Educition anctResegd), argued
back in 1968 that earlier educational reLbrms, Tarticularly
those in the post-Sputnik era, "strengthened the status
quo, enabling the system to serve better those who it has
always served best. (Early reforms such as team teaching
and educational television usually were introduced in
"strong" school systems in the affluent suburbs. The
assumption by foundations and other supporters was that,

.g`
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once proven successful there, the reforms would auto-
matically be adopted throughout the system. The assump-
tions proved to be unfounded: Ed.) The heart of the
present crisis in public education is the realization that the
system has failed a major segment of the school
population:"'

The failure wvas not new, according to Fantini. What was
new was a public awareness growing out orofficial cog.
nizance of poverty amidst affluence" and a new. tendency
among the nonwhite fourth of society's underclass to assert
its pvil rights and demand a full share in political and eco-
nomic opportunity." But, Fantini argued, preoccupation
with the disadvantaged should not preclude recognition.
that the total system was "incapable Of addressing the
challenge of prcividing excellent education for a diverse
student population.- Consequently, the mission of runcla4
mental educational reform inlet for the poor alone but for
all.".

Put another way, there i& a considerable body, of dissatis-
faction with the traditiorill public schools, not only among
the obvious clientele in the ghettos but among some in the
affluent suburbs, i fact that has been reflected in the
establishment of free schools and other aernative forms in
some of those suburbs. The'extent of fife demand.for new
educational options is difficult to evaluate In a recent



book, Fantini suggests that sonie 60 per cent of Americans,
including "millions of parents and students,- find "our
present pattern-of public education attractive." On the
other hand, he estimates that 28 per cent of-the people are
dissatisfied and need "to have their right to. quality educa-
tion protected.- Otherwise, he suggests, there will be "a
search for satisfaction- that will -inevitably disturb the
climate lathe schools for everyone."'

Another, perhaps more solid indicator may be found in the
sheer numbers of alternative or optional schools or pro-
grams that have sprung up in recent year's across the
nation. The 'National Consortium for Options in Public
Education in ,1972 published a directory of alternative
public schools. It identified 464 such schools in 35 different
states but fouhd, significantly, that 75, per cent of them
were located in eight state--Califomia, Washington, New
York, Massacifusetts, Pennsylvania, Minnesota, Illinois
and 'Missouriwith the first three states accounting for,,
more than 40 per cent of the total.'

The directbry 'cannot be said to represent the total picture
in alternative education. It 'excludes free schools and other
options functioning outside the system and certain non-
traaition,41 program,operating within the system. Among
the latter are;Ispecia7function" sbloolsusually for disrup-
live pupils, such as New Yorks system of "600 schools,"

and -open enrollment" programs, such as that in East
Lansing, Michigan, where pupils are allowed to attend any
school in the community, regardless of geographic
proZimity.

At Ehe same time, the directory underscores a critical fact.
there is great diversity in the alternative-school movement.
It includes a poll of 276 schools across the nation, indicat-
ing that 76 per cent were at the secondary-school level, 19
per cent at the ,elementary level, and 2 per cent in K-12
(kindergarten through twelfth grade) schools. More impor-
tantly, the directory pointed out that thel'e, is "no single

model or group of models" that would cover the diversity
of the schools in responding to the poll. But it concluded
that, the majority fell into seven broad categories or
combinations thereof. ',they include "oper; schools" based
on the British pattern; "schools withodt walls," such as
Philadelphia's Parkway School, where learning activities
are: dispersed throughout the community; "learning
centers," where learning resources-for alkcommunity stu-
dents are concentrated in one locattei4i.as educational
pcirks, "magnet" schools, and career education centers,
"continuation schools," such as drop-out centers, preg-
nancy maternity centers, evening and adult high schools,
and street academies, "multi-cultural centers," including
bilingual schools, "free schools," emphasizing greater.
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freedom for students and teachers, and "schools-within-
schools," including mini-schools programs on the Haaren
High School ;tern and satellite programs like that at
Wingate Prep in Brooklyn rir Harambee Prep in
Manhattan.

That very diversity suggests that the alternative movement
suffers from a serious problem in sema1tics. the term
"alternative" does not fit since, by strict definition, if
implies the availability of ,only two options, when, in
actual policy andgf tice, the ultimate objective of most
recent school refo s is to offer a variety of options. Simi-
larly, the term "minl-schoold" means different things to
different educators and reformers and better description is
yet to be und. l'OptioK may come closer as)a catchall
definition ft the movement. But, given the,movement's
diversity, thePantini definition, "public school4f choice,"
seems at the same time .comfortably vague and yet
descriptive. ,

k

As vague as its semantics, are the actual origins of the
alternative school movement. The Indiana directory -
builders round programs dating back to 1964. But it may
be remembered that, as early as the late 1950s and early
'60s, parents protesting school conditions in Harlem took
their children out of classes and set up their own educa-
tional programs in storefronts and church basements. The

'1\

protests and the "alternative" schools were relatively
shortlived. But they well may have set a precedent for
what was to follow.

Whatcan be established is the fact that the movement in
New York got its start in late 1965 with the establishment
of the first of that city's street academies at the Church of
the Master in Harlem. The street academy actually was an
outgrowth of an experimental summer program for New
York City youth conducted by three churches, among
them the Church of the Master, then headed by the Rever-
end Eugene S. Callender.

The program was initiated by Harold Oostdy,'S young
and energetic member of Young Life, a national Protestant'
youth organization. Oostdyk, a native of Clifton, New
Jersey, had dropped °tit of New York University in 1954 to
work with young people in nearby/New Jersey com-
munities. Three year later he moved into Manhattan's
Lower East Side and began to work with school dropouts
in an attempt to persuade them to return to school. The
effort proved unproductive at first, formal school pro-
grams or job training offered no lures to the dropouts. But
the prospect of a college education did and Oostdyk4and
his colleagues from Young Life, some of whom shared their
apartments with homeless clients, embarked on their own
educational program. By 1962, a number of the dropouts
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were ready for a more formal, pre-college program. That
year, two were enrolled in Newark Preparatory,School, a
private institution headed by Arthur Garson, and two
more were, enrolled the following year. Eventually, five of
the Newark Prep ehrollees went on to college and did well.

Meanwhile, Oostdyk began to consider Harlem and its
large numbers of school dropouts as a natural focal point
for his. activities. Through Edward Fiske, now religious
editor of the New York Times, he met Callender, who had
been-contemplating a more active *role in the community
for his church Oostdyk, on the other hand, needed a black
base such as offered by the church if he was' to successfully
introduce his program in Harlem The result was a partner-
ship that prodUced the summer pro_ gram and ultimately'
New York's first street academy. .

The summer effort, particularly at the',Church of the
Mastp-, produced two significant developments. The first
was the realizatiothat, if ghettO youth were to be helped
by such programs, ;here was need for a new type of com-
munity, worker- individuals capable of communicating
with even the most disruptive of theirclientele and capable

they
helpiAg them find solutions to their problems whether

1" they involved economics, health, family, iability,

known as the "streetworker," a major component of a
number of today's alternative - school programs.

At the mine time, it became clear that the streetworker-
Component by itself was not enough. There was an educa-
tional element, and a very serious one, in the problems of
the youth enrolled in the summer program. Many, if not
most, had "voted with their feet," and dropped out of a.
school system that, by their perceptions, failed to meet
theik needs or, worse, treated them as unwanted", disrup-,
tive elements in the student population. Many of those who
still were in school had records of frequent truancy and/or
disruptive behavior. And these were problems with which
the existing system seemed unable or unwilling to cope.

,

That conclusion- prompted the thought on the part of
iteverend Callender, Oostdyk, and others that it might be
possible to create a new _and more responsive. educational
environment and more relevant programs that would help
such students discover their own .potential and gain an
interest in pursuing their education. They proceeded to
design a model for their new educational environment and
programs. Subsequently, in ecember 190, New York's
first street academy opened in the baseitient of the Church
Of the Master. The educational, program was run by Dr.

employment, housing, or the law-enforcement systern,.... Susie O. "Doe': Bryant, formerly educational consultant
The result was- the emergence of what has come to' bey`" for Haryou-'Act, a federally funded Harlem youth agency-,
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while Oostdyk and others from Young Life served as
streetworlsers. By early 1966, between 200 and 300 youths
were being served by the new program.

Early operations were financed out of the church's limited
. resources, br&Erant of $212,000 from the Lilly Endow -'
ment,,and by a number of smaller grants. Later, a grant of
$106,000 was obtained from the Office of Economic
OppOrtunity to help finance the program for the summer
of 1966. But, later that year, it became apparent that the.
program. was in fiscal difficulty.. Twenty-,three street
academy graduates now were enrolled, at Newark ?rep,
where the program had run up a debit of $21,000, and an
expected additiOnal infusion of 0E0 funds had not
materialized.

Dr: Callender, meanwhile, had , been named executive
director of the New York Urban League andr shortly there-

. after, appointed rObstdyk as education director to run the
program, which by then had grown to include three store-
front academies in addition to the Church of the Master
operation.'

To meet the crisis, Dr. Callender turned to The Ford
Foundation for an emergency injection of funds.' The
Foundation, while not-impressed with the program's finan-
cial record, was impressed with its objectives and methods

14

and with Dr. Callender's contention that 70 per cent of the
16-to721,yea -old age group in Harlem was college poten-
tial After a tour of the' storefronts by Foundation P'resi-
dent McGeord Bundy, a 'grant of $147,000 was approved
in September 1966.

With the infusion of these new funds, the program con-
tinued to grow, not only in ,size but in, structural
sophistication. To the street academies, which con-
centratecton streetwork and basic remedial edification pro-
grams, were added two-;academies,of transition," which
offered more formal programs in the traditional high
school subjects but tailored to the students' interests and
experience. From there, successfUl graduates were sent to
Newark Prep to complete ' their college entrance
requirements. . ,

.

By late 1966, there were six storefronts in operation, the
two academies of transition, and a total of 40 street-
workers in the program. Ford was impressed enough with
this performance that, while stressing Zhat this would be a,
final grant, it pia up another $550,000 to keep the program
afloat, But thgrant harried with it another and significant
stipulation as set fOrth in the grantetter:

.

'14 this project is to have its fullest imi),act, it mist be
linked up in some way with existing institutions in ethica-

)..
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ition:**btherWise the academies would be serving too few
4.Ven

Oeo13le in telation to the total needs of Harlem, Bedford-
StuYiresaiit:.anctsimilar areas."

,
e first street academies, meanwhile, serveci as na' proto-

type or model fo,rtliOse that were to t011ow.. Akey element
in the incilziel ,v s' smallness. enrollments in the individual
academies rahed between 15 and 30, the premise being
that, enrollments would promote intimacy' and
inAractit tetisvetirt students and teachers and avoid the
inftitut nal 'iMper;o9ality of ge school. The second
in;jor;comgneat vc)as the Intl rjA8f streetworkers as a

tgii 'part Orthe tchoolsloperationsB`oth o1 these com-
poncrifs remain as factors in manbf today's alter.
natiirt-sc1001 projects.

Still anotherkritical component the involvement of buti-
floss' and indusery came later in the academies' history.
Beginning` 1968 with the McGraw Hill Publishing Com-
pany, as many as 14 major corporations,. including such
giants as-First National City Bank, Esso (now Exxon), New
York Telephone,' Union Carbide, IBM, and Celanese, were
ersuacecl to lend .theif support, in both money and talent,
the program, helping it to reduce its dependence on Ford

an 'other foundation support. Early in the game, business
involvement generally was characterized by gifts of equip-
ment anddirect subsidies for the budgets of individual aca-

demies.. ,Later on, as will be seen in succeeding Oaptets,
the involvement tende to shift toward the use of cor-
porate talent to alternative schools improve their
management:an operations.

The program expanded to the point that, by January 1969,
there were 14 corporate sponsored academies ift operation,
ten in Manhattan, two in the Bronx, and two in Brooklyn.
At that point, Dr.,Callender and Oostdyk, acting on their,
own and the Fotd Foundation's convictions, moved to
establish linkages with the established school system. By
early 1968, five academies in Harlem had been closed and
their streetworkers moved into four high schoolsBenja-
min Franklin in East Harlem, Charles Evans Hughes on
18th Street near.Ninth Avenue, Haaren at 58th Street and
Tenth Avenue, and Seward Park on the Lower East Side:

Within a year after their first involvement, the sponsonng
corporations grew disenchanted with the street acIemies.
The business participants re,coglized a nuirfber of

ccommon and spe' ial characteristics -in the academies:
their small size, a clientele, 'predominantly if not
exclusiitely Black and Puerto Rican, most in need of their
special branfl, of, education, experimental remedial pro-
grarris,,, young,_enthusiastic, and dedicated teachers,

were,the streetworkers component. In fact, streetworkers were
xonsidered 'so essential that their relationships with stu-
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dents often took precedence over classwork.

On the other hand, the corporate supporters" saw gray
areas. Dr. Norman C. Willard, former vice president for
personnel at First National City Bank and an active
corporate participant in the program, feels that, initalfy,
the academies represented "a form of rebellion" and were
decidedly anti-establishment in nature. As such, Willard
believes, they had a tendency to become a system unto
themselves but a system that "lacked specific objectives."

That lack, -according to Willard, led to "a terrible loose-
,- .

ness, not. only in educational goals but in management
and in the handling of funds. Perhaps more critical, there
was no machinery by which academy students could earn_
credit or some other form of certification for their studies,
since there was no link with the established school system.
And, as Willard and others have argued, while the aca-
demies' general7objectives by and large were highly admir-
able, little or no attempt was Made to evaluate their per-

, formance, to determine to what extent those Objectives
were being met.

What followed, according to Willard, was the withdrawal,
one by one, of the corporait sponsors of the program. His
own orgapization attempted to resolve the problem by
establishing a link between a FNCB academy and Ben-

We, A

jamin Franklin 1-lIgh School. While it no longer has bank
support, the academy still is in existence:

Ultimately, most of the original street academies went out
of business or, in one way or another, were absOrbed into
the regular school system. But those that were absorbed
retain many of the characteristicsparticularly smallness,
special curriculums, and deeply involved teaching
staffsthat made the original academy concept seem so
promising. Those that disappeared attest to a harsh
reality: even with the loftiest of intentions, reform in
education is an extremely difficult and risky endeavor.
Reviewing their history,, it could be argued, that greater
expertise, particularly in the 4rea of management, might
have saved the academies. But that would be hindsight at
best. The important fact is that the street academies broke
the ice. They set a pattern and established a momentturit
that has resulted in widespread adoption, particularly in
New York City, the mini-school concept.

The street academy experience also points to a conclusion,
reached by more and more observers in recent years, that
alternative schools cannot survive indefinitely without
public funding. Perhaps the classical example is Harlem
Prep, founded in 1966 as a tuition-free school for &op-
outs. The school originally was intended to serve the same
function as Newark Prep, preparing graduates of the street



academies and academies of transition for colge recent years.
the

for direct support from private
entrance. Organized and staffed with the help of' donors in ihe Harlem community failed to reverse the
Manhattanville College, a Catholic school for women kV\ trend and, by late 1973, financial difficulties had forced
Purchase, New York, Harlem Prep opened in an armory at enrollments down from a peak of 500 to 190 students,
142nd Street and Harlem River Drive and the following 'Triany of whom were to graduate in January 1974.
year moved into an imaginatively remodelled supermarket.
in Central Harlem, in effect becoming that area's first hi: ably, the school was forced to appeal to the New

Yoo ity Board of Education and, as of February 1,1974,school.
HArl Prep became part of the city school system.

The Harlem Prep board of directors, which' was incie- HCweyer the school will remain in its present site and will
pendent of the street academy program, selected Edward retain itsadmaster, staff, and curriculum. All of this,
Carpenter, who had I5een a guidance counselor,in the New at.Lording iO'city schools Chancellor Irving Anker, In the
York City Schools, as headmaster. Under Carpenter, the framework of piiblic education." '

school tended to drift away from the street academies and
to place stress on more traditional programs leading to A sidelight to that development was the reaction of Albert

college entrance for Harlem youth. And, over the six years Shenker, president' of the United Federation of Teachers,

of its existence, it succeeded in that objective, placin a
one that illultrates one of the problems in the replication of

total of 637 of its graduates in college, many of them in alternative tirdels in the isystem. Shenker, in his regular

nation's leading universities. weekly column run as an advertisement on the New York*
Times Sunday education page, suggested that data on the

Initially,Harlem Prep was supported by the foundations, school's, performance were inadequate and that its claims
whichsaw It as a proving ground, by such corporations as of success were "unwarranted . . . and constitute an unfair
Exxon, and by many private donors., But foundations shy attack on the public schools." He concluded that, "if

away from indefinite funding of experiments, on the standards had been maintained rather than ignored,
premise that successful projects should become self- Harlem Prep might have done a *better job." By
supporting. Corporate givers ten to adopt a similar atti- "standards," the UFT president referred to that fact that
tude. As a .result, the schools funding had declined in the school "was not required to maintain legally required

P 9
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standards' in its employment of faculty members or in
matters of curriculum." Without debating the validity of
the "legally required standards" referred to, the Shanker
position suggests that, despite UFT policy favoring
reform, many teachers are'and probably will continue to
be highl), sensitive about tIse issue of school reform and
may, when they feel their ob security or working con-
ditions are threatened,.actively resist specific reforms.

Meanwhile, in early 1968, a new organization appeared on
the New York `scene, one that would play a major role in
the evolution of alternative schools in the city. The Nev;
York Urban Coalition was founded in an attempt to bring
private-sector resources to bear on a wide range of urban
problems. -

The Coalition's first president, Saul Wade, died unex-
pectedly in August 1969 arid was succeeded, on August 28,
1969, by Dr. 'Callender, who for the preceding year and a
half 14c1 served as an executive of New York City's Hous-
ing and Development Administration?

In anti, early action, the Coalition deCided to provide
support for the academies and for the streetwoier concept
and,was instrumental in obtaining the corporate involve-
ment described earlier. The Coalition's task force on
education spent some fou; months in developing films and

18

brochures and conducting informational meetings to."sell-
the concept. The, result was about $650,000 in corporate
finincial input into the street academy idea.

But, according to Louis McCagg, then, task force staff
director and now head of the Coalition's Edudation Pro-
ject, evaluation,.follow-up and technical assistance on the
part of the corporations, and organization of the street
academies "all were woefully short as welook back on'it."

In part as a result of these problems, the street academy
program began to fragment and progress was "less than
adequate."' McCagg maintains that the germ of the idea
was "extremely good mill is." But the problems had to
do with the selection and training of academy staffs, their
organization and discipline, and the question of evalua-
tion. As outlined earlier, these problems caused the spon-
soring corporations gradually'to phase out-of the program.

An exception was the m raw-Hill Street Academy. Its
sponsor, the McGrvi ublishing Company, from its
first approaEh to the Urba League in 1968, insisted that
the acadeint be established ith a link to an existing high
school and that it be, located in McGraw-Hill's "neigh-
borhood," the west side of mid-Manhattan.

Morrie Helitzei, then' corporate vice president for public'
affairs for the MLGraw -Hill Publishing Company, teamed
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up with Lynn Gray, who had been involved in a successful
program at onebf the earlier academies. Both felt the move
would get at the heart of the matterthe school syitem
itself. For it was clear that the academies not only were not
having a real effect on their students but were having no
impact on the system. Schnol principals and others 4n the
educational leadership were not visiting the academies and
generally regarded them simply as _place to send.dropouts
and troublemakersthe "dumping-ground syndror," as
it has come to be called.

Accordingly, He laze and Gray approached 'Jacob Zack,
then assistant supenn end%t in charge of the city's high
schools to determine whether an appropnate school could
be found that would be willing to link up with the new
street academy. Zack encouraged the idea and suggested
Haaren High School, which suited McGraw-Hill's
neighborhood requirefnent. Bernard V. Deutchinan,
Haaren's principal, proved amenable to the idea and the
McGraw-Hill Street Academy opened in February 1968 in
a former automotive repair shop at West 61,§t Street and
11th Avenue, with Gray as its director. Deutchman agreed
to provide one regular teacher for the academy staff and to
list the academy students on Haaren's attendance rolls pro-
vided they attended regularly. The arr,ge. -ment, accord-

:,ing to Helitzeaprovided the basis for...4 joint venture be-
tween a streetcadem'y and a public school.

oward the middle of the first year of academy operatioh,
litzer land Gray opened new discussions with Deutch-

_m , Dr. Elliot Shapiro, then district superintendent, and
Za to find ways to mo5e the academy physically into the
Haa. n building. All, including Deutchman, were recep-
tive t e the idea. But, ,after checking his class schedules and
room utilization patterns, Deutchman reported that ade-

quate space could not be found.

However, the Haaren principal suggested that space might
be availableat Charles Evans Hughes High School, two
miles downtown in Manhattan's Chelsea district George
Shirkey, then acting principal at _Hughes, was willing to
listen and a study was undertaken to determine whether a
self-contained wing could be made available to the aca-
demy. As it turned out; a wing was out of the question
But, in a 'compromise mover the academy took over an

. area, of the\ Hughes building about the size of three
classrooms.

.
The arrangement proved less than ideal. Space limitations
held the initial enrollment to- 68. The academy area could
not be physically separated from the rest of the building
and, for that-among other reasons, prOved inadequate.
Some among the Wghes faculty resented the loss of space
and regarded whAt by then had been named Harambee
Prep as a foreign element and threat. And, as -had
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happened in the original street academies, the duniping-
ground syndrome began to show itself.

Four months later, in January 1970; the situation was
resolved by' moving Harambee into a nearby annex of
Hughes, where, five-Y,ears later, it occupies the entire top
floor of what had been a commeragi building. (Other
floors of the building house Hughes' College-Bound pro-
gram.) The new locatibn, meant that Harambee could
increase. its enrollmentsdrawn from the McGraw-liill
Academy, Haaren, and Hughes to more than 100 and
that it had A territory or," f.4" with which students and
staff alike could identify. Gray, who-had moved from the
McGraw -Hill Academy to be director of the new, school,
had a staff of four teachers, three of them paid by the
Board of Education, and one streetworker. Gray was
forced to raise funds to pay the fourth teacher and the
streetwalker, a situation that hampered his efforts to run
the school. . .

Deutchman at the same time had forged links with the
existing Morgan Guaranty Academy on the Lywer East
Side, Meaning that Haaren students at the time had the
option.of attending two alternative schc..10. Morgan Guar-
anty eventually became Lower East S;de Prep and ulti-
mately, in SepLuilber 1973, was totally absorbed. by the
school system. The McGrawHill Academy, incidentally,

,

IV"

continued operation in its repair -shop location for two
years after Harambee's opening before going , out of
business.

September 1970 also saw the opening of a parallel exper-
intent, called Wingate Prep, in Brooklyn. Wingate, with an A
initial enrollment of 40 students, was housed for the first z
three years of its operation in the ground floor of a con-
verted warehouse located more than a mile from Geoirge
Wingate High School, the parent organization. The bpild:
ing later was taken over by Medgar Evers Community
College and. was to have been converted to accommodate ,

I both college and Wingate Prep facilities. However, drastic
. delays in the ,renovation work forced the 'prep school to

move to new quarters in a former convent, which it noltv
shares with the Wingate Mini-School, a newer alternative
and also linked to the parent school.

The Harambee and Wingate projects offered solid evi- .

dente that semi-autonomous mini-schools, employing the
comporients of smallness, streetworkers, and support from
the intaitteSi cqpununity, could function within the
established school system and produce result's. At.
Wingate, for example, a professional evaluation team
found that the staff had produced "a unique climate . . .

particularly for the urban high school . . relaxed, friendly,
and warm, and as open and informal a school setting as

20 3 2
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could be imagined."

evaluators, Pox and Fox Associates, rated the quality
of instruction ai high"welr above average for the high
schools they- knew"and gave pcisitive ratings to teacher
characteristics and pe'rformance, and the school's inn2-
vative Black Science course, which coordinates instructiSh
in history, English, biology, and mathematics.

On the other hand, they complained that the relaxed
attitude in the schdol extended to record-keeping, resultins
in long-delayed entering of grades. And they noted a "high
level" of noise and `distraction, a reliance on teacher-
centered instructional styles despite small classes, a lapit'Sf
remedial reading teachers, an unattractive physical setting,
and a lack of student participation in the running of the
school. \
From their inceptiOn, the Harambee and Wingate projects
represented a cooperative effort by the Board of Educa
tion, the United Federation of Teachers, parent and corn-,

munity groups (such as the Friends of Winate), tlye busi
ness community (the Pfizer Corporation at Wingate preti),
and, as the catalytic agent,-the Education Program of the
New York Urban ,Coalition. }Yearly 1971, it appeared
that these dxperimental efforts to provide a more effective
education for students "turned or by the traditional

tl

system had paid off. It seemed time to take the next step, to
determine whether thd satellite mini-school idea could be

- extended- to that of the "mini- school complex,',' where the
model would be employed* to convert an entire school into
a complexof sub-schools, each with small enrollments,
business support, and the streetworker component.

, In fact, the Urban. Coalition- staff, in cooperation with
Board of Education officials already had begun a search for
an appropipte high school in which to try the mini-school
cornplex idea when what must be regarded as a history-
making letter arrived at the desk of Dr. Eugene Callender,
piesident of the Coalition. The letter was from Bernard V.
Deutchman, principal of Haaren,High School, and read in
part :

"Haaren High.School is a school deteriorating before our
eyes. We have a 60 per cent drop-out rate, a 70 per cent
truancy rate, and tremendous distrust between the various
groups which comprise the school. We are desperate.

"As Principal, J have decided that we must undertake a
radical change to survive. If Haaren cannot be changed, if

_Ateps candot-now be taken it make it a ttue.place of learn-
ing, then,I predict it will collapse.

"To initiate the process of change, we have examined a,
number of experiments in the city to find what might be
relevant for us,and help provide the guidelines we need.
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) We believe the mini-school approach, ,where teachers arid
students have progranimatic freedom and autonomy, is
the direction we ought to take."

The date was April 30,. 1971. the stage was set for the
Haaren experiment.

t
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Chapter 3

I

el

Mini-Schools: The Haaren -Model
'Principal Deutchman's appeal to the Urban Coalition led
ultimately to a decision to "turn Haaren High School
around" and, beginning in September 1971, convert the
2,500-student school into 14 mini-schools, each 'with 'an
average of 150 students, its own teaching staff, a director
or coordinator, and a guidarice counselor, and each with
its own, 'distinctive academic or career "theme."

, . . .

The decision was a momentous one. Never before had
there been an attempt to take an entire existing high school
and,,reorganize ft, virtuallilibiii-6rieiemester to..,the next,
into an,entirely different structure offering totally aca-
demic programs.. To complicate matters, Haaren, as
suggested in -Deutchman's letter, was a ,deeply troubled'
school. Only two years earlier, it ha4een the scene of

rousstudentroting.School,p1
Vwas rtl1Y

conistentTherewaslittleornV1f:comtuniy

Alienation rather than communicatign was the predom-
inant characteristic of human relationshipsparticularly
staff-student relationships in the school. It was a school,
as Deutchman put it, on theverge of collapse.

..,

_Obviously, conversion of the school into a mini-school
complex, would involve far more than the simple replica-
tion of earlier mini-school experiments. The satellite mini-
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schools, for example, generally were Staffed with volunteer
teachers dedicated to alternative programs; Haaren's re-
fbrms would have to be implemented byan existing staff,
many of whom were not convinced the reforms were desir-
able Similarly, a new organizational structure and new
programs would have to be accommodated in an existing
and, by current educational standards, obsolete physical
plant. And, unlike the satellite mini-schools, .Haaren
would not be in a position to pick and choose its student
Clientele. It would take all comers and many if not the
majority of them would be educationally disadvantaged.
And, it would have to deal with. these problems with no
special support from the Board of Education.

All involvedthe school administration and staff, their
superiors in the Board of Education hierarchy, the Urban
Coalyics staff, business representatives, sand outside con-
sultantsfaced a formidable task. The potential for
mistakes and, for that matter, ultimate collapse of the
experiment, was enormous. Obviously, effective planning
and careful implementation were essential if the project
was to succeed.

The challenge, then, Was to build on the experiences not
only of the Urban Coalition but of the groups that spon-
sored earlier -alternative programs in the city. The
successes of the earlier projectssuch .as the phenomenon

24

of smallness and thesstieetworker componenthad to be
incorporated. s6tit their failures, particularly in accounta-
bility and maskagement, had to be avoided,Perhaps most
important if it was to be fully successftilg the Haaren
project would have to do what the earlier projects could
not. make An impaction the system. To do ,so, Haaren
would have to develop a successful model or process after
which other schools in,the system could pattern their own
efforts at reform.

Or, as summarized in an unpublished Uiban Coalition
document on the Haaren concept:

" "The best of what had been learned in Out-of-system
projects ,had to be incorporated into the system and
becdime what the system itself wanted."

.

The challenge was -respOnded to in a series' of planning
sessions during the late spring and summer of 1971, involv-
ing Haaren's administration, staff and students, the Urban?
Coalition, and the United Federation of Teachers, Out a-
that planning effort came a series of decisions about the
organizational' patterns and academic programs that
would be in effect when Haaren reopened the following
September. Those decisiofis, taken together, form what
has come to be known'as 'the five-component model" for
Haaren's mini-school complex.

.



The first and most critical component was the mini-school
structure. Haaren was to be divided into a series of semi-
autonomous unitsinitially 14 in numberthat would
operate within the," total school structure. Enrollments in
each mmi,school would be smallranging from 75 .to 500
and averaging at about 150. Each would have its own
coordinator and guidance counselor and, to the extent pos- .
sible, its own perritanen t teaching staff. Facilities fortach..
mini-schoolincluding classfoom, lounge, and office
spacewere to. be provided in separate and identifiable
areas of the school and each mini-school was to have its
own academic, career, or other programmatic theme.

The mini-school structureovas designed to take advantage
of the success of the:alier projects in utilizing small
school units to engender intimacy and interaction between
students and staff, a quality seldom found in schools like
Haaren when organized around traditional subject-area
lines. Teachers in each mini-school were to have the
opportunity to coordinate their Programs to achieve

'common' learning objectives for their students. And' they
would be involved in the development of new curriculums
built around their mini-school's programmatic theme.
Finally, the theme and a definable physical location or
.turf" were expected to engender a sense of belonging and

-community among the students in each mini-school.

A

It must be stressed, however, thal the concept envisioned
something more than a lbose collection of small-school
units. As the name implies, the mini-school complex was
to be an interlocking network of mini - schools whose pro-
grams would be coordinated by the school's central
administration. Such coordination would make it possible,
for example, for a student to itransfer without academic or
other difficulties from one mini-school tp another when
such a move was called for by changes in his interests or
achievement level. And it would make it possible to enjoy'
the advantages pf mini-school smallness without
sacrificing the of a large educational
organization. .

The central administration, for example, would continue
to provide such services as the library; central record-
keeping ; quality control; balk purchasing of goods', equip
meat, and materials; professional development Programs,
and'the like. Similarly, it would insurk'the maintenance of
breadth and flexibility in the curriculum as well as a broad
range of professiOnal specialization in the teaching staff.

On the other hand, the Mini-school complex offered an
opportunity to provide far,more variety in programs than
possible in a traditional school organization. The
.possibilities can be illustrated by a brief description of the
themes and objectives of the 14 mini-schools opened at
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Haaren in September 1971. It might be noted beforehand
that some of the new mini-schools notably College
Bound and Englifh as a Second Language were developed
out of programs already in ...pezation at Haaren. Others

awere entirely new. In all cases, themes, objectives, and cur-
riculums, were developed by teacher planning teams with,
as will be seen in the following chapter, varying degrees of
clarity and thoroughness. The first Haaren mini-schools;
in thumbnail sketch, were as follows :

7"
Co-op Mobil A Blend of*.the Cooperative Work Study
Program (in which students spent alternative weeks in

go school and on the job), and the Mobil Oil Corporation
Training Course, (a joint venture of the corpoption and
Haaren's Industrial Arts Department). The objectives.
develop mar=ketable skills and prepare students for entry-
level Jobs in service stations, correlate industrial training
with academic studies, and? develop ,self- confidence
through work experience.

English a_s a Second LanguageBuilt on an existing state -
funded PrOgrakk. ESL employs an interdisciplinary
approach to meet the special needs of students from non-
English speaking backgrounds. ESL's clientele ranges from
recent immigrants with no knOwledge of English, some
illiterate in their native tongues, to students who require
upgrading in their English skills to function effectively in,
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other Haaren programs.,
Correlated Curriculum Assists students in surveying and
choosing careers in such occupations as electronics, trans-
portation, and drafting. The program is designed to build
self-confidence and a positive self-image in its students and
to Build their skills through second, third, andifourthl ear
programs aimed at career specialization.

STEP-TUMAnother hybrid, this mini-school combines
two work related programs. One, The School to Employ-
ment Program (STEP), is designed for students on the
verge of dropping out and permits them to attend school
for a half day and spend the other half at a job provided by
the Board of Education. The second,, the Training for
Upward Mobility program, is designed to instill in tenth
graders an understanding of the academic skills required to
perform in a variety of jobs. Again, students split their day
between school and jobs. 14
AerospaceDeii ed to articulate with junior high school
programs, Aerosp ce Mini-School utilizes an intenclisci-

. plinary approac in providing prevocational training in
the aerospace field for entering ninth-yearstudents.

AviationSimilar to Aerospace but aimed at entering
sophomores, Aviation Mini-School employs a correlated-
curriculum approach to the study of aviation-related
topics.

,
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AutomotiveDesigned as an introductomexperience for
entenng tenth-year students 'interested in the- utomotive
field and to capitalize on that interest in developer is

..
academic skills.

%

Pre-TechA two-year course open to juniors or seniors =
and designed for student's interested in piariuing career-
oriented' progratns at a two-year community college,
Career areas include construction, chemical, electrical,
mechanical, and electro-mechanical technology, or design
and drafting: Academic-and industrial art studies are cor-
related. ,' . ,-

ExecutiveExecutive BusinessA program designed to meet the needs
of students planning to enter the business field as executive
trainees, salesmen, or independent entrepreneurs. Corn-

ter training is offered.
S.

reative ArtsHelps students develop an awareness add.
sensitivity to the visual arts. An interdisciplinary approach
is employed not only to stimulate an appreciation for the
arts but io'clevelop artistic talent in individdals.

Urban AffairsOffers students the opportunity to study
their urban community through a variety of in-and out of-
school programs. Two days a week are spent outside the
school, in an effort to create a "school-without walls," in
which as much learning as possible, occurs outside the
school building. .

Operation ReturnDesigned to improve attendance
among frequent truants, re-orient them to the school com-
munity., and assist them in recognizing the value of an
e -catioThlexperience. Flexible and individualized pro-
grams amore employed to help the student develop specific
vocational and academic goals.

College BoundLargest of the mini-schools, College
Bound is aimed at providing college-entry qualifications-
for students having the requisite academic skills and poten-
tial. It is the most traditictrial, in both curriculum and
leaching methods, of the Haaien mini-schools.

Special Educ4tion Provides special programs for retarded
or otherwise educationally handicapped students,

Lest-the reader be misled, by the use of the present tense,
the foregoing descriptions were adapted from statements
of theme and objectives developed at the outset of the
Haaren project. As will be seen later-ian',"a number of the"
mini-schools described no longer exist. Indeed, one crr two,
lacking clarity of objectives, student interest, or both,
never gut off the ground. That developinent undeilines a
basic characteristicof the project. to be underscored later
in this chapter. the Haaren concept is not a rigid blueprint
but a ilynamic plan; a framework within which significant
change has occurred and probably will Continue to occur...

. -
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The Haaren concept's second component the street-;
worker like the structural component is an adaptation
from the original street academy practices. At Haaren,
however, the streetworker assumed a somewhat different
role, one that is more closely integratedinto the operations
of the school:

To thebeally streetworkers, the workplace was the street.
Their job was to find the,dropont or drug, addict, develoy
`rapport, with him, then" attempt by persuasion, cajolery',
and soinetim8 outright bullying, to lure him to the street
academies and, thereby, to a start On Ihe'road back into
the educational mainstream. In short, the first street-
workers were recruiters who "mined", the streets, pool
halls, and playgrounds for salvageable talent, working day
and night ih the process.

The stireetworxeCie the ,Haaren scheme of things, still
spends some time in the street, but it is restricted by his in-
school responsibilities. He is lest a recruiter and more a

or liaion between the students and the faculty, the
administration, service agencies, and, where necessary, the
home. His function, rather than recruiting those who
already have dropped out, is to encourage the potential
dropout to stay in school and, to the extent possible, pro-
vide whatever assistance is required to achieve, that
objective.

28
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Under the Haaren concept, the streetworker has become a
regular employee of the Board of EduCation and an
integral part of the school staff. 4 such, he pirforins a
variety of in-school functions that tend to keep him in the
building the greate part of his working day or week.
Among those functinns are supervision of student lounged,

.contacting the parents of truants or seriously disryptive
students by phone or mail, and .preparation of reports of
his daily activities.

On the other hand, the Haaren streetworker continues to
live up to his title, spending.part of his time in the neigh-
borhood urging cutters to go to their classes or even, where
circumstances warrant, visiting the parents of itudents
with serious problems.

By the same token, it is hisijob to know which people at
which, agencies, both public and private, can help students
and their families with problems, whether they involve the
law, health or mental health, housing, employment, or
drugs, and to make appropriate contacts and referrals. He
often fills a critical heed among minority group stu-
denlsthe presence of a strong tale image from his racial
or ethnic background with which the student can relate,
And Haaren streetworkers make themselves- availabll erCo
the students outside school hoUrs and .will accept st ent
phone calls at home at any tithe.
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Finally, in their liaison role, the streetworkers perform a
new and critical function in a school like Haaren. They in
effect act as interpreters between students and staff, help:
ing teachers not only to understand the language their stu-
dents speak, but their "alien" attitudes and life styles. And,
in some cases, streetworkers have worked side-by-side,
with the teacher in the classroom, helping the teaches
communicate with the students and generate interest in the
course material In fact, there haye been claims that the
best-attended classes at Hairen areho-se in which a street -
worker is involved: ' ,

Conversion of achool such as Haaren Into a mini-school
complex poses the need to , develop new, interdisciplinary
educational communities, new teaching methods to cqh-
vey the new curriculum to students in a meaningful
mariner. That need has generated Component Three in the
i-laaren Model the Teacher-Service Center. Known as the
Professional Services Center (PSC) at Haaren, this new

Auppott iririt.is designed to provide the potential for con-
-tinuquisteadier development to meet the changing needs of
the mini- schools as well 'as-the machinery for devOopment
of new curriculum andmaterials. :

The PSC, heeded biart assistant principal and supported
by, outside con,sultarils, acts as ft resource center and work-,..,

it place for tea ers. tirho have. Teleased from part of...
-;'.- v - .

.,. ).,

their teaching load to developlcurriculum. At the same
time, it offers a conduit though which the staff can tap
outside resources and expertise in both curriculum,
development and teaching methods. It is a place where
experimental programs, teaching materials, and techniques
can be designed, tested in, practice, evaluated, then, if
warranted, incorporated into the school program. And,
theoretkally at leastilhe PSC provides a fowl wherestaff
members can gather to exchange ideas about mai-school
operations, programs, and methods and capit'alize on the
successes of their colleaguelr .

the center, which focuses on program analysis, training
and staff development, profegional resources, and cur-
riculum development, is designed to support and help
develop the mini-schools rather than simply to assist
individual teachers or projects in isolation. Teacher success
is seen as a function Of the success of the appropriate milli-
school and teacher development is regarded as an integral
ptrt of mini-school development.

Another critical component of the Haaren concept was ,

that of business involvement. Initially, it was represented
by a business loanee office, staffed by two executives on
loan from major corporations. Their role was to identify
posOble partnerships between corporations and the vari-
ous mini schools and to make the necessary arrangements.
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In addition, t were to help find other ways in which
corporate res ces in talent, materials and equipment
might be bro t to bear on the school's prQjlems. But, as
will be seen later, it son became appa. reatIhat a new role
for the loanees was called for, one that would help the
school to more effectively plan, organize, and manage
itself to meet changing need§,. The new business involve-
ment, at Haaren and elsewhere, had to help the school
system "get at the root.causes of its failures."

Fifth and last of the original Haaren concept compOnents is
the "full-service school." Essentially an of rt to deal with
the full range of _problems affecting e education and
welfare of inner-city youth, the fu -service idea repre-
sented, an attempt to make Haare a conduit through
which delivery of all essential social s ices to its students
could be insured.

Behind the concept was the realization that traditional
assumptions About the responsibility for the delivery of

,different servicesthat the family took care of housing,
value formation, andsuch questions as religion and sexual
attitudes, schools develop basic shills, organizational
discipline, and preparation for work, and that public and
pnvate agencies handle health, legal, housing and other
social problems tend to break down in the inner city
environment. 4
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Accordingly, the full-service school was to concern itself
with the total welfare of its students, undertaking a
thorough audit of services provided in the school, of ser-
vices provided through the school by outside agencies, of
services provided totally outside the school, and of student
perceptions of their needs .and how services might Vest be
delivered. The effort then would be to take steps to insure
that appropriate delivery mechanisms were developed and
that they functioned effectively.

As will be seen later, the full- service school is the only one ,
of the five Haaren components that has not been imple-
mented. That failure can be attributed to a number 9f
causes. But probably the most critical is the fact that.
existing ,municipal agencies are not well organized -.to
deliver services 'to a clientele such as Haaren's and that
reform of these agencies is beyond theypability of Haaren
and its supporters or, for that matter, of the school system. ,
The full-service school, hoviever, remains as an ideal to be
pursued, a concept that, sometime in the future,. may
.prove feasible.

The Haaren concept, as suggested earlier, is far from a
static blueprint that would freeze Haaren into a new but
equally rigid mold. Hard, practical experience over the
three years of the ement has brought changes, some of
them major, in the thinking not only of the school's
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administration and staff, but of the Urban Coalition staff,
and others involved in the project. Most critical has been
a realization, on the part o all cot.emed, that reformspf
the sort involved in the Haaren project require a major
new emphasis on rational development through planning,
organization and management, and the upgrading of
human resources.

These new requirements cannot be considered as new com-
ponents in the Haaren concept, since they impinge on all
five of the original components. But, as events have
demonstrated, they are critical to the success of the Haaren
project and, (or that matter, to the success of any radical
reform in the schools.

the top" =f the organization and put a new manager in his
place, as happened when Robert McNamara took over and
revamped the Pentagon.The second is to attempt to insti-
tute changes from within.

The fnit approach clearly was unworkable at Haaren and,
for that matter, would not work in most school situations
where jobs are protected by tenure and by union contracts.
The second, accordingly, offered the only real alternative
at Haaren. But it meant that the very people who perceived' ,
themselves most threatited by change would have to ftmc-

-....tion as the change agents.
.

Accordingly, it was essential that the staff be involved in a
process under which the general go4ls of the Haaren pro-
ject were translated into specific objectives, responsibility
assigned for their achievement within specific time limits,
and machinery (accountability systems) established to
insure that the schedule Vvas met.

.
The procedures for carrying out such a planning process
are described in detail in the Handbook section of this
book. Meanwhile, , at Haaren the process 'suited in
creation of a number of critical new elements in ?he school
structure. Among them, as will be-seen in Chapter Four,
was establishment of a new instrument to carry out the
continuing process of planning for chap e. Known as the

In Haarens case, according to Cynl Tyson, management
consultant to the project, neither the Urban Coalition staff
nor the Haaren administration at- the outset "really under-
stood what planning meant." They did not realize that
desires and general statements of objectives do not consti-
tute_an operational plan and that, without an.operational
plan and concomitant changes in organization, manage-
ment, and individual skills, the project was unlikely to
succeed.

.Tyson argues that there are two basic approaches to the
process of changing an institution. The first is to ''cut off

14-
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Haaren Planning Group, the new unit includes the princi-
pal, two assistant principals, a guidance counselor, a mini-
school coordinator, a streetworker, and-tire'cliairmaii of
the schoors chapter of the United Federation of Teachers.

The planning group provides the machinery for the orderly
introduction of proposals for change, whether, from within
the schol or from outside organizations like the Urban
Coalitio, and -for revision and ultimate acceptance or
rejection.

*Signifitly, one member of the planning group is the
assistant principal in charge of the school's Management
Development Office (MDO), another new Haaren entity
devoted to dealing with overall management problems in
the school. The office develops budgets, conducts systems
studies in such areas as security; staff roles and respon-
sibilities, .student records, and inventories of school
resources.

The MDO also provides 'the vehicle for a new and more
effective business involvement at Haaren. The school's
business loanees, who initially had their own office, ulti-
mately were moved into the MDO, where,they worked
with the management director rathe( than on their own.

Th)estress was on cp,operation,a team approach, in which
the business .loariee's knowlelge of organization and
management was employed as a resource. In the process,
their image as "outsiders" interfering in school affairs was
replaced by a sense that *hey had become an integral and
supportive element in the school structure. The loanees
helped not only in systems studies but in establishing a
mechanism for tht definition of goals, the identificaltbn of
problems, the setting of priorities, and plans for ,imple-
mentatiOn.

, In addition, they helpe d identify problems that lend them-
selves to solstion through the application of business skills
or knowledge or by other types of corporate assistance.
And they helped coordinate business efforts in the school
to insure maximum return, from such inputs.

In a' related development, the school's management
structure was reorganized to give the assistant principals,
who earlier had functioned as subject-matter chairmen,
direCt line control over the mini-schools. The move clari-
ifed the lines of authctrity in, the school, reduced the
number of units reporting directly to the principal,
simplified the decision-making process, and, most desir-
able in the eyes of management specialists, meant that
authority was delegated to a lower level of the managerial
hierarchy.
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As will 'be seen in ihe following chapter, Haafeiis new
planning, management, and develop rent machines is not
yet operating to its fultpotential. But it is,ih place and, in
varying degrees, functioning. In effect, Haaren now is
organized to deal with. the fact that the process of change ,

initiated by the mini-school project, will be a continuous
one and that the school must plan, organize, and manage
itself accordingly.
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. Chapter 4 (Part-1) Mini-Schools: The Haaren. Experience

.Serious as theyWere, the problems at Haaren High School were not
the only factor in Bernard V,Deufchman's decision to convert
Haaren into a mini-school complex and to turn to the New York
Urban Coalition for help. Nor was it a spur-of-the-moment
decision. In fact, Deutchman had been discussing the possibilities
with the Coalition's Lynn Gray for more than a month before
writing his letter of April 30th to Dr. Callender.

Furthermore, Haaren's principal four years earlier had been
exposed to the early street academies and the concept bind them.
Sometime in late 1966 or early 1967, Deutchman had been intro-
duced to Harold-Oostdyk and Herbie Miller, key figures in the
street academies, and asked to tour a number of the,storefront
operations."His reactions were mixed... The academies, he con-
cluded, iVere "doing a good job and,overcoming many difficulties."
But they had physical problems with their stigefront locations, and
lacked trained staff and supervisory personnel. The Board of
Education, in Deutchman's view, "ought to be able to do a better
job of coping with the same types" (high school dropouts). And he
felt,that the academies were performing a "disservice" by neglecting
an important body of students potential dropouts A.Lho still were
in school.

Deutchman took no immediate action on his new convictions but
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his,, understanding of the academy concept undoubtedly
contributed his receptivity when, later in 1967, it was
proposed that the new McGraw-Hill Street Academy bef linked to Haaren. That linkage; which saw Haaren
students enroll in the academy and at least one Haaren
faculty member assigned to its staff, gave Deutchman three
yearsc.experience with mini-school-type operations. And it
.is significant that, when a proposal to move the academy
into the Haaren ,building fell through, Deutchmati .was
instrumental in the negotiations that led to its move to
Charles Evans Hughes High School and the subsequent
establishment of Harambee Prep.

Meanwhile, in a development that could not help but whet
the Haaren principal's 'appetite for change, his school' as
wracked by a series of riots in 1969. The uprisings, pre-
sumably sparked by students who had been involved in the
1968 riots at Columbia University, included mass student
walkouts, rock-throwing incidents, confrontations with
the police, and a number of arrests,. At the end of it all,
Deutchmad said recently, "I was the (school system'S)
expert on student riots."

.In any event, it was not a stab in the dark on Deutchman's
part when, in March 1971, he approached Lynn Gray with
the suggestion that the Urban Coalition assist him in
restructuring Haaren. He knew enough about mini-schools
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and the concept behind them to feel that the approach held
promise for his school. The problem was in finding ways
to implement it.

There followed a series of almost daily meetings between
Deutchman andHaaren staff members on one aide and the
Coalition staff on the other, seeking ways to coopeta te in
Ntting up a mini-school complex. On several occaions,
Haaren teachers were brought in to brief Coalition staff
personnel on their e*periences and problems. -
Out of these meeting's came Deutchman's _letter to Dr.
Callender, outlining Haaren's problems in dramatic terms
and formally requesting the Coalition's assistance. Negoti-
ation,s continued while Deutchman took the mini-school
idea back to his staff for appr9val. The concept was pre-
sented to the school's cabinet, which' then included his
assistant principals and a representative of the school's
chapter of the United Federationof Teachers. The cabinet
suggested that approval be left up to the faculty.

Initially, as Deutchman remembers it, the faculty response
to the concept was one of "it sounds reasonable, but you
haven't given us enough of the details." Accordingly, a
planning committee was established to formulate more
specific propOsals both for faculty approval an or
inclusion in a formal presentation to then-Chancellor



Harvey B. Scribner. The committee met daily in Deutch-
man's office to work out the proposed new school
structure and develop the proposal. Scribner, meanwhile,
had been 'informed of developments and, in a letter. dated
May 13th and addressed to the Coalition's High School
Project, expressed interest in the idea.

A detailed plan was presented to Haaren's faculty in late
May and, in a formal vote on May 26th, the project was
approyed by a margin of 61 per cent to 39 per cent for
presentation to Scribner, provided that he made no sub-
stantial changes in the plan. The following day, Deutch-
man, members, of his staff and student body, Coalition
personnel, and business representatives met with Scribner
in the board room, of the McGraw-Hill Corporation to for-
mally present the Haaren project.

Scribner's response was favorable. He endorsed the plan
but said that he would have to study the financial implica-
tions, which included a request for 16 additional staff
positions. Ultimately, the Chancellor gave final approval,
but with the proviso that no additional Board of Educa-

-------- ftion expenditures would be involved, including nearly all
of the new positions. Deutchman took the revised plan
back to his faculty, which gave it overwhelming approval
in a voice vote. Later, the plan was put to a voteby the stu-
dent body, phose response,' intriguingly enough, was

it

1,

almost identical to triat of the faculty-60 per cent in tavor
and 40 per cent opposed. ..

--

The final go-ahead for the project came on July 13th in a
letter signed by Scribner and all five members of the Board
of Education. The fetter committed the Board to proiiide
$104,000 in State Urban Education funds to finance a
summer training program for the Haaren staff and an
additional $15,000 in state funds for a basic skills
laboratory. In addition, alteratiOn of the Haaren building
to accommodate the riew program was promised, with
completion scheduled by the opening of classes in
September.

FinAng of the streetworker component of the project
was another matter. Scribner earlier had indicated that the
Board was not in a position to pick up streetworkels'
salaries, at least for the first year of the experiment. The
Coalition then turned to the Ford Foundation, which com-
mitted $250,000 (later reduced to $200,000), to finance the
streetworker program for the first year.

The Board, in its July 13th letter, acknowledged that the
Ford contribution was "in anticipation of the time when
the Board of Education will share increasing responsibility

,for support of the streetworker program" and committed
itself to "make very effort to finance the streetworker
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cumponent along with the Urban Coalition partnership in
1972-73 and ensuing years."

In addition to funding the streetworkers, the Coalition was
committed to support the project through the involvement
of its own professional staff, the use of outside consultants,
and, through its auspices, the introduction of business
loanees and the development of..p, itrtnersbips with btisipess
organizations. Haaren, for its part, was committed to the
implementation of the plan and to the structural reor-
ganization and redeployment of personnel that was
entailed.

"INSTANT" RESTRUCTURING

Time becatne a critical factor. The agreement, calling for
implementation of the plan by September, meant that
Haaren was to be completely "turned around" with less
than three months of planning time at the disposal of its
staff and its outside 'partners: The objectives and pro-,
grammatic themes of the. new mini-schopls had tottbe
developed and refined. Training programs .had to be
designed and implemented to insure that at least a cadre of
teachers and staff were prepared for their new duties and
to provide basic training for ,the streetworkers, who had
been newly recruited by the Urban Coalition. And new
curriculums, designed around an i terdisciplinary
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approach, had to be developed for each of the new mini-
schools.

The result was that the restructuring of Haaren High
School 'amounted to, a, crash program. The hastily orga-
nized teacher training program offers a case in point. The
pFogram, a three-week workshop attended by assistant
principals, guidance counselors, mini school coordinators,
40 per cent of the teaching staff, all 15 streetworkers, and
41 student volunteers, was conducted in 15 five-hour ses-
sions running from August 9 throug,h,August 27. Its objec-
tives were to orient the staff to the philosophy and.objec-
tives of the mini schools and the features of the individual
mini-schools; to familiarize teachers with the origins, eco-
nomic status, and living conditions of mini-school stu-
dents; to familiarize the staff with the characteristics ofthe
"feeder" junior high schools from which Haaren received
its entering students, and to develop curriculum and in-
structional materials for the new mini-schools.

An evaluatiosn of the workshop, conducted by the
Syracuse educational consulting firm of Richard Ford
Associates, Inc., indicated that little, if anything, was
accomplished. The workshop's objectives, the evaluators
complained, were "very general and atAblguous" and
'very little,planning was done to see that these objectives
were met." The pirticipants, the report complained, were
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confused over the accomplishments expected of them.
Morning group sessions failed to provide direction and
guidance, bored theteachers, led them to feel that work-
shop leaders were confuSed, and "probably had a negative
effect on the workshop." Curriculum development ses-
sions, the evaluators added, became "rap sessions" for
teachers and failed to effectively involve students and
streetworkers.

On the positive side, the report concluded that it was
possible that some "team-building and group formation"
occurred, but noted that this was not a stilted objective of
the workshop. In summary, the evaluators concluded that
"concrete accomplishments were . . . Whether
mini-schools succeed or fail in Haaren High School, it
should be realized that over $100,000 have been spent it .1

disotanized and quite wortlitecs three weeks."

That experience, and others to be described later, gener-
ated speculation and debate that continues to this day over
the timing of the project. Interviews with teachers, admini-
strators, Coalition personnel, and outside observers,
produced a considerable body of opinion holding that at
least a year should have been devoted to planning and the
training and orientation of personnel prior to imple-
mentation of the plan.

A
t r

On the other hand, there is a pragmatic side to the
question. Few among those interviewed denied that more
time for planning would have been desirable. But to many
in key positions both at Haaren and in the Coalition, it was
a case of "now or never." Their view is typified by that of
Principal Deutchman, who conceded that the crash
approach produced "quite an upheaval" at Haaren and
that "real educaticinal innovative programs ought to take

,time." &it, he added, "if.we hadn't done it then, we never
would."

that viiew was supported by David J. Fox, whose educa-
tional consulting'firm has conducted two evaluations of
the Haaren project. The problem, according to Fox, is that
there is "never enough lead time" for the planning and
implementation of educational experiments. He cited the
"classic" example of New York City's "More Effective
Schools" (MES) grogram, a system-wide attempt at pro-
viding better instruction, for disadvantaged pupils. MES,
he pointed out, was agreed upon in July and implemented
in September. But the problem Fox added is not limited to
New York. The nation, he said, "is not willing to spend the
dollars on education required to do anything properly . .

it's? national tradition."

It should be noted' that a separate training program for
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streetworkers, conducted prior to and following the
teacher training workshop, apparently produced more
positive results. The 15 streetworkeri had been selected by
a Haaren committee from a list of candidates recruited by
Calvin Ramsey of the Urban Coalition. Some of the 15 had
relevant- experience in such areas as job or narcotics
counseling. All were regarded as having the ability to
relate to young people. And all showed leadership qual-
ities. But. all require training in the specific skills required
in their new assignments.

,In an initial week-long session, August 2 through 6, the
streetworkers were briefed on the streetworker concept, on
the role of the Urban Coalition in sponsoring alternative
models, the speCifics, of the Haaren project, and the skills,
tasks, and responsibilities involved in their n0., assign-
ments. Finally, they were given a familiarization course in
the resourceskimanly municipal and private agency
servicesavailable to them in providing-help to students.
The course included field visits to representative agencies.

The following three weeks were spent at the teacher-
training workshop, after which there was a concluding
week-long session for streetworkers only, during which
outsiders were called in to discuss and analyze the func
tions they would perform in working with students. The
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discussions ranged from,, group counseling techniques
employed in dealing with ,students' family or emotional
problems to specific approaches to dealing with drug or
health-related problems. In tion, time was devoted to
analysis of the political attitudes or concepts of black and
Puerto Rican students.

While there was no outside evaluation of the streetworker
training, the trainees' reaction to the program, set forth in
narrative reports and responses to a questionnaire, indi-
cated an esprit de corps had been developed and that the
streetworkers clearly understood their new roles and
functions. The only weakness in the program was iddi-
cated by the fact that only half felt that it had provided
them with adequate skills for the counseling of students.

YEAR Or/E: A SHAKY START

As scheduled, Haaren High School opened the 1971-72
school year as a mini-school complex. All told, there were
14 mini schobls, each with a coordinator and staffed
largely by teachers who had elected that mini-school
during planning meetings the preceding spring. Each had
its own programmatic theme and presumably a new cur-
riculum tailored to that theme (see Chapter Three) and to
an interdisciplinary approach. And each had the services
of at least one streetworker.
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The business-Partnership component was activated in an
office staffed by two loanees. Richard Kameros of the
Exxon Corporation and Al Simon of the Port of New York
Authority. The business representatives' office attempted
to identify ways in which business resourcestechnic41,
managerial, and material could be employed to here the
mini-school experiment work. Its efforts were focused both
on the total school, its management and organization, and
on the individual mini-schools, with the objective of
creating piirtnerships between business firms and mini-
school programs. Exxon, for example, was brought.in to
help upgrade the program of the Automotive Mini School.
And the office arranged for contribution's to Haaren by a
total of lb corporations in the course of the school year.
Included were such efforts as a study of the school's
attendance and record- keping operations by the Atlantic
Richfield Company and the acquisition, from Exxon, of
pocket calculators for the Aerospace and Aviation Mini-
Schools.

At-the same time, a municipal services delivery office was
set up under the direction of Gene McCabe, formerly of
the City Human Resources Administration, who had been
hired by the Urban Coalition to head the new operation.
The office undertook to compile complete data on the
structure, programs, and personnel of both municipal and

voluntary service agencies, develop training piograms to
help streetworkers deal with such agencies, secure cooper-
ation of agency personnel in data compilation, delivery of
services, and streetworker training, and secure the assign-
tient of "rnunciRal services coordinatqrs" to Haaren and

c other target high schools. In part because of the difficulty
in overcoming the inertia of the .municipal bureatmzic,
few of those objectives were realized. McCabe left the job
in June 1972 and was not replaced.:
In a parallel operation, a laW student-office staffed by stu-
dents at the Columbia University School of Law was set up
to improve the delivery ,of legal services to Haaren stu-
di ts. Services included answering student questions about\...rht

e legal system, referring students and streetworkers to
attorneys, and maintaining liaison with Legal Aid attor-
neys handling student cases.
The law students handled a total of 33 cases, including sub-
way offenses, landlord-tenant problems, student rights
cases, drug prosecutions, excessive police action, medical
malpractice, bail jumping, and helping a student to start a
new business. Accordingly, the project could be described
as modeiately successful, despite the fact that efforts to
inform teachers, streetworkers, and students of its, avail-
ability were, according to a report on the program,
"entirely inadequate,- as was the office space provided the
law students for meetings with their student clients. But
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the project was not continued the following year, pri-
marily because a new Lavi School dean at Columbia did
not find it of interest and becduse Haaren made no urgent -
appeal for itscontinuation.

Meanwhile, planning was under way for the creation of a
professional development program that would providejor
'both teacher training and curriculum development. Out of
the planning process came a formal proposal that, in the
Spring of 1972, brought`a federal grant of $64;054 under
Title II of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act
and Title III of the National Defense Education Act.

On the surface, at least, Haaren High School was in oper'a-
tion as a mini-school complex, with all five com-
ponents the mini-school structure,LstreetwOrker, profes-
sional development, business invorvement, and municipal
services delivery- theoretically in place or under develop-
ment. But the reality was that the changes essentially were
on the surface and that Haaren had a long way to go before
its restrtuckng could be regarded as effective

The school indeed had beendivided into 14 mini-schools,
each presumably having its own identity. But the reality
Was that, with the possible exception of 'those adapted
from earlier programs such as College Bound and English
as a Second Language, most lacked any/real identity in the
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eyes of their students. Nor did most have .the new hinter-
disciplinary curriculums envisioned by the plan.

The streetworkers were an obvious, identifiable element in
the new setup. But there was confusion on the part of
teachers arid administrators over the streetworkers role
and little if any communication existed between teachers
and streetworkers. ,

And, in implementing the mini-school concept, aaren
failed to follow the example of Harambee Prep. ther
than crate self-contained units with a substantial degree of
autonomy; Principal Deutchman opted for an approach he
described as "curricular flexibility." The school's assistant
principals continued in their roles as Lchairmen of subject-
matter departments. rather than assuming a new role as
managers of mini-schools.

The result was confusion in the school's manageriAl
structure and in the perception of administrative roles.
There was overlapping in the responsibilities of assistant
principals and mini-school coordinators, leading to con-
flict between the two., Attempts on the part of the t oordi-
nabors to resolve the conflict were rebuffed when Deutch-
man refused to meet with their council.

The situation was little short of chaotic. Richard K-ameros,
a first:year business loanee, has calculated that, at the



time, no fewer than 45 administrati.::: personnel reported.,
directly .to the ptincipal. The two-layered, overlapping
organizaiion, lacking central coordination, clear lines of
authoritY,\or definition of roles, created, in Kameros
view, "an organizational nightmare."
.

The management problems generated an active concern on
the part of a revkew committee made up of executives of a
number of Haaren:s business partnersFirst National City.
Bank, Exxon, McCraw -Hill, and Union Carbide. In an ef-
fort to help, the group met repeatedly with Deutchman in
the offices of Norman Willard, then a vice .president" of
First National City Bank, reviewing with him possible al,
ternatives in the school's management structure.

The meetings with Deutchman and simultaneous sessions
with Board of Education executives continued through the
month of December 1971 and'culminated in the develop-
ment *Of .two model plans for Haaren's administrative
structure, both aimed at autonomy and a multi-

' disciplinary approach foethe mini-schools. I

The alternative models were presented to a special
management conference for the Haaren staff held January
28, 1972, at the Holiday Inn, a little more than a block
from the school. 'During the day-long session, staff
members were to Participate in workshops conducted by

\representatives of Exx n, the Urban Training'Institute of
Young Life, and the Co munity Council of Greater New
York. ' .

The conference got off to a limping start. 13y 9:00 a.rm, a
half hour after the scheduled starting time, 'neither Deutch-
m911 nor James Boffman, superintendent of Manhattan
high schools, had arrivgd and only h'alCof the staff was on
hand. Finally, at 9.45, Exxon's Harold Roser, the opening
speaker, decided to proceed anyway. The

andfollowed arid, despite the pobr beginning and initial
teacher skepticisin, developed into what Roser and other
participants describe as a "stimulating exchange of ideas."

The businesi representatives hoped that, out of the con-
ference, Deutchman would designate a task force to study
thq, alternative models and workshop recommendations,
then develop a new organizational structure for Haaren.
But that was not to be. Deutchman, who meanwhile had
arrived, took the podium at noon-He thanked the partici-
pants and announced that he would let them knoW which
of the two models he would adopt, apparently rejecting the
tagk-force idea out of a concern that; to delegate authority
for the decision fo a task force, would undermine his

. authority.

Near bedIa. rii erupted in the meeting room. The,business
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representatives were particularly 'incensed. One accused
Deutchman of a '$etrayal` of the meeting's purposes. And
Many of theiteachers.Werk.equally irate; feeling that their
efforts during-41e morning session we're rendered a total
,wast6y Peutchman's action. The tleCicion, however, was
encurred in 'by Oscaim Dornbroiv, superintendent of

Brpokiyn high schools, who was in attendance.

Thj bitterness among the participants was such that
suggestions were made that a second session, scheduled.for
the .folloyving,Mond'ay; be dropped as useless. However,
"discussions Dyer lunch between leachers, Coalition staff
members, and husiness representatives led to a decision to
fecopvene on Monday and sessions resumed.

. . . ,
'''' Ult:mately, Deutchman adopted thefirst find, according to

Roser, less desirable of the two models. It placed each of,..,..,..7.,,,.
assistant prirtapals in `charg4, btotb administratively

-,-!' :.' . r
- anti edacationally;tof two mini - schools anti stripped the

:-,..,:, ol.theirores'as d,epartinerit chairmen. The rejected model,
-rtowever,:s0iitd 'have provided clearer dfinitiobs of the
-;-11;iie and staff ftinctigns oF, the assisfapt principals. The

adopted modetiacc-oiding tes koser, was "a,;tep in the right
,,,:lirecticitii'ti riot nearly Far enough."

S
,.,

A".. Major wcrlkness lay-in the fact that there still were no no
I... Cletrilpfinitions:of."roles, tiaiticelarlv far the assistant prin-
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.,,cipalkan mini-school coordinators. The result was over-
lappin. onsibilities and continuing confusion.

,
Attempt% to resorve,tne problem took a,number of forms.
A series of meetings, conducted by Donald Kissinger of the
Port of New York Authority, were held with thercoordi-
riators 'to help them define and understand their roles.
Coordinators and assistant principals, in separate sessions, °
met with Boffman in an effort to work out their respective
rods. But, because overlapping responsibilities had not
been eliminated, the situation remained cloud.

TAt Urban Coalition,-meanw0e, had drafted a three-year
master plan for its involvement in the ren project. The
plan, which for the first time spelled out in tail the five
tomponents of the Haaren project was ubmitted to.
Deutchman and Boffman in an effOr to impress on them
the need for a joint plan of action.

In a series of meetings between Coalition, H4aren, and
Board of Education personnel, the master plan was studied
anadapted to the thinking of the Haaren administration.
At the same time, attention was focused on the apparent
failure of.themanagement plan adopted earlier in the year.
In addition to formation of a school planning group and a
change in the administrative structure, the Coalitidn
suggested that Haaren needed a new administrative posi-
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tion, that of management director, responsiblefor overall
management ofthe school.

The plan waisubmitted to a joint meeting involving Chan-
cellor Scribner; the top Board of Education officials in
Fradren's chain of command; representatives of the Coun-
cil of Supervisory Associations, the United Federation of
Teachers, the Coalition, aridbeutchman. Discussion cen-
tered on the concept of a management director for Haaren
and on a new change in''the management structure' that
would separate the line and staff functions of the assistant
principals, thus clarifying the lines of authority and
responsibility.

The meeting produced stark evidence of the difficulties in
major school reform and of the strains and conflicts that
can arise when outside agencies are involved in the pro-
cess. At one point in the session, Deutchman accused the
Coalition staff of "subversion," claiming that he had not
been kept informed and had no knowledge of a number of
key elements in the plan. He also accused Coalition per-
sonnel of promoting programs in the school without his
approval.

Deutchman's statement was challenged on the spot by both
Boffman and Seelig Lester, then deputy superintendent in
charge of instruction and curriculum for the Board. They

reminded the principal that he had been present at a meet
ing a :*week earlier during which all plan elements were
reviewed. And Louis McCagg, the Coalition's Education
Program Director; insisted that his staff consistently had
lived up to its commitment to clear all programs with the
principal before acting on them.

As a result of the meeting, the master plan was re-wfitten
once again to better define the management director's role
and responsibilities' and to incorporate several 'minor
changes. Deutchman agreed to schedule a conference
which the plan would be presented to all of Haaren's
faculty and at which incliihdual faculty members not inter-
ested in working under the plan would be given the oppor-
tunity to transfer to other schools. It alsO was agreed that
final role definitions for,the assistant ptincipals and mini-
school coordinators would be worked out at Haaren and
forwarded to the Board of Education for incorporation.
into the plan.,

But, largely because no clear-cut follow-up procedures
were established,' the plan never was presented to the
faculty. Nor were teachers offered the right transfer.
Despite meetings between the Coalition staff, Boffman,
and Lester to push for implementation, it was not until
mid-July that an agreement was reached on the manage-
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ment director's role. Deutchman, however, did call a
faculty meeting in June at which He announced creation of
the management director's positiOn and the adoption of the
new mangement structure.

The new structure was given final approval at a meeting
July 13th between Boffman, Lester, Deutchman, and
McCagg As a result, Deutchman presumably was freed of
many day-to-day management responsibilities and given
the opportunity to focus his efforts on educational matter's:
The Coalition's supporting role was reaffirmed and
strengthened by giving it a say in policy formulations and
a seat on the school's cabinet. The Coalition agreed to re-
cruit the new management director. There was a decision
to inform the staff of the new roles of the assistant prin-
cipals, mini-school coordinators, and the management
director by mail*. A staff briefing on the three-year An
was postponed until after the reopening of schOol in
September.

Meanwhile, plans for some form of continuing program
for teacher training and curriculum development were
being pursued. Discussions between the Coalition's Lynn
Gray, Haaren Assistant Principal Carroll Japbs, and
Margaret Glotzer, then UFT-chapter chairman at Kaaren;
resulted in a rough plan for a teacher service tenter and a
preliminary' proposal for federal aid to support the pro-

gram. Joseph O'Connell, a part-time management con-
sultant to the Haaren Project, was assigned tt) investigate
existing institutional in-service training programs and, the
development of systems for the introduction of new cur-
riculum into the mini-school programs.

Jacobs and another assistant principal, Edward Blaine,
were named by Deutchman to develop a final proposal for
federal Title III funds for the program, with the assistance
of groups .of teachers and students. As it turned out, the
school was not organized to write the.proposal and, ulti-
mately, the Coalition's Lynn Gray and Yolanda Schuschny
joined in the writing effort, along with Roslyn Menzel,
who had been assigned by the Coalition in May as path-
cipant/obierver to the training program. A predecessor to
the proposed centercalled the curriculum development
centerhad been established /at the start of the spring
semester. Headed by Assistant Principal Jacobs, the center
was to set objectives for each of the mini-schools, collect
course outlines and lesson plins from all teachers, and act
as a clearinghouse for new curricular materials. The final
Title III proposal was submitted to Albany in June, and,
after some negotiation and revision, approved late that
month, providing the program with one-year funding
totaling $273,000.

In a parallel effort, work was under way on the redesign of



Haaren's physical plant to ccommodate the mini-school
complex. Some minor remodeling was carried out the pre-
ceding summer to provide lounge and office space for 4 of
the'original 14 mini-schools. But much more needed to be
done if the building was to provide an effective environ-

. menrfor the nevi' complex. Chuck Dickinson, then the
CAalition's educational liaison at Haaren, launched the
environmental design project at a meeting aimed at enlist-
ing the cooperation of Haaren students. At the same time,
he contacted Martin Stein of thejrchitectural firm of Max
Urbahn and Associates, who was to become consultant to
the project.

-

Dickinson, working with Stein, attempted to help a
number of the mini-schools develop plans for the renova-
tion of their facilities and to encourage other mini-schools
to follow suit. The effort ultimately led to development of
an "open space" plan that presumably could serve as a
model for the physical redesign of many of the mini-
schools. Dickinson, meanwhile, con acted Educational.
Facilities Laboratories (EFL), a Ford Po ndation-sponsored
agency devoted to improved planning for educational
buildings and facilities. EFL expressed interest in the pro-..
ject, lent its advice an , as will be seen, later provided
financial support.

4

The EFL involwaent and tours by Haaren staff members
of open plan facilities, such as Harlem Prep's converted
supermarket, lent impetus to the project and an ad-hoc
coordinating cpmmitteowas set up to define the problems
and initiate the planning process; ,Meanwhile, the idea was
broached to August Gold, head of the Board of Educa-
tion's School Planning and Research Division, who gave it
his blessing and ultimately, in a letter to Deutchman,

tommitted the board to an investment of up to $2 million
in the remodeling of two mini-schools.

The coordinating committee, involving both staff and stu-
dents and by now enjoying official status in the school,

' identifiecrthe goals and-functions of the mini- schools to be
remodelled and, from them, developed general space Reeds
and specific physical requirements. From these, Stein and a
team from Max Urbahn Associates developed preliminary
sketches that were to form the basis for final plans that
would be submitted for Board of Education approval and
funding.

THE SUMMER OF '72
,...

eDespite initial teacher training effort in the summer of
1971 an

l
the subsequent establishment of the curriculum

development center, much still needed to be accomplished
in the retraining of Haaren's staff to meet their new roles
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and responsibilities. The center, which since had been re-
named the Professional Services Center, existed largely in
structural outline and responsibilities of various parts of
the structure still were to be clearly defined.

It was in this context that, in May 1972; planning got
under way for a second summer training program. The
overall objectives, as stated in the proposal for federal
Title II funds, were to gave the participantsstudents,
teachers, streetworkers, and administrators at all
levels "'competence m skill areas as defined by the roles
cif participants or their assigned responsibilities." d

In addition, the program-was to hefp participants under-
gad the functions of the new Professional Services Center
(P8C) and how they would fit into or be affected by its
operation. But, since the PSC structure still was to be
clearly defined, the summer 13rogram actually could only
offer. participants a "taste" of the type of training thf Center
was expected to offer when it became ful)y operational.

As it evolved, the five -week training program was aimed
at three basic roblem areas. curriculum development,
teaching tet iques, and management. However, manage-

currently to all participants included training in man Age-
ment skills for the operation of classrOoms and mini-
schools, the development of student profiles, curriculum
planning and development: effective teaching techniques,
operation and use of audiovisual equipment, and pro-
duction pf instructional.materials.

The stress on management is indicated by the fact that the
first week was devoted exclusively to the use of effective
nianagement and plarininsk techniques in the -Haaren
setting. The sessions, -hid A Ferris Booth Hall on the
Columbia University campus,-were condiicted by Cyril D.
Tyson of Optimum Computer Systems, Inc., a manage-
ment consulting firm. It was the start of a continuing-
involvement 'on Tyson's part in the management, problems
of both Haaren and the Urban. Coalition's Education
Prdject. Under Tyson's direction, participant groups
delineated the roles and functions at Haaren in relation to
overall project objectives. It became clear, during their
deliberations, that the planning process at Haaren so far
had been lacking specificity as to tttg activities and pro-
cedures needed to meet objectives, that time frames had
not been assigned to speafiL activities and that reporting

ment prob ems cropped up in planning for all three areA,\ and review responsibilities had not bee spelled out, mean-
so that the final plan Involved an integrated approach to ing that accountability would be lacking at any step in the
these problems. The agenda or curriculum offered con- implementation process,
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Other sessions were devoted to Curriculum planning
procedures, pr ntations- of other innovative school pro-
grams, student- acher planning, techniques for teaching
reading. Group were assigned to actual field projects in
cumculum dev opment and a mmagement group pro-
duced a new se of procedures for student transfers

1

be-

tween mini-scho' Is.

The. training prolgrarn proved to be significantly more
successful than that of 'the previous summer: Roslyn
Menzel, in a report on the sessions, concluded that the par-
ticipants had gained valuable new insights, particularly
into the importance of teacher planning and the conte-
quences of their failure to plandropouts and "crisis
management." And she rated as "excellent" the work of
some of the curricular planning groups and of the manage-
ment group.

On the other hand, she concluded that too little time had
been devoted to.planning for the sessions, primarily
because approval of the grant wis too late in arriving. The
shortage of planning time contributed to the problems,
including a shortage of approjiriate books and matetials

0and too many last-minute and ill-considered 1 nges in
program. Changes in the lining of audiovis al training
sessions, for example, nteant that some groups enjoyed

4

highly productive sessions while others missed out on the
opportunity to work with the equipment. Another and
more serious problem was that some lectures proied to
hal/ little relevance for the Haaren participants, primarily
because the lecturers had been inadequately briefed on the
realities of the Haaren situation, including the school's
racial composition. The problem was a product both of
inadequate lead time and a lack of awareness of the need
for such briefings. ev

Finally, even though both staff and student participants
were paid, attendance was uneven, indicating the need for
stricter attendance controls. Overall, Mrs. Menzel con-
cluded that the program hid been significantly more
worthwhile than those that preceded it but that, given ade-

-,
quate planning_ time and more sophistication in planning,

- the sessions could have been moreproductive.

If the program produced some direct results, it also ,
resulted in a conclusion on Mrs. Menzel's part, of
significance for anyone interested in the process of school ,

reform. " Productive relationships develop across tra-
ditional barriers when work, shared that relates to
common problems, has the support of the administrations
and is meant to be used."
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YEAR TWO: A PERIOD OF ADJUSTMENT

By the time Haaren opened its doors to start the 1972-73
school year, three of the original mini-schoolsUrban Af-
fairs, Business, and Creative Arts had disappeared. Their
demise, according to Principal Deutchman, resulted in part
from the fact that many of their students were those who
had indicated no choice of mini-schpols the previous year
and had been assigned to these three to fill out their enroll-
ments. "The students," Deutchman said, "discovered &hen
they got there (tC; tie three mini-schools) that they were no
more interested in school than before, because we weren't
providing a prdgram that they had asked for."

He added that, particularly in Urban Affairs, the4taff
involvement needed "to make that a dynamic and effective
mini-school didn't develop to the extent that was

- necessary." It was, he said, a matter of "creating curd
creating ideas, creating a viable concept. Then, lactilhg a
sense of direction, the staff itself became disenchanted. So
with the combination of teacher disenchantment ancisty-
dent disenchantment, there was no reason to continue that
particular program."

he Creative Ar6 Mini-School, the principal explained,
was drawing from caller staff sources to keep ,its arts pro-
gram going, a situation that "just didn't seem to be justi
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Med." In the case of the Business ini-School, it was
expected that its students eventually, would move into
Cooperative education (in which students work part time).
Haaren already had a cooperative education program in
the Mobil-Co -op Mini-School. Since the Board of 'Educa-
tion would provide only one cooperative-program coordi-
nator, it was decided to merge the two.

Meanyvhile, a new mini-school was added, to the Haaren
complex. Designed for students enteringin'ithe ninth grade
(some Haaren students, enter at that levet, others at the
tenth-grade level), the new unit" came to be known as ttlfe
SHAFT (for School for Higher Achievement and Funda-
mental Training) Mini2School. And the Operation Swing-
bac MinrSchool had bee "redesignated, as the High
Scol EquivalencOlini-School.

The opening of the new school year brought with it a new
aticl serious' problem with -the streetwork4 component.
The Board of Education the previous spring had agreed to

= pick up the slreetworker salaries at the same sale$8,000`
to. $10,000the streetworkers had received the first year /
under the For Foundationgrant,--Butthe
Calvin Ramsey, who had recruited the streetworkers, was
unable to get a written commitatitit from b&ard officials.



J.
In fact, it was not until afterschool opened in September'
that word was received from 110 Livingston Street (school
board headquarters in Brooklyn) that the streetworkers
could be hired. But they would have to go on the payroll as

*'school neighborhood workers," a position that paid only
$7,600.

Ramsgy+learned that salary lines for senior neighborhood
workets at $9,600 and principal neighborhood workers at
$11,900 existed. On'the advice of school board personnel,
he decided to put in applications for neighborhood worker
positions at $7,600, while attempting to negotiate reassign-
ment td the senior neighborhood worker lines. All of the
applications were hgld up by the Livingston Street bureau-
cracy and, in order for the streetworkers to be paid at all,
salarycivances had to be secured frm the Board,still at
the $7,600 level. Ramsey attenlipted without success to
secure loans from the Coalition and other sources,for the
streetworkers to bring.their income closer to the level they
had enjoyed the previous year. The Coalition turned
down the loan request on grounds tINt it preferred to keep
salary funding at Haaren including that for street-
workers"in-system" and because of poor repayment
experience with earlier loans.)

The situation created serious problems for the street-
workers, most of them young and many with families.

4

Thin-gs boiled over in November while Ramsey was out.of
town on a business trip. Checking in by phone with the
Urban Coalition offices, he learned that the streetworkers,
in his words, "had a action going. They had
walked off the job in an effort to force Board of Echkation
action on their salaries and had taken most of the students
with them: Ramsey rushed back to New York, met with
the streetworkers to explain his efforts on their behalf and
ultimately persuaded their to return to work.

he streetworkers received their first regular checks (at the
7,600 rate), rather than advances, early in December

1972, But it wis not until the following March after long
and frustrating negotiations that extended, all The way to
the staff of then-Mayor John V. Lindiay, that all but one of
thi streetworkers received promotions to the senior neigh-
borhood worker salary line. The pay increases were retro-
active only to December 24th.

AO'
Ramsey is inclined to attribute his and the streetworkers'
frustrations not so much to individuals at the board, some
of whom were very cooperative, but to "the system and
how things had to operate . .. it was just that the pro-
cedures th he Board staff) had to followwere totally
incredible."

Despite endorsement of the increases at the highest
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,edelons, the request had to pass through so many Board
of Education offices:high schools, Manhattan high
schools, personnel, and budget, among others that con
fusion and delay were almost inevitable. In one instance,
the approval documents disappeared for, several weeks,
lost' in a pile of paper on the desk of a clerical worker.
They, were not relocated until Ramsey made a Orsonal
visit to board headquarters to push the search.

Meanwhile, relationships between the streetworkers and
others on, the school staff'had improved over those of the

. previous year, when the streetworkers were a new and
unfamiliar element in the school and when they reported to
a streetworker supervisor from the Urban Coalition rather
than to the school administration. The supervisor, who
Ramsey said was needed the first year to protect the stree
workers' position, was removed and, beginning with ye r
two, 'the streetworkers reported to the assistant principa s

. in chargé of their respective mini-schools

It cannot be suggested that staff-streetworker relationsh
were totally without strain and occasional conflict, In fact,\
in one case a min-school coordinator went so far as to de-
mand that a stretworker be fired. He was not. Butin a

. number of casA streetworkers were transferred from one
mini-sch to another because of personality conflicts
with istant pri cipals or coordinators..
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The new Professional Services Center, meanwhile, Thad
come under the -sole direction of Assistant Principal
Jacobs, following the assignment of Ed Blaine to respon-
sibility for the school's reading programs. Jacobs thus
became responsible both for development, of the center's
programs and its management, creating for him a highly
complex set' of responsibilities.

Joseph O'Connell, the part:time consultant who had been
helping the center from its inception, worked with Jacobs
in an attempt to clarify the organizational and manage-
ment structures of the center. Basic information was
gathered on the center's /functions and translated into an
organizational chart tracing ..it lir* and staff relation-
ships. Later, O'Connell conducted a time study of Jacobs'
activities, turning up a problem afflicting not only the PSC
but most elements of the Haaren structure's.

The problem according to O'COnnell 0 that, at Haaren and
presumably at many other sciro14 the importance of
meetings for purposes of planning, implementation, or
Communication, is not recognized by the staff an attitude
that probably is justified by their Past experience's in the
school sy§tem. The result is that, at Haaren, staff people
seldom sgAher in formal meetings but tend to "grab each
other in the hails." This meant, in Jacobs' case, that he Was
"at the beck and call of any one who dropped in at the
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PSC" and spent a significant percentage of his working day
with people who technically had no involvement with the
center.

O'Connell converted his findings into a series of
recommendations for the organization and management of
the PSC. O'Connell's recommendations went to the newly:
formed Management.Deveropment Office (MDO), one of
a number of developments reflecting significant changes in
the administrativestructure at Haaren. The new.office was
headed by Edward Mctormacls, a data systems manager
for the Equitable Life Assurance Society on a one-year loan
to the school. Teamed with him was Jeff Zerowin, a former
matheniatics teacher, department chairman, knd program
Chairman who had been named executive assistant to the
principal and assigned to the MDO.

2erowin and McCormack proved to be an 'interesting
team. The latter, whose presence implementted the man-
agement director role agreed4ipon the precdding spring,
was a businessman with a deep interest in and commit)-
ment to education. He had attended the School of Educa-
tion at St. John's University and both Ms wife and brother
were teachers in New York City schools. Zerowin, in turn,
was an educator with a backgroundas a corporate vice
president in business and a deep commitment to the
application of better management techniques not only at

Haaren but from "the top (the Board of Education)..on
srdown" to the classroom level.

Prior to assuming his new post, McCormack took time off
from his Equitable positioSand undertook his own survey
of the Haaren situation at the end of the first year of mini-
school operation. After interviews with the Board of
Education, the Urban Coalition, the Chided Federation of
Teachers, and.Haaren administrators, staff, and students,
McCormack concluded that the prospects were "gnm but
not fatal." He saw mini-schools as a possible solution, but
had reservations about the staff's commitment to the pro-
ject and the effectiveness of support from the Board of 1.

Education. Commitment and leadership on the part of the
principal, he concluded, wouldbe the key to the success of
the experiment.

Meanwhile, two new business loanees-3,Tony Chnst of the
Ne? York Telephone Company and Emil Schell of
IBM were assigned to Haaren. At the outset, their roles
were similar to those of the previous year's loanees, limited
primarily to contacts with potential corporate supporters
and such projects as the organization of a Junior Achieve-
ment progrard in the school. What was needed, according
to Zerowin, was more effective machinery through which
theloinees' talent could be put to the best use.

t34
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Zerowin' and McCormack, meanwhile:had initiated a
series of systems studies covering such areas as school
security, staff roles and respOnsibilities, and a school.
inventory. To aid in the studies and to help overcome the
problem of better loanee "utilization, Chnt. and Schell
gradually were handed greater responsibilities .in the pro-
ject.The result was, as will be seen later, that the following
year's loarrces.were onrt lly assigned to:the MDO.

At the same time, ignifi nt changes had ocwrred in the
Urban/ Coalition's involv merit in the project. Under the
direction of management consultant Tyson, the Coalition
hid gone through th ee-day soul-searching effort to
determine whether it ..getting a satisfactory return for
its substar ' inyestment in both money and talent. The
Coalition, It was concluded, could and should be Involved
in the planning phases of all aspects of the project. nut, as
Zerowin put it, it was politically very difficult for'
Coalition personnel to act as implementers.

What. was needed was an arrangement like that developed
between Zerowin and McCormack in the new Manage-
ment Development Office. There, the two men worked
together on suc tE3ni-jCts as the security systems study. But
-outsider" McCormack kept a low profile when it came to
issuing reports and' ecommendations, all of which went
out over the signature of "insider" Zerowin.
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There followed a series of "meetings between Principal
Deutchman, the Coalition's McCagg , and Gray,
McCormack, and Tyson, which produced agreement 'Ott
the creation of a formal instrument for the introduction of
new programs in the school. Called the Haaren Planning
Croup, the new body included Deutchman, two assistant
principals, a guidance counselor, a Mini-school coordi-
nator, a streetworkei, :an MDO representative, the UFT
chapter chairman, and Coalition and business representa-
tives.

Subsequently, all proposals for new programs'or projects,
whether they came frorh within the school, from theCoali-
tion, or elsewhere, were submitted to the Planning Group.
There, the proposal's were reviewed, modified, and, if
favorably received, forwarded to the principal and Ifs
cabinet for final approval and implementation.

--
Existence of the Planning Grotfp provided what ainoul ted
to a set, of checks and balances between the Haaren staff on
one side.and the, Coalition (and other outside agencies) on
the other. It provided a means, according to Zerowirt, to
"legifit1ately" introduce programs or reforms suggested by
the Coalition staff. And, perhaps most significantly, it
represented a move toward a solution of a problem
pl guing Haaren and most other schools the lack of effec-
tive anning.
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"I clqn't think most schools have either the time or staff to
plan effectively," Zerowin commented. "Adequate
planning time seldom is set aside and the schools end up
with crisis management."

-But,. with the advent of tlie Planning Group, Zerowin
added, "people now stop to think for a second before
adopting new programs. He pointed out, for exarile, that
when a new coursesuch as one in home repairis pro-
posed, time now is taken to evaluate its impact on the
budget and other aspects of school operation before it is
adopted.

Year Two also,kaw the school's physical planning efforts
move into high gear. Preliminary schemes for two mini-
schools, developed the preceding year, became the subject
of a design seminar held at the Parsons School of Design
and organized as a formal course for the spring semester of
1973. participants in the seminar included seven teachers,
two streetworkers, and six students from Haaren, a repre-
sentative of the school board's Office of Educational Facil-
ities Planning; Chuck Dickinson of the Urban Coalition,
and two Parsons faculty members. A grant of $1,100 from
EduCational Facilities Laboratories helped underwrite an
overall budget of $2,065, covering tuition, the develop-
ment or acquisition of models, films, and literature, and
documentation. The balance of the funds came from

Haaren's budget and, from partial tuition payments. by
teacher participants from Haaren.

Out of the seminar came not only a final design proposal
for the twd. mini-schools but pattern for effective
involvement of students and staff in envi,onmental
plannin&for a schOol and an effective approach to coordi-
nated ike of available rewura. the public. and private
sectors, foundation, and universities. In addition, it is

expected that the Haaren plans will serve as a prototype
for other schools interested in the imaginative renovation
of their facilities to accommodate new programs:

Actual renovatfeinwork has yet to begin as a this writing.
Commitments of $1 million for the work have been made
by both the Board of Education and the pity's Board of
Estimate as part of the 1973-74 capital budget. But, at last
word, budget modifications needed for a final go-ahead
still were tied up in the,.Efudget Director's Office and it was
not clear whether work could start during- the next aca

stiemic year.

THE SUMMER OF '73,

iAs suggested earlier, a major emphasis in the Haaren Minir
aSchool Project was a commitment to avoid shortcoming

of most of the earlier mini school and street academy pro-,
jects the lack of evaluation. The first tangible results or
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the commitment came during the summer of 1973, with
publication of the results of an interim evklatiion of the
project.,

, The evaluation, based on a design developed by ,an in-
.,

..chool committee at Haaren, was attitudinal in nature and
intended to provide answers to a series of questions.

Did faculty and students perceive that thOir mini -

scI and the total school complex were acljeiring their
goals and objectives? Did they feel that planning for both
organizational structure and programs were effective?,

Did faculty and students identify With their mini-
schools and regard them asicohesive units?

,4Nas there a dear perceptipn of the various roles of
such staff members as assistant prinCipals, mini-school
coordinators, guidance counselors, streetworkers, and
school-wide administrators on the part of all participant
groups?

Had clear leadership patterns emerged for both the
mini-schools and the total complex?

What were the patterns of communication in the
school, particularly for faculty and students?

Did students feel they were learning anything of value
and that there was continuity in their learning experiences?

Had mechanisms for self-evaluation been developed
by individuals, the mini-school, and the school at large?

Were student services both effective and coordinated?
What was the general attitude of faculty, students,

reparents as to the success to date of the mini-school
eriment? .

After a study of proposals from a nurilb& of f gencies, the
evaluation contract was hailded in April 1973 to the New.
York firm of*Fox and Fox Associates. The information was
-Collected, primarily through the use of specially designed
questionnaires, in May and the findings submitted to the
school- in mid-June, in time for use in planning for the
1973-74 school year. (The formal printed report, however,
was not issued until August.)

The findings were mixed. Teachers, for example, were
found to "perceive the mini-:schools with ambivalent feel-
ings." For them, the mixture of successes and continuilig
failure's are daily experiences. On the positive side, the
majority felt that faculty-student relationships had im-
proved, that they had a better perception of student needs,
and that the streetworker input was a positive influence.
And, most said they identified with their mini-feliool but
"paid a price" in a sense of alienation from their colleagues
in the rest of the school. (It should be noted here that
faculty relationships in the past generally had been formed
along departmental lines, with the disappearance of
departments, many of those relationships were disrupted.)
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On the other hand, students had the most positive view of
the project. The majority of those who had lived through
the transition found that Haareh, had imprqved since the
introduction of mini-schools. And nearly half felt their
Own behavior including attendancehad improved, as
had their relationships with other students and, with
teachers. And most had peitive attitudes about the
quality and relevance of classroOrn instruction.

On the nega'tive side, teachers complained that discipline
had not been improved and, in some cases,. had
deteriorated. They felt that the school's problems with
attendance, truancy, and cutting had not been resolved
and that academic achievement, the lack of adequate
equipment and mbfrials, and the employment of teachers

/outside their licensed discipline continued to be problems.

Administrators were more critical of.the project than were
teachers. Like the teachers, they cited discipline, truancy,
cuttings and. attendance as problems and blamed "per-
missiveness" in student lounges as.a contributing factor in
disciplinary problems. But they showed greater concern
than teachers with such questions as mini-school
autonomy (which they felt had not been achieved),
bureaucratic red tape, unavailability of the principat and
"a lack of leadership."

,

The report concluded with what the authors-termed "an
impression not tied to any specific piece of data but rather
coming from the overall experience of planning and con-
ducting this evaluation. . . .

"This impression, stated.si ply, is that something good is
happening at Haaren igh School, reflected in. an,
extremely broad-based in olvement in this experiment and
that this involvement is at clearly expressed in the strong
feelings of those who have negative attitudes and opinions
as it is in the feelings of those who were positive. One
senses that a considerable majority of the staff, is now
actively involved in evaluating where they have been, how
far they have come, and in considering alternative ways to
go from here. The evaluation staff believes that this
involvement, coupled with the air of intellectual ferment,
one senses, augurs well for the future success of the

4school reorganization."

Despite its upbsat ending, the report was to have adverse
reverberations in the school. The probleiri was that,.,
whether or not the authors so intended, some tiachers felt
the report over-emphasized the role of the streetworkers
and slighted the efforts and achievements of the teaching
staff. As Mrs. Maggie Glqtzer, former UFT chapter chair-
man, put it during a meeting with the authpr, "the Fox and
Fox report is oyerweighted in favor of the streetworkers."
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It is traretijai it .wag,the str4itiv.orkerIS,.who. were most
..... consistenaye.:ciated as ''if gd etence"iii the school, but ,

., it must be rernembered theitlhe evaluation was a survey of

e

administrationbe taken' in publicizing experimental
school programs. Haaren staff members, for example, still
ridicule the action of:then Chancellor Scribner in calling in

, . ..,

. attptudes and ihat,t e streerWritgers were a new and there-. press and television 'newsmen to cover the Haaren experi-
. ,...

.foreVghlx visitileIletnePt Accoxclingly, their:gocihow- ment only days after the project was launched.
-.:, ,:ing in' he qtudy V;cruldAeern,fitnly kigical and not to be '. :The fact is. that premature or ill-considered publicity can

:f who attempt to help them in a reform project. At Haaren,
'Iiiilp."'irthrou` Op' ticIAdaPtinito change:.

taken'tiS a eraticism, pf llii teac ers, who had been in' the
,% do much to create friction between a school staff and those

sehbol all alort,fand 'who had thernorediffigilt task

, , ..., , . t1* result was active distrust on the part of many staff
. ,-.,

But te ''teac ers reaction to .the report is indicative of theh II members, not only for the corporate advertisers but for the
.,

,,,Sensitivitiesinvplyed in reforii efforts like that at Haaren; . Urban Coalition. That distrust culminated in a faculty
There.had been similarly adverse 1eaction from the staff to decision, in a two-to-one vote early in, 1974,10 refuse
two advertisements ;one by. Mobil and pn e by the First fonuarcooperation with the-author in the preparation of
Nationaltity Bank describing their involvement in and this book. The author was not denied permission to enter
confributionto the Haaren,project,poth ads had been sub- the school and, as it turned out no staff member, includ-

, sect to review by .Deutchman, who was jOined by iv Eng those with unfavorable views of the project, refused to
Muriel Schwartz, the tiFT chapter chairman, in reviewing , be interviewed. The advqrse vote, some staff members,
the Citibank ad, And both were revised _before publica- later admitted, reflected a feeling that the book was,
tion: Nevertheless, to some staff members theads implied - intended to "make the Coalition look gqod and therefore
that Haaren personnel, were. of deline, with the could not benefit the staff. It was not, they added, a vote

._

s caul s problems and that only through corporate inter- against the author per se.
venlion was -the school "saved" from total collapse On another, front, a4najor effort wits undertaken during
The fact that,, more than a year later,the ads still were the the summer to-improve management procedure at Haaren.

ohjece of staff,resentment suggests that great cau,tiunon, AnEducation Management Planning Workshop, held July
the part' ct. both corporate sponsors and' the 'school 9-,27, included Deutchman, his assitant principals, mini-
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school coordinators, McCormack, Zerowin; and business
loanees. Gut of jt name the Haaren management manual or
what has come to be known as the "blue book,",a massive
'document ostensibly covering every _aspect of school
operation.

The manual opens with a descnption of eac'h mini-school,
followed by a separate statement of objectives for each. A
subsequent section sets forth the roles and responsibilities
for each categoryassistant principal, advisor, cOordi-
nator, teacher, streetworker, and so forthof the school
staff. Finally, it offers a series of guidelines covering vir-
tually every procedureIdmissions, attendance, book
ordering, implementatit3n of curriculum packages, dealing
with student cutters, student discharges, discipline,
development of educational objectives, to offer Some
examples. In most cases,the guidelines are translated into
Gantt charts, which break the overall task down into sub-.
steps and provide a step-by-step schedule for their
accomplishment.

Opinions as to the value of the workshop 'and of the
manual vary considerably.., Some faculty members inter-
viewed took the position that the workshop was little more
than a boondoggle, for which the participants were well
paid. One went so far as to claim, that the -manucil actually
had been written during the preceding school year and

"simply typed over the summer." And, he added, "the
finished product was nonsense . . . the Gantt charts were
absolutely, totally worthless."

But-ZeroWin, who with McCormack planned the work-
shop and supervised development.of the manual, offered a
different and more positive view. He conceded that the
manual was being put to better use at the administrative
level than at the teaching level and than the teachers still
had problems and frustrations in-dealing with school pro-
cedure. It would take time, he added, for the full impact of
the manual to be felt. But in the long run, there would be
improvements, including a reduction in paperwork at all
,levels. He poinfed out that the blue book was constantly
being updated, revised,and improved, And it should be.
noted that the manual was very ,,favorably reteived by
Samuel Polatnick, assistant superintendent in tharge of the
city's high schools, who look the trouble to write Principal
Deutchman to praise the effort in producing it.

Meanwhile, the teacher trining effort 'continued. Two of
the existing mini-scholols-5Zoordinated Curriculum and,
SHAFTwere scheduled to be merged in September to
form the new Haaren Prep for ninth year entering stu-
dents. Accordingly, an effort was made to provide a train;
ing.and curriculpm development program for the teachers
'assigned to the new mini-school.. Ultimately, Board of
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Education funds were obtained to conduct a five-day
'workshop, he114in the Union Carbide building, conducted

. by a faculty team from NeW York University's School of
Education, and attended by six Haaren Prep teachers.
Workshop goals, according to Harold Vine, the NYU team
leader, were to give the teachers better skills in the teaching
of reading, regardless of their discipline; to produce, an
integrated program, and to develop a mini- school staff
identity, team spirit, and commonality of pug:lose in both
teaching and approach t students.

The teachers were encouraged to re-examine what they
were teaching and how they were teaching it. Stress was on
the development of content relevant to the students, then
on the development of a presentation that would make the
content enjoyable, effective, and lasting for the student.
Science teacher Liz Fong, foNxample, had/determined that
human .biology was a subject of 'great interest to her
students. Workshop leaders urged her to try a less lecture-
oriented approach to teaching the subject. 'Miss Fong now
employs a much livelier, activity-oriented approach that
helps her students learn through discovery. And she now is
regarded by many osier supervisors and colleagues as one
of the more effective teachers at Haaren.
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YEAR THREE: A TIME FOR CONSOLIDATION

The end of the summer also brought t1 end of Ed
McCormack's assignment at Haaren and his role as
management director. As planned, control of the Manage-
ment Development Office and the management director's
title wag handed to Zerowin, making that office even more
a Haaren-controlled operation. Meanwhile, two new busi-
ness loaneesBill Davis, a computer specialist for IBM,
and Atiba Kee,, systems analyst for Western Electric,.4vere
assignEd to the school. This year, they were to not only
work with the MD0,-but be formally assigned to' it and
work directly under the management director, now a full-
time Haaren staff member. A third business loaneeBill
Hall of the Touche Ross Company, a major auditing and
management consulting firm, was assigned on a one-day-

per-week basis.

During .the year, the. loanees conducted studies of the
school's attendance office, its inventory system, and its
total resourcespeople, equipment, and materials. A
study of the student record maintenance systemNew
York high schools are required to keep student records for
30 years resulted in a proposal to eliminate a cumber-
some filing system taking up4ive rooms worth of space
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and replacing it with a microfilm system that would store
all 200,000 student files on 20 reels of film in two file draw-
ers. The system was to involve an initial cost of $5,177,
including hardware, of which the Coalition was to provide
up to $3,000. Annual operating costs were estimated at
$613. The proposal went to Board of Education head
quarters for approval and has yet to be acted upon.

Hall, meanwhile, was working with three mini- schools
Aviation, Automotive,..and Pre-Techto determine how
well their staffs managed their time. Similarly, Kee set up
a working relationship with the Careers and English as a,
Second Language Mini-Schools and Davis worked with
Haaren Prep and the Business Co-op Mini-Schools.

A substantial share of Kee's time went to the organization
of a school-wide health fair, an effort that brciught mixed
results. A first, educational phase of the fair was to Include
use of English and science' classes for a two-month period
to heighten student awareness of health problems. Ulti-
mately, only two- weeks were allocated, during which stu-
dents filled out questionnaires'on their health background:

.During phase two, three days were devoted to medical
tests administered by the Lower West Side Medical Center.

Some tests required parental permission and 80 per cent of 1
the participants showed up with completed consent forms.
Overall, the student response was gratifying: 600 were
expected to participate, more than 850 actually showed up.
Phasi three, again conducted in coRperation with the
Lower West Side Medical Center, involved follow-up with
students in need of medical or related services.

Theoretically, the health fair was to be run by three in-
school committees. One was to work with outside health
agencies, the second to handl publicity, and t third was
a student committee. Meetin were held to solicit help
from staff and students. But t .was little response.
Committee chairmen did not foll through on their
assignments. The result, according to Kee, was that all the
work was done by only four or five people and that it was
"very tough" to maintain schedules.

Experience with the health fair symboliied the fruftrations
encountered by the loanees at Haaren. They claimed that
at least three of the school's assistant principals were "out-
and-out opposed" to any approach to systems develop-
ment or accountability. "Our mere presence at the mini -
school level," said Davis,'"was perceived by some assistant
principals as jeopardizing their professional status."

While e "opposition.' AP's did not veto system develop-
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ment efforts, according to the loanees, they disapproved
and simply refused to lend their support, effectively slow-.
ing down the program. Other AP's, with a more favorable
attitude toward and commitment to the project, resented
what they.considred to be "fOot-dragging" on the part of
their colleagues, but there were no open conflicts over the .
issue.. -

Overall, the loanees found, a "surprising lack of profes-
sionalism" at Haaren. But they felt there had been pro-
gress, that the mini-school concept was a good one, giving
students a place to call their own and teachers the
opportunity to work with smaller numbers of students.
Further, said Davis, the teachers "can be exposed to the
necessity for management techniques as opposed to crisis
managlient and at least see the value of looking ahead."
But, ,grey concluded, a critical factor still was
missingleadership from "very strong" assistant prin-
cipals capable of lending accountability and guidance to,
the mini - schools and helping them to develop as planned.

The opening of the fall semester alsO saw the introduction
of a new phase of the teacher-training program. Harold
Vine's NYU team was brought in to help upgrade the
teaching of reading in. the school, concentrating at the out-
set on the Haaren Prep MiniSchool. As he later admitted,
Vine started work under two preconceptiOl4s that turned
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out to be misconceptions. The first was that reading
specialists could provide all the help that as needed in
giving reading instruction skills to teachers of all
disciplines. The second was that he, Vine, could conduct
all of the staff training.

The training program included two all-day conferences,
presumably devoted to the analysis of teaching' objectives
and development of coordinated curriculums, supple-
mented by' weekly staff meetings. The all-day sessions
were marked by confusion, particularly in efforts to
arrange field trips that would free teachers to_attend...the._
meetings. At one session, a sizable group of teachers
arrived well after the starting time, blaming Ed Blaine, the
assistant principal in charge, for "dropping the ball" by
failing to notify them of the meeting.

nitAs Blai sees it, "it took a long time to workout effective
relationships between the Haaren teachers and the NYU
team and the results were not uniformly successful."- Vine
agrees. Things reached a point, he said later, where the
project "seemed to be falling to pieces. I was furious and
ready to pull right out of Haaren. When I returned to
Haaren a week later, I actually didn't know what to do
next.". .

The problem had to do not only with the fiasco caused by
late arrivals at the preceding week's session, but what Vine
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felt was an unwillingness on the pa of the teachers to
focus on their problems and to thi c things through." At

the same time, he had the feelin: at Blaine's attitude was
that-the NYU help was neithe eeded nor wanted.

At this juncture, accordi to Vine, Blaine stepped in with
a solution. As Vine emembers Blaine's suggestion: "I
think we've got to oordinate our efforts. I'd like you to
visit classes wit e, attend meetings with me, work with
me on book s e,ctidn and all the rest. We should work,as
team of eyials."

'Vine jgreed, a he puts n, "that began the breakthroughs
never thereafter went and worked with a teacher uni-

erally. It was a phenomenal learning experience."

/What Vine had learned was that the mechanics of consul-
tation are delicate, that both sides need to be open to
criticism, and that "people learn and grow and develop in
stages. Pere are just so many things you can expect from
them at any one time." At the same time, Blaine had
acquired "a whole new attitude" toward teacher super-
vision. Where once he observed teachers cnlY, once or
twic%.a year and concentrated on technique and con-
formance to the lesson plan, Vine said, Blaine now makes a
series of ':mini-visits" to each teacher's classroom and con-
cerns himself more with what actually is happening to the

student. But Vine does not take credit for Blaine's trans-
fomation or the overall success of the program: "He
(Blaine) willed it. I could not have done it all."

One lesson was clear. University-based consultants in
teacher-training programs have as much need for lErrgchool
machinery to give their efforts legitimacy and effectiveness

. as do business loanees, agencies like the Urban Coalition,
and management consultants. And, a second lesson was
learned. Teachers in other subject areas came up with
questions the reading specialists could not handle, with the
results that specialists in mathematics and science were
brought in to supplement the NYU team. At any rate, the..
NYU involvement at Haaren, once a near-disaster, now is
regarded as the most successful of the teacher-training
programs yet undertaken at the school.

That success, according to Blaine, was due p manly to the
fact that Vine and his team had develope a sensitivity to
the 'oblems of the school staff 'rather t , as often is the
case ith consultants, "coming in chi the answers and
trying to impose' them." In additio the program was
designed to provide frequent, if bri , consultations cm a
one -to-o basis with all teachersan effort, as Blaine
po out, that no assistant principal could afford to
make.
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Efforts continued, meanwhile, to improve the organization
and operations of the Professional Services Center. By the
spring of 1974, in its fourth semester of 'operation, the
center had produced 52 new courses for the various mini
schools. With the help of a consulting team. from the City
University of New York, it had employed television for
,teacher self -analysis and Inaugurated a training program in
the use.of audiovisual equipment.

"A profession31library A's developed and expanded by
accumulating materials already in the school and by out-
side purchases. In a joint PSC-library pr ct, mobile units
were developed to provide audrov* al se ices to the
mini-schools. And, under a contrac with Open hannel, a
non-profit public acces,s_television operation, a attempt
was made to develop televised curricular project, experi-
mental teaching programs, and the use of public access TV
as a means of communicating with Haaren parents.

But it was clear that the PSC still was not performing fully
in the roles originally envisioned for it. For one thing, the
center still had not become amagnet for the staff, a place
where teachers gather to share ide and experiences. Some
b lame the center's location on e sixthjoor, which they
claim is inaccessible despite e fact that It is opposite the
teachers' cafeteria. The m re likely explanation is that the
staff either is unaware or unconvinced of the value of using
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the center. "It is a matter," Deutchman commented, "of
getting the teachers accustomed to its use."

A more serious problem, in the eyes of many teachers
interviewed, is the fact that many of the PSC-developed
courses were prepared by teachers who were not on the
staff of the minischools for which they were intended. The
result, say the critics, is that some of the new courses are
irrelevant to the mini-school programs and little used:
Deutchman concedes that the problem exists, but'
attributes it to' procedures imposed by the state funding
under which the center operates. The procedures impose
delays in the assignment of substitutes for teachers
assigned to curriculum development, sq, that assignments
tend to be ad hoc, involvidg teachers who can be spared at
the time.

"It's true that, on the surface, the wrong people have been
assigned to the job," Deutchman maintained. "But we had
to do it the best way we could."

A share of the blame for the relative ineffectiveness of the
.PSC was accepted by the Coalition's Lynn Gray, who
developed the original operational plan and now concedes
that the plan was more conceptual than operational. It is
not surprising, therefore, that a major emphasis in the
Urban Coalition effort at Haaren for 1973-74 was to help
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strengthen the PSC so that, by the end of the year, it would
be an effective and self-perpetuating (*ration. ,

Much had to be accomplished if that objective was to be
achieved. The PSC, according to Gray, was , not a
smoothly managed organization. There was no clear
understanding of what it is, how it works, and how it
manages its own resources. Few, if any, staff meetings
were being held, with the result that there was little con-
tinuity between projects. Gray also felt that Carroll
Jacobs, assistant principal in charge of tke center, lacked
the management skills to run such a complex organization
and spent too much time on proposals and evaluations and
too little time helping his staff to understand how to again
their objectives. The result, he added,-was that the staff
was somewhat "lost and floundering.'

Several major decisions designed to improve the situation
were taken at mid-year. One was to concentrate the PSC's
curriculum development efforts and the NYU reading
program' in three mini-schoolsHaaren Prep (where the
NYU program had proven itself), Careers, and Seniorall
of which offered non-vocational, non-technical programs
and were basically _weak links in the Haaren program.
Teachers assigned to curriculum development wduld work
side-by-side with NYU team members.

.Q

In addition, the video and audiovisual programs were to I
concentrate their efforts in the same three mini-schools. I
And, finally, an effort was under way through the
Management Development Office to set up an effective
procedure for regular reporting by the PSC to the
principal. .

The Coalition's interest in helping to develop a viable PSC
extended, in what was to be its final year of involvement at
Haaren, to all Fnajor compOnents of the school. As Gray
put .ii, "by July 1974, 'it was our objective to leave every.
mini-school with a competent management team, clear
objectives, effective auditing procedures, and a precise
connection to the nexf-level mini - schools."

The last objectiye had to do with the desirability that there

.. be enough communication and cooperation between mini-
schools that a student leaving Harlem Prep, for example,
would find, himself prepared to tackle the curriculum of
whatever tenth-year mini-school he chose to attend. And,
hopefully, such articulation would be accomplished
without sacrificing the autonomy of the individual
schools.

To date, it does not appear that in school commugitations
have imProved to the point that the mini school programs

... can be effectively articulated. In fact, many faculty
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members and administrators complain thaS it is difficult to
maintain continuity in any one mini-school program
because of the frequent transfer of teachers, coordinators,
and assistant principals from u-u ii-school to mini-school
and because so many teachers are assigned to more than
one mini- school. A step toward solution of the pcoblern
was taken dunng the 1973-74 year by changing the rota
tion system to iniure that teachers would remain wjtoge
mini-school for at least two years rather than, as had Xen
the case, only a year:

The Coalition's last-year effort also tended to the
Management Development Office the Haaren
Planning Croup, the effort again p emised on leaving them
7tias strong, viable, and continu)i elements in the school's
operations. To help in the sengthening process, Coalition
personnel agreed to cha el a ontacts with the school
through the tWOoffi and.'6r the PSC. The Coalition
was to function e in a partnership role, according to
Cray, and the7 would be "no more end runs" in which
Coalition ideas were injected without consulting and
working t ough one or more of the in-school agencies.

In te case of the Haaren Planning Group, the chpges
in,volved reducing\sthe number of members from outside
the school in flvor of in-school personnel. After
reorganization, Cray remained as the only Coalition repre-
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sentativend Cyril Tyson worked with the group as an
outside/consultant. It should be added that, both before
and fter reorganization, the planning group was highly

we, handling scores of suggestions and pro-
posalse.g.. the health fair, developmeent of a data bank,

uterization of school records and programming, a
rehensive reading strategy for the mini-schools, and

an inventory control systemthat either .were,
implemented, rejected, or sent back for revision.

Int the Management Development Office, probably the
most significant development came in February, when
Zerowin was named assistant principal in charge of
management, development, and planning, The move,
which had to be approved by both Deutchman and his
superiors at thill Board of Education's Office of High
Schools, meant that the MDO had gained full recognition
as a formal and legitimate part of the Haaren structure. At
the same time, it represented a tacit acknowledgement on
the part of both the school and the Board of Education that
management is a vital element in the educational process.

At about the same time, Murraa-rren, who had been
Haaren's assistant pnncipal for administration, resigned to
return to classroom teachingAfter_an open competition,
Warren was replaced by Andrew Jones, formerly coordi-
nator of the DeWitt Clinton Mini-School in the Bronx.



According to Gray, Jones and Zero win formed a "strong
and quick alliance." Both were serious and hard workers
and became an effective team, committed among other
things, to cleating up the administrative confusion in the
school.

The result, according to Gray, wagthat the second half of
the 'school year saw, a much stronger MDO, enjoying an
"increasingly soupd view of school operations," and
Involved in such critical efforts as the total inventory of
Haaren's resources n3entioned earlier. Gray conceded that
the payoff in MDO operations was not yet visible to indi

teaZhers but predicted that, over the next two or
three years, the office would develop the capacity to
"really affect the-x-hool."

Parallel to its efforts to 'strengthen Haaren and its oper-
ational components, The Coalition was seeking ways in
which the process of school change could be replicated in
other schools. The search, as will be seen in Chapter Five,
led to the establishment, in cooperation with the Board of
Education, of a new training center designed to help
schools undertaking restructuring projects like Haaren's.
Under a grant from the National Institute of Education, the
new center .will support development of a mini-school
complex at Intermediate School 162 in the Bronx.

Assistance will be provided for staff development,
organization of a teacher center, the design of experi-
mental training .programs, and a study of the role of the
community school board in the change process. A key
project' objective will be to clarify the-process by which
renewal or restructuring projects such as this can be
effectively undertaken in the s'chools.

The center initially also will work with Intermediate
Schools 52 and 125 in the Bronx and 201 in Manhattan in
the preliminary phases of restructuring projects. And it
will provide assistance to satellite mini-schools at George
Washington and Washington Irving High Schools and
Joan of Arc Junior High School in Manhattan, James
Madison and Wingate High Schools in Brooklyn, and Port
Richmond High School in Staten Island.

What can be said, meanwhile, about the success of the
Haaren experimen/kTo provide some hard ans. -ers in
terms of attendance, dropout rates,. and student at. ieve-
ment, the school commissioned Fox and Fox Associat s to

'conduct a full-scale, Coalition-financed evaluation of the
program, the results of which will be described later in this

.4chapter.

To an outside, non-professional observer, howeve:,. it
seem apparent that the answers are not all in and will not
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be available for several more years. Long and Rrs,bing
conversations With teachers, admirlistrators, students, the
Urban Coalition staff, streetworkers, business loanees, and
corporate representatives elicited a wide range of opinion
about the project and its success.

In fact, there seemed to be agreement on only one point.
Virtually everyone agreed,that the mini-school complex
was either "a good idea" r "a promising concept." But
opinions about Flaaren's s cess in implementing the con-
cept varied widely, ap ently in part according to the
individual's success in a apting to and operating within the
new structure, progra s, and methods institutechrrider the
project.

Most observers, includin trolman Nat Carey of the
New York City Police Department, agree that Haaren is a
"happier" place than it was a few years ago. Carey, whose
beat has been Haaren since 1969, noted that the school was
"a shooting gallery" -for hard drugs when he first arrived..
Today, j f dded: hard drugs no longer are a prbblem. But, 7
there is some use of marijuana and alcohol is a growing
problem. There have bein ew clots. But, While there
were no burglaries i chool during 1973-74, Patrol-
man Carey repOrted that the. pspvious year burglars

' "ripped off" more than $50,000 fvorth of school equip-
nient.
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On the other hand, some teachers and administrators com-
plain about student behavior,. particularly in the mini
school lounges. One went so.far as to charge that the shift
to mini-schools hadproduced "anarchy': in the school.

And, 44nong those who see Haaren as a happier school, a
violence- and drug-free school, there is no agreement that
thenini-school project is responsibile for the new climate.
Some attribute the change to broad shifts in the political
climate that has seen a decline in student unrest and drug
use in schools and on campuses across the nation.

It is clear that, despite development of the Haaren
Planning Group, the Management Development Office,
and:the Professional Services Center, much more ,needs to
be done to make the Kaaren mini-school complex a
smooth-running, well managed operation. Despite changes
in the manamial structure, many teachers, outside
observers, and even some administrators feel that Haaren
is "over-managed" and that the advent of,the mini-schools
brought with it the addition of still another managerial
structurethe mini-school coordinators. In fact, some
have suggested that the school's middle management
positions could be cut by a third to a half with no reduc-

. tionand probably an improvementin efficiency..

Similarly, it is apparent, that a number of the school's
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Iassistant principals are not happy in their new role as
administrators of mini-schools and, at least privately,
wOuld prefer to return to their old roles as Subject- matter
chairMen, with direct suprvision of the teachers dealing
with the subject matter. And most management specialists,
including Management Director Zerowin, -feel that of
the school's administrators including thoie who have
accepted their new roles, could benefit by programs
designed to improve their skills as managers, planners, and
organizers.

On the surface, at least, some of Haaren's mini-
schoolsnotably English as a SeCond Language' (ESL),
Pre-Tech, and College Bound have been more succesful
than others. Some attribute this to the interest and dedica-
tion of the teachers involved, which at least in the case of

..BSL would seem t be partly the case..But others, like Neal
Remland, Haaren's FT chapter chairman, point out that
the successful mi -schools all grew out of programs
already operating .in the school when the project was
started.

Remland, interestingly enough, questioned the viability of
the theme approach to mini-school organization, which,
he argued, tends to deal with symptoms and not the causes
of student problems. A more effective approach, in his
view, would be to group students according to family

structure all pareTiles's youngsters in their own mini-
schools, all from mother-dominated households in theirs,
and all from "normal" households in theirs. With st4
groupings, he calculated, teachers could learn to deal with
the more or less common problems generated by common
family conditions,

' Haaren's "new" staff component, the streetworkers,
apparently retained their favorable image in the eyes of
students and most faculty members. But approval is not
universal. On the positive side, one teacher commented
that:

'The streetworkers are 'serious, committed people. They
have their own style in , ielating to students. The kids
identify with them and they have a "street sense" about the
kids. They get down to brass tacks ancrthe kids understand
very well. But they maintain an air of at:Ahoy/4i."

On the other hand, another teacher felt the streetworkers
were guilty of "a lot of goofing.off," although he conceded
that "some of them try." And still another teacher, Who
called the streetworker tetitlsept .............. felt that, to the
extent they were attempting to gee truants and cutters back
into the classroom, the streetworkers were "out in the
street lbeking fora ghost.',' '

The streetworkers themselves generally expressed interest
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in and satisfaction with their jobs. But they also had their
frustrations. Cited must often .was what the streetworkers
felt was a tendency on thepart of teachers to "dump" the
paperwork involved with attendance and behav iotal prob-
lems on the streetworker. The paperwork and the time
spent in contacting, by mail or phone, the parents of
truants, they argued, cut into the time available for direct
contact with students. Some also felt that roo much time
had to be spent covenng the student lounges and that the
streetworkers staff should be cid'ubled.

And there were frustrations wall iheir status in the s ool.
At the outset, the Coalition arranged a progr m under
which the streetworkers could seek professional advance-
ment by enrolling at the City University. Some actually .
attended classes the first year but, most had to drop out
during the salary crisis in year two of the projeFt and when
financial assistance was not forth-coming. The result is
some resentment of both the Board of Education and the
Urban Coalition for failing to provide a career ladder the
streetworkers felt had been promised them.

To Principal Deutchma2, the street/orkers appeared to be
a muted blessing. He noted that\ "the general public

, response" vas that the streetworkerS "have been valuable
to the program." And he said that the streetworkers had
-developed good relationships with students," that they
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were :essential" in their role as supervisors of the studen
lounges, and that their presence had "improved the tone
the school." But he said there were unresolved proble
with the streetworkers problems he declined to specify
for the recordthat he had not found time to resolve. "We
can't," he said, "tackle all of the problems at price."

eThe ambivalence of the streetworker situation Haaren
may have serious import for the future'of the streetworker
concept in the New York City schools. Budgetary cutbacks
have seen the disappearance of streetworkers from all but
Haaren and one 'or two satellite mini-schools in t city.
(Some satellites never had a streetworker comp ent.) If
streetworkers do not remain an integral part of the aaren
operation, it is unlikely that streetworkers and their
critical role in dealing with students and thei roblems
will be included in the funding for future ool-reform
projects.

.
..

The streetworkers' frustrations are reflected elsewhere in
the staff. Teachers in particular complain they are unable
to acquire needed materials and supplies and that there is
too little support from and communication with all levels
of the administration. As one teacher put it:.

"There are too many administrators running around the
,building rather than deciding how they can helpius do our
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jobs. There swe too many chiefs.r:go one really listens td
our needs."-
On the other hand, the same teacher put her finger on what
the Haaren project -and other efforts at school reform is
all about. There were, she said; "huge barriers of compre-
hension" between teachers and 'students, created by
student deficiencies in English, complicated in many cases
by health and psychological problems, and/or t e unwill-

yingness or inabiltty, of teachers to jderstand r relate to
their students.

'Wou can't jusrlbe a teacher," she said. "You havy to be a
sister and a social worker."

"Some teachers," she added, "don't teach. They just keep
the kids quiet. To do that is to fail them." Whether that
kind of sensitivity and it is shared by many of the Haaren
facultycombined with Haaren's mini-school organiza-
tion,and its new approaches to planning, management,
and teacher training tan produce measurable changes in
the achievements performance, and behavior patterns of
the students becOmes the critical question.

Some answers are provided by the comprehensive survey
of achievement, attendance patterns, and dropout ,rates
conducted in the spring of 1974 and published the
following semester.

Results of the comprehensive survey of achievement and
attendance patterns, conducted in the spring.of 1974 and
published the following semester, suggest that the. answers

, are not yet in. Comparisons of achievement levels during
the 1970-71 school year and those for 1973-74 indicate
that, over the first three years of its existence, the mini- .

school complex had no school-wide effect on the academic
averages scored by Haaren students: -

On the other hand, significant gains were found in the
achievement levels of students in five of Haaren's twelve
mini-schools.' In three casesCollege Bound, Haaren
Prep, and Mobil Co-opthe percentage of students with
academic averages above 70.per cent were consistently
higher and the percentage with averages below 60 per cent
consistently lower. In a fourth mini- school, English
Second Language, gains were shown in the number of stu
'dents with averages above 70 per cent. And, in the PKe-
Tech Mini School, improvement was indicated by findings
that the percentage of students with average below 60 ha
droppedsignificantly.

There are no hard survey findings; to indicate why prog ess
was achieved in these mini schools while, in some of ers,
achievement levels actually, declined. (Studies of st dent
absence and lateness patterns proVed equally neon-

, elusive.) But specultion on thepprt of David , who
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headed the evaluation team,-may bot significance.- The conclusive answers, then, would appear to lie in the
heIt,is highly possible, Fox suggested in an interview, that the future,l-liaren, as will seen in the following chapter,

will continue to operate as a mini-school complex and tonew lea'rning environment represented by Haaren's mini-
= adjust altd refine, its programs, instructional approaches,;chopl coptilex provided a climate in which those mini-

staffing patterns, and organizational and managerialschool teams that were betters organized and motivated
structures. It thus should continue as an active and promis-could Produce, significant gains in student achievement.
ing laboratory for reform in urban secondary education.. That sugge$ion is reinforced by the fact that the mini- -

schools showing the most significant gains tended to be
those in which mini school identity and programs seemed.,
to thiS observer to be most fully developed.

Accordingly, it may be reasonable to conclude that, given
the con uance of the mini-school Project at Haaren, the

., climate should permit the strengthening of piograms and
teaching patterns in other mini-schools and, ultimately,
improvement in theinacademk performance.

. Indeed, it is reasonable to argue that a final assessment of
the Haaren project is premature at this point in time.,Many
of thoseInterviewed in preparation for this book felt that
at least five years was needed for radical reform of the sort
involved at Haaren to 'take hold and produce Measurable-
results. But Haaren has had,only three years teturnItself
around" and, given the near-chaoS of the project's first
year, effectively only two years in which to irnplerrient

' real change.
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Chapter 4 (Part ?)

Schoolmaster, 1631.

Focus on: Developing Human Resources
,

Conversion of flearen High School into a mini-school complex meant, among
other things, that virtually the entire school staff would be placed in new roles
and wtwfd be required to perform new and unfamiliar functions. To equip
th m to perform in these new roles, it would be necessary to provide training

rograrns.

Teachers, for example, required training
The small-group, team, and interdisciplinary approach to instruction

called for by the mini-school organization;
The ability to take on greater responsibiltiifor\the guidance function;
An understanding of the role of the streetworMer and the ability to Work

with this new member of the school team;
The involvement of students in the planning and operation of the mini-_

schoolS;
Curriculum development, and

, - -- ...Yt
. The use of specialiZed audio-visual equipment in the inttructional process.

' --.

Similarly, many people in administrative pOsitionsparticularly the new
mini-school coordinatorsrequred training to fill new roles imposed by the
new school structure., And training was requir&l gthe newly assigned street-

e school structure. (See 'Focus: Street-,workers were to fit effectively into
workers" later in this chapter.)

threeThe training program at Hagen essentially t hree basic forms: special
summer workshops, for which the participants were paid; organization of a
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Professional Services Center, through which teachers were
granted. reduced teaching loads in order to develop new
curricula, and programi in reading instruction and the use
of audio-visual equipment and techniqUes, conducted by
university - based consul tingtearns.

As has been seen, these various, efforts had mixed results,
ranging from near-total failure of the 1971 summer work-

.* shop, to qualified success in the summer of 1972, to the
still-unrealized, potential of the Professional Services
Center concept, to important breakthroughs, in the seCond
half of the 1973-74 school year, in a reading-instruction
program conducted by a New Yod< University team in
cooperation with Assistant Principal Ed Blaine.

As this record indicates, much ;e-4ains to be done before
the ,objective of a continuing and effective program of staff
retraining is realized at Haaren. For one thing, there clearly
is too little communication between mini-schools and
other elements in the school structure. Even Within mini-

. schools 'the level of communication varies, with the most
active dialogue to be found in the more successful mini-
schools.

The importance of a continuing dialogue was indicated in a
series of group interyiews conducted in preparation for this

.-book. ;The groups, were diverse: one includeclAssistant
- ,

74.\

principals, the librarian, teachers, and streetworkers. In
every case, it appeared that individuals in the group were
learning as much or more from `each other than the inter -'
viewer was learning from the group. That impressidn was
verified on,a number of occasions when group members
reported to the interviewer Mit they had gained a great
deal from the sessions. A few even volunteered to attend
additiona essions for that reason.

Theoretically, the Professional Services Center should pro-
vide a forum for such dialogue but, as has been seen, it has
yet to be used for that purpose. A step in the right direction
came in 1973 -74' with the, introduction of 'an in:service
training program' enrolling abopt a dozen teachers.
Entitled "Multiple'Strategies: A Readin orkshop," the
program was aimed at setting up a dialo e that would cut
across subject areas and, as Ed Blaine put it, "strengthen a
school-wide philosophy that teaching is not a day-to-day
affair but a profs that requires planning, the solution of
problems, and continuous 4ive . and take between
teachers."

Obviously; therb: is need to reach more than a. dozen
teachers if there is to be an effective, school-wide dialogue
One possibility may lie in the restructuring of mini- school
staff meetings. These regular sessions, according to most



observers, now deal largely with procedure. But, if they
were to be converted into effective planning-sessions, with
a clear-cut agenda, and objectives and strong leadership,
the result could be an active dialogue, better mini-school
planningand effective training.

And it has been suggested that the approach could be
carried a step further by the establishment of a school-wide
committe charged with planning for the coordination and
articulation of mini-school programs. The committee,
which might have a rotating membership, could become
the focal point for a true school-wide dialogue.

Finally, according to both Haaren and Coalition .

observers, the Professional Services Center needs
strengthening. The Center's objectives and administrative
structure both are in need of clarification before it can per-
form effectively in its critical teacher- training and cur-
riculum- development functions.

But, no matter how effective the retraining effort, it
appears unlikely that Haaren in the fOreseeable future will
boast a staff that is totally committed to its'prograiris and
totally effective in implementing them. The problem,
according td observers like NYU's Harold Vine, is that the
New York City schbol staff includes "hundreds or incom-
petents" and that schools like Haaren, because they are less ,

attractive to teachers than high schools in the more
affluent outer readhes of the city, have more than their

a
V rhsh o t em. Or as Ed Blaine put it: 'There are a .lot of //deoplety- /

None of this is to suggest that "incompetents" make up the,/
bulk of the Haaren faculty. There are and always have
been effectiye and edicated teachers at the school. Bytt it is
to suggestat the topia" of a 100- per -cent dedicated and
effective staff proba ly never will be realized.

.
It must be added that there has been some visible progress.'`
Ed Blaine, fos,example, estimated that there was a "20 or
30 per cent improvement" in the talf between February
1969., when he joined the school) d 197

"The teachers," Blaine said, younger, more
and have a better grasp ;of the realities of the, learning
situation::

PlanningzQrganization and Management
Haaren igh School in the spring of 1971 was organized
along pical lines for a-New York City high school, with a
stru ure not unlike .that for most of its sizfjacross the

nited States. The administrative hierarchy started with
the principal, Bernard. V. Deutchman, and ten assistant'/ 86
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pnncipals, -all of whom plus a representative of the school's
chapter of the United Federation of Teachers, made up the
school s cabinet. With the exception of two assistant prin-
cipalsone in charge of administration and the other
responsible for guidanCealI of the AP's were in charge of
subject-matter departments: -English, mathematics, social
siences, science, languages, physical education, industrial
arts;, and art. .

4 '..
Teachers-An the various deA rtment-s* reported to the
assistant principal in charge, who in turn reported to the
principal. In addition, there were more than 50 different
service, support, administrative, and staWcomrhunity-
relations functionsLranging from the 'dean,- to the
cafeteria, to health services, to union relations, to public
relations, to curriculum administration, to the library. All

:were responsible to and reported directly to the principal.
There may have been some delegation of these respon-
sibilities to the assistant principal-ddministration, baulti- -

mate decisions were made,at the principal's level. Similarly
such guidance-related functions as psychological services
and employment counserng reported directly to the prin-
cipal, not through the asst tant prindipal-guidance

t V

kemembenng that the pn cipal in turn was responsible to
the- central school administration through a chain of
commbncl starting with the high school office for Man-.

hattan, thence to the city-wide Office of High Schools, and
from there to the Chakcellor and the Board of Education
itself, the kaleidescopic nature of in- school responsibilities

.under his direct control would seem overwhelming and
unmanageable. On the other hand, since direct respon-
sibility for the critical area of teacher pelionnance in the
cIssioom was vested in' the assistant principals-super
vision, it might be argued that the principal was free to
maintain direct supervision over the school's more
peripheral functions.

But the fact is that, for administrative and other reasons,
the school was not functioning. It was, in Deutchman.'s
min words, 7.'a school deteriorating before our eyes."-It
was to deal with that reality that the mini-school project,
was inaugurated in 1971. The broad intent of the project
waslo individualize and humanize the educational process
and make it more relevant and effective for the student
clientele. \

To do so, the project called for the creation of small,
autonomous teaching unitsthe mini-schoolseach with
its own programmatic theme, coordinator, guidance
tounselfo.r, and streetWorkers. The mini-schools were to be
small enough to .give their students a sense of place and
identity. ' Closer relationships between students and
teachers were to be encouraged. There was to be an inter-
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disciplinary, team approach to instruction. Ana new
curriculums were to be devised to meet these objectives.
Obviously, the new school structure would We more
complex than the old. A new and More efficient manager-

, ial structure would be required.

But the start of the project brought little change in the
managerial structure. Ten assistant principals, eight of
them still retaining authority over teachers in their subject
areas~ continued to report to the principal. And the prin-
cipal still dealt' directly with the full range of peripheral
functions and services, the number of which had been in-
creased by new relationships with the New York Urban
Coalition, with the streetWorker component, with business
loanees, and with corporations that supported a number
of the new mini-schools.

To complicate matters, creation of the mini-school com-
plex added a new element the coardinators" of 14 mini-
schools to the managerial structure. And, under the table
of organization then in force, all 14 reported directly to the
principal and not through the assistant principals. The
only concession of the new school structure was a restate-
mecnt of the duties of the assistant principals-supervision.

While they would continue to be resporisible for course
content and supervision of ins'auction in their subject

.areas, the supervisory APs also were to encourage cur-
riculum revision, adaptations, and development of inno-
vative and experimental methodology which will bemade
possible through the new type of structure." And they
were to "encourage, to an even greater degree than here-
tofore, experimentation, innovation, and flexibility of
approach and method."

"It is further recognized," the statement continued, "that
there are many procedures which can be utilized other
thanand in addition tothe previously followed tra-
ditional course sequences (in order) to build and develop
the desired skills, knowledges (sic), attitudes, )and
outcomes."

All of this meant a dual and conflicting chain of command
at Haaren. Teachers were forced to march to the tune of
two different drummersthe subject- oriented assistant
principal and the mini-school coordinator, who pre-
sumably was encouraging an interdisciplinary approach to
instruction. Meanwhile, both the assistant pnncipals and
the coordinators were reporting directly, to the, opal, a
situation that could not help but muddy -The decision-
making waters.

More serious, in terms of project objectives, the
managerial structure meant that the new mini-schools

8
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lacked any real autonomy and as a result, the sof:4 of
individual identity planned for them. In general, students
did not identify with their mini-schdols or with the mini-
school staffs. Confusion and administrative short circuits
were the order of the day. No one, especially the assistant
principals and the mini-school coordinators, had a cleat
picture of his role, responsibilities, and functions.

The fact that the APs and the coordinators had
overlapping responsibilities led inevitably to Lonflict
between the two groups. The confusion anal the conflicts
remained unresolved until December, when Deutchman
and a Coalition-organized -business advisory 'committee
began a series of meetings aimed at finding a solution.
'

The meetings, which consumed many after-sChool hourS,7=.
and much pulling and hauling between the committee,
Deutchman, Board of Education officials, and the Coali-
.tion, led ultimately to the Holiday Inn management con-
f&ence described eallier in this chapter and to adoption of
a new structure under which the assistant
principals had administrativ: control o er two mini-
ichOols but retain school-wide a thority over
subjeet-matter teachers:

By spring, it was obvious that the new structureknown
as "Plan A"was a failure. The Coalition, which mean-"

78

while had developed a three -year master plan covering its
!involvement in the project, met with Board of-Education

officials to urge adoption of a master plan for Hamlin and
to suggest that a management .director's position be
established at the school.

Ultimately, the Coalition master plan was adapted to
Haaren's needs and viewpointi and adopted. A new
managerial structure, under which the assistant principals'
role was better defined to separate line and staff functions,
was established. And it was agreed that -a management

ndirector, to be nominated by the Coalition, would be
appointed.

The new administrative structure' which ended all traces'
of the old departmental system, represented an improve-

;-----:Aient over the old. The lines of respAsibility were clearei%
coordinators of two mini-schools reported to each of

Ilie-assistant principals supervision, who in turn reported
to the principal. But, in part because not all of the assist-

_ant principals are happy with the disappearance of the
subject- matter departments, where in fairness they had
built their careers; problems of the administrative structure
still are not totally resolved. In fact, some of the APs feel
that their inability to supervise teachers directly in their
disciplines has hid a detrimental rather than a positive
effect on the school.

8
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On the otherhand, appointment of a management director'
clearly has had a positive impact. 'His presence, as
expeCted, has made it possible for the principal to shed
many of his Concerns with administrative detail and focus
more attention on the thoors, educational progituns.
Establishment of the Management D lopment Office
(MDO), under the management dir&i control, has
provicliil a vehicle for the more effective ,utilization of
business loanees. See "Focus. Business Involvement" later
in this chapter. And the-MDO has been able to undertake a
number of management and systems studiesmost signiftt
candy a full-scale inventory of the school's resourcesthat
very likely would not have happened in its absence.

As..reported earlier, the MDO, initially was Veaded by a
business loanee Edward McCormack of the Equ e
Life Asiurance Society who wor1ed with Jeff Z- owin,
executive assistant to the principal. McCo was
instrumental in setting up the office and giving, i direction.
And he was astute 'enough to recognize that, si ce he was
an '.outsider" in an educational institution, MDO reports
and suggestions to other school units should go out over
Zerowin's signature. This meant that, almost from the
outset, the MDO enjoyed a level of staff acceptance that
otherwise would have been lacking.

Zerowin succeeded McCorinack as management director

,

when the latter s one-year tour at Haaren came to an end.
A few months later, Zerirwin was promoted to assistant
principal in charge of management, development, and
planning, a development that greatly enhanced theloffice's
status in the school and the potential for continded staff
acceptance of its role. As Zerowin himself concedes, more
time will be required before the full impact of ,the new
office is felt in all areas of school operations. But, from all
testimony, the MDO clearly represents a major step in the
right irection.

A similar conclusion is indicated in the case of the Haaren
Planning Group (HPG), the makeup of which is described
earlier in this chapter. Organized primarily as a vehicle for
the introduction and .evaluation of program proposals
originating both from within the school and from outside
agencies like the Coalition, the HPG provides,the potentia1
for continuous. planning and for continuing evaluation of
the. school's programs. (See handbook section of this
book.) For a description of HPG operations, see the
accompanying "idea to implementation" flow chart.

The restructuring of Haaren's management systems
involved adoption of industrial management principles
and techniques and their adaptation to the needs of "arr
educational institution. Stress needs to be placed on the
word "adaptation ols are not in business to produce
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the measurable kinds of returns indicatgd by industrial
profit and loss statements or income to investment ratios.
The product of a school must be expressed in human
termseducated graduates, productive and emotionally
adjusted citizens. ,The "returns" are difficult to quantify.

At the same time, the logic behind 'industrial management
techniques can have a place in the educational scheme of
things. The Haaren experience indicates that a major short-
coming in the schools is a lack of clear It is all
well and good to argue that the objective is simply to-pro-
duce an educated citizenry. nut, given the failure to

,) achieve that objective with any consistency, it is obvious
that generalizations are not enough. There is need to
establish more specific and detailed objectives that come to
grips with the causes of failure, both in the schools and in .
their studen ts.

In other words, the schools need to take a leaf out of the
industrial-management book and institute what the
management specialists call "management by objectives "
They must develop a clear understanding of their problems
and of the steps required to resolve them, then organize
and manage themselves accordi gly.

It cannot be claimed that Ha ren High School today is a
well-panaged school. M h more needs to be

80
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accomplished in restructuring and refining its management
systems. But progress has been made and, as Assistant
Principal Zerowiii put it, administrators and teachers alike
have come to recognize the hazards of "crisis management"
and have learned "to stop and think fora second",bef ore
adopting new programs or procedures.

Outside assistance has been an important factor in the new
management picture at Haaren. Early in the project, -the
business advisory committee, in a marathon series 'of con-
ferences with Principal Deutchman, argued for changes in

. the role of assistant principals, changes that were at least
partially implemented. The staff of the Urban Coalition's
Education Program played a continuing role in the effort
to restructure the school, And, through the Collition, the
business loanees and the. first management
director, Edwaid McCormadkx made important con-
tributions. And, again ,tinder :Coalition auspices, the part-

serVicee-of management consultant Cyril Tyson were ..
available to the school over a period of two years.

.

But the process of outside involvement, was not an easy
one. Relationships between the business advisory corn -'
mittee and Detitchman were flr,from smooth,' to the point ,

that the principal is said to have felt the corporate
"expert's" were trying to "push him AYound." Similarly, the

Coalition:staff was regarded with some suspiCion in
,
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school and, in ih* view of some teachers and
administrators, was'both naive and arbitrary in some of its

:t lions to bring about changes in the school.

As Deutchman sees it, there were personality problems on
both sides. There were occasions, the principal said, when
he felt that Louis McCagg, Education Program director,
"was trying to push me. "' "We had a number of disagree-
ments about things he proposed but that I didn't think
were wise or feasible at the time."

The problem ultimately caused the Coalition, with the help
of Cyril Tyson, to re--examine its role in the project. Out of
the re-examination came a new posture for the Coalition
staff, one that was better attuned to the politics and prkti-
calities facing an outside "IntViv enori' in a school s'tiation.
From then on, all Coalition efforts at ren were
channeled through' the scho'ol's own titutions the
Haaren Planning Group, the.Mana ent Development
Office, and the Professio,nal Servi Center.

Significantly, maximum' effectiveness of the business
lcianees at Haaren w4s not achieved until they Were for-
mally incorporated into the MDO. And the early effective-
ness of the MDO 'itself was due in significant part to Ed
McCormack's decision, as an outsidei, to keep a low
profile an channel the office's reports and ,proposals

.4

0

thrOugh)nsider Jeff Zerowin.
.

Taken together, experiences in reforming its
management structure and systems suggest a number of
important lessons for bOth educators involved in reform
and for outside agencies trying to.help them. First, and
perhaps most important, machinery should be established
for the orderly and systematic handling of proposals for
change, whether generated within the school or outside, by
an agency of the school.

Second, many of those involved in the Haaren project
have concluded that school administrators, particularly, in
a school as large and as complex as Haaren, should have
forma'} training in modern management techniques. Some
would go as far as to recommend a year or two in manage-
ment programs, preferably tailored, to educational real-
ities, at an institution like the Harvard Graduate School of
Business.

Finally, there are some among the teaching staff at Haaren
who feel that no outsiderssuch as the Education Program
staff should attempt to intervene in a school situation
like that at Haaren without first having two pr three years'
teaching experience in a school with similar conditions,
prOblerrii, and political realities,

-tf2
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The Physical Environment
Haaren High School, built in 1903, is cut out of the typical
mold for urban schools of its era, a mold, incidentally, that
was not to be broken until the late 1950s and still is

reflected in the design of many new inner-city schools. The
six-story structure, itS exterior designed in an ornate,
Dutch Renaissance style and its interior reflecting now-
obsolete educational thinking, as it stands represents an
obstacle to the success of the mini-school project;

Haaren was built around the ,concept of the self-contained
classroom, in which a teacher of, let's say, English, spent
most of the day in the same classroom while students
shuttled from classroom to classroom at the summons of a
bell. The pattern, know as the "egg cratd" to mo ern
educational planners, tended to lock the educati al
program into a fixed pattern to the extent that stud n't

desks for many years were bolted to the floor in iigid a d
unyielding rows. . -

The building was not only educationally obsolete btit, be-
cause of its age and other factors, had been slated for

.abandonment in the late 1940s, But enrollment trends and
other priorities ruled putt its closing and Haaren obviously
still is very much in business. ,

,
It was in this physical environment that, in September

19711 he mini-school project was inaugurated. A key ele-
ment in the project was the allocation to each of the 14 new
mini-schools its own, identifiable area of the schbol build-
ing in effect, its own "turf." Within that area, each mini-
school was to kave a student lounge, a move that would
help students identify with their mini-schools. And the
semi-autonomous nature of mini-school administration
suggested that each have office space for coordinators,
guidance personnel, and the ttaching faculty.

Typical of schools of the egg-Crate pattern, Haaren has,
large, double-loaded corridors that eat up considerable'
building space. Under the mini-school organization, stu-

, dent circulation through the building was drastically
reduced. The large corridors no longer were needed and,
hopefully, a significant share of, corridor area could be
converted to instructional and other uses. By the same
token, box-like, inflexible classroom' spaces provided
under the egg-crate plan did not accommodate the variable
student groupings called for wider the mini-school pro-
ject's team and interdisciplinary approach to instruction.

Minor renovation to accommodate the project was carried
out during the summer prior to its inception but was far
too limited in scope to provide a suitable environment for
the mini-schools. This much was'recognized early in the
game by Chuck Dickinson, then the Urban Coalitions
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liaison at Haaren. Dickinson, as reported earlier,
encourdged all of the,mini-schools.to think out their space
needs and come up with plans for, renovation to meet .

them. He won support and encouragement from August
Gold, head of the Board of Education's School Planning
and Research Division. He involved the architectural firm
of,Max Urbahn Associates in the effort. And he- secured the
interest, advice, and later, financial support-,from Educa-
tional Facilities Laboratories (Ek.), a ford Foundation-
supported agency devoted to improved Arming fin,
educational buildings and facilities.

The result was a two-year effort to develop pis for two
specific mini-schools, a basic skills minii school and a
vocational mini - school. The first year's effort was devoted
to the development of preliminary plans bi'a team includ-
ing faculty, students, acrd architects. Durillg year two, the
preliminary planS were turned over to the participants of a
design serriinarincluding many of the original student
and faculty teamat the Parsons School of Design. The
seminar produced final- plaiis for the mini-schools which
were submitted to Golds office and won a $1 million.
commitment in construction funds.

As reported earlier, construction has yet to begin. But the
planning effort was in itself an important contribution. For
one thing, it demonstrated that studehts and teachers can

Fz

V.

be effectively involved in planning the physical environ-
ment in which they will work. It demonstrated chat diverse
resourcesthe public and private sectors, universities, and
foundationscan be brought to bear in orchestrated
fashion on the planning effOrt. And it produced a proto-
type for other,schools that may wish to renovate space to
accommodate mini-school-type programs.

Finally, as a practical matter, it demonstrated that the
Haaren building lent itself to radical interior "surgery" to
accommodate new functions and programs. The renova-
tion of schools of Haaren's vintage is not a hew approach;
its feasibility has been dem,onstrated in scores of projects
across the United States) But a reality facing each renova-
tion project is the need to estagiish that physical rearrange-
ments are structurally feasible, that renovation does not
involve inordinate .costs, and that it can be carried out
within the constraints of existing building and fire codes.

While far from unique, the Haaren planning process is one
that well could be followeciby other schools contemplating
renovation. The process started with a painstaking effort
to define the.goals of 'the mini-schools on three major
areaseducational, administrative, and social emo-
tional and dfrom. them to develop general space
requirement5.2

.
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The requirements thgn,wfre translated into specific space
allocation's for such functions as lounges, circulation,
offices, small- and large-grou43 instructional arras, work-
shops and- laboratories, independent study areas, and
storage. Finally, vt/i.th the architects involved, the space
allocations were translated into scheinaticTIans.

As the accompanying drawings indicate, the schemAtics
for the basic skills mini-school-emerged as ad open-plan
design, calling for extensive demolition of existing walls in
a fifth-floor wing of the school. And the vocational mini-
school was to occupy hitherto - Unused basement spiace
adjacent to the school's largg auditorium.

of theIt is "significant to note that the results o tn rirst-year
planning effort were almost totally reworked in the course
of the Parsons design seminar, conducted during the spring
of 1973 and attended by sevrn teachers; two streetworkers,
and six students from Haaren. Whe:ie the yeavone effort
focused on the problems of uiili4Idg furniture and equip-
ment to define and organize artnpen-space environment,
the workshop focused maise'llosely.on the relationship
between Physical environment and social interaction and
the impact of that relationship on education. The new
focus led to a reconsideration of the schematic design in
terms of the original program of .requirements and to
revisibns that are reflected in the accompanying schematic
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sketches and form the basis for the school's proposal to the
Board of Education forconstruction funds.

Meanwhile, the Haaren project not only offers a prototype
kW other renovation projects but Ikas had an impact-on
futtre high school construction in New York City. Aqgust
Gold, whose office has responsibility for the educational
planning behind all new public school construction in the
city, has decreed, largely on the basis of his exposure to the
Haaren-project, that all new high schools built by the city
will include "some sott of mini-school facilities."

' Educational Facilities Laboratories has supportld many such
renovation projects either directly or through its New Life for
Old Schools,' project in Chicago. For a list of pertinent publica-
tions and their ,prices, write to Educational Facilities Labor-
atones, 477Madison Avenue, New York, New York 10022.

' See, ini:chool News, Vol. 3, No. 7, November/December
1973, pp. 2-1\1: 17.
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Business Involvement

The phenomenon of business involvement in the public
schools was not new when the Haaren mini school project

tf
got under way in 1971. Prompted largely by the urban
unrest of the 1960's and by difficulties in recruiting qual.
ified inner ity residents to man their offices and produc-
tion lines, many large corporations had committed them-
selves to attempts to resolve educational and other
pressing urban problems.

'1 In New York at least, the early corporate efforts were
aimed at the support of alternatives to the public schools
like the Urban League's street academies. Later on, as
reported in Chapter Two, many corporate supporters grew
disenchanted with the academies, primaiily because it was
felt they were mismanaged and were having little or no
krfpact on the established school systerri. Accordingly,

---:respon corporate executives began to seek ways to tie
the str eta emy concept into the existing schools.

The search resulted in establishment of the McGraw-Hill
Street Academy, with its ,ties to Haaren and later in cor-
porate support of such projectd,as Harambee Prep and
Wingate Prep, both aliaohed to existing higli schools. And
ultimately it led to active corporate involvement, with
Haaren and its mini-school compleic and the inclusion of

business involvement as onetof the five basic components
of the Haaren project.

With such involvement an institutionalized part pf it%pro-
gram, Haaren in effect became a laboratory in which to
test different approaches to corporate support and to
determine which produced the greatest returns. /For, histor-
ically, corporate involvement in the schools Iliad taken a
variety of forms, including:

Outright budgetary support, in the case of the early
street academies, for totel school programs.

Financial support.of experintal programs within a
school.

Gifts of equipment and supplies.
Partnerships under which corporations supported spe-

cific school programs . related to their areas of
intereste.g.: Mobil Oil's support of an automotive mini-
schpol at Haaren.

Loans of specialized personnel to help in developing
and operating specific school programs.

Loans of managerial personnel to help solve.a school's
management problems.

Financial, technical, and managerial support for limo-.
vative programs through such change agencies as the Nei/ '
York Urban Coalition and the Economic Development
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By the time the Haaren project came along, most of the
involved corporations had shied away from direct
budgethry support and from gifts of equipment. Such
assistance, tioley reasoned, had little impact on a schckol's
basic problems. Little was accomplished when a school
administrator appibached a Corporation with a "shopping
list" 'requesting such hardware as typeWriters, furniture,
television sets, or computers and with no clearly defined
program for resolving his school's problems. .

Gifts of specialized equipment were not ruled out in
partnership situations such as Mobil's automotive.
program. But, by and large, the corporations were seeking
ways to deal with the basic educational problems in the
schools. They no long& were interested in a role as the rich
uncle ready to pour nConey and equipment into the schools
Without regard kor the teturnin improved educational
performanceon their investment.

Accordingly, the business involvement component at
Haaren essentially fell into three categories: general
support of the project through the Urban Coalition, con-
tinuing partnerships on the Mobil pattern, And the intro-
duction of business loanees.

Support of the Coalition's Education Program continues,
but at a somewhat reduced rate. And, as<of, the end of the
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1973-74 school, year and the ,Coalition's withdrawal from
the project, that support ceased to have a direct impact at
Haaren. Similarly, business loanees, who had been
assigned under Coalition au4ticei, no longer are part of
the Haaren scene. Only tthe Mobil-type partnerships
remain.

But, Meanwhile, much has been learned. Business, it
turned out, made its most important contribution at
Haaren in the areas of organization, and
management, first through the business advisory group,.
then 'through the -services of Equitable Life's Ed
McCormack as the school's first management director, and
finally througl? the Coalition-generated consulting services,
of Cyril Tyson and, to a more limited extent, Joseph
O'Connell. (See "Focus: Planning, Organization, and
Management" earlier in this chapter.)

As was seen earlier, such involvement was not without
strain and, at times, conflict. But the end result was that
both partivthe insiders on the sclool staff tnd the out-
siders frortindustry and the Coalitionfound ways. to
bring outside expertise and assistance into the school
through the school's own administrative.machinery. In the
process, the outside contributions gained legitimacy and
acceptance by the school staff and conflict 'generally was
avoided.

.1 0 3. 4



The business loanees at Haaren represent in important
case in point. During the project's first year, the loanees
occupied a separate office and, while they consulted with
the pn.ncipal on school needs and their efforts to help meet
those needs, they essentially operated outside the school's
regular administrative structure. As a result, according to
some observers, they lacked visibility and thus,any real
appreciation of their Contributions on the part of the staff.
At the same time, their efforts tended to fall into the
"shopping list" category. Much of their time was spent in
seeking corporate help in acquiring equipment of assist-
ance for specific school projects or progrims,

The picture changed somewhat with the establishment, at
the outset of year two, of the new Management Develop-
ment Office. The loanees gradually were involved in MDO
projects, such as studies of school security, and spent; less'
time in soliciting corporate contributions and support. The
folloWing year, a new team of loanees was formplly
integrated into the MDO and; primarily for that reason,
werein a position to make more significant contributions
to the school than had their equally capable predecessors.

The lesson's for educators seeking corporate support
should be clear. Business is not interested in rescuing the
educational system prom its financial problems through
grants of money or gifts of equipment (or, for that matter,

.in any other form of indirect taxation), Nor does it have
the resources to do so. But business, out of its own self
interest, is willing to do ,what it can to help the schools
operate more efficiently and produce a better-educated and
more responsible citizen who will contribute both to the
pool of employable talent and to a more stable urban
community.

In seeking business involvement, educators sh d reco
nize that reality, tear up their shopping lists, an
kinds of support that business is ready and willing .ro-
vide. And, once such assistance is made available, care
should be taken to create appropriate in-school macHinefy
to insure that the corporate input is regarded as a legiti-
mate contribution to the school and its operations and not
as an intrusion or interference on the part of outsiders from
the corporate world.

Streetworkers

TheIt ieetworker, when the 1;-iaaren mini-school project
was in fated in 1971, was a relatively new and unfamiliar
figtire on the American educational scene. His origins
traced back less than ten years to the start of the street
academy program in Harlem in 1965. And it Was not until
1968"when the McGraw-Hill Street. Academy was set up

r
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with formal ties to Haaren High School that streetworkers
became part of the established school system in New York.

>
Furthermore, the streetworkers who were to became a

4 0 major componont in the Haaren project, were handed a
substantially different role than that of their ,street-
academy predecessors. The early streetworkers lived up to
their name in every respect: their time was spent in the
streets seeking out school dro outs and, ,employing
methods ranging from persuasion to 'cajolery to ,outright
bullying, attempted To lure them into the street academies

' to resume their educations:
_ :

In coptrast, the streetworkers at Haaren spent! most of
their working day in school. Some time is spent ,in the
street's checking The school neighborhood fo1 truants and
cutters. And,( particularly,/ during. holiday periods,
occasional visits are made to the homes led neighbor-
hoods of truants and other problem students. In addition,
the streetworkers frequent!), refer students tpliealth, drug
prevention, and other agencies for help in solving their
problems.

But, despite all this, the Haaren streetworket still ,spends
by far the greater proportion of his time in the building, a_
situation, with which he is not entirely happy. Many of
those interviewed felt that fime could be spent, bore
prOfitably in the streets. Most argued that each mini- ..-7..against female Candidates in the selection process.

schbol should have at least twocreetworkers, rather than
the one which is the current norm. With' two streetworkers
assigned, 'they Pointed out one could handle in-school
problems while the other was in the streets dealing with
student problems from that vantage point. .
Although the sireetworker idea' was "advocated" by
whites like Harold Oostdyk, who 'adapted it fiom their
experience in religious youth work, most of its
practitioners today are minority-group members.'. At
Haaren, fdr 'example, the recruitment process involved'
Blacks, Puerto 'Ricans, Whites, and even a number of
women. But the 15 finally selected were male and either
Black or Puerto Rican. There was no attempt to exclude
whites pi, women, but the school's selection committee' felt
that those selected appeared best qualified to function in
the streetworker role.
The criteria for selection included related experience in
such.fields as athletic coaching, recreational work, and job
or drug counseling; the ability to relate to young people
from minority and/or poverty backgrounds and, at the
same time, The ability to work with the teaching staff and
other school personnel. Leadership qua,lities ranked high
in the equation. And it was deemed important that stu-
dents be exposed to a strong, male image from their own
ethnic groups," a consideration' that may have weighed
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Once selected, the streetworkers went through the sum-
mer training programs described earlier in this chapter
and, in September; took over their new responsibilities.
These included:

Acting as counselor or "big brother" to the students,
helping them with the full range of non-academic problems
(academic problems are the function of the guidance
counselors)health, legal,' behaVioral, drug-related,
employment, housingencountered by inner-city youth.

Acting as liaison ointeivreter between minority and
poverty background students and their middle-class
teachers. .

Helping to maintain discipline in the student lounges,
cafeteria, mini-school areas, and hal wilSis In that role, the

s

streetworkers knot act as sectiri rsonnel, did not
regard tliemse yes a such, and-felt' t, to do so, would
underm ne their abilityliTthe eyes of the students.

Co municating with the parents of student dropouts,
truants, and cutters.

Re erring students with problems to appropripe
munici al or private agencies.

A istance in the organization of student field, trips,
athletic and recreational' events, and other non-classroom
activities.

To ,offer a more specific picture of the streetworker

function, the following is s "log" of Haaren streetworker
activities for the four-month period from September 1972"

through January 1973:

To deal with chronic truants and cutters, conducted
1018 students interviews, sent out 492 letters to parents,
made, 1313 phone calls to parents, and conducted 533

home visits.
Maintained ,recozds indicating referrals, interviews,

and other actions in dealing with student problems.
In 20 cases acted as intermediaries for students at

suspension-hearings.
Persuaded a number of potential dropouts to stay in

school.
Assisted students in contacting ..their guidance

counselors and grade advisors.
Handled student disruptions in hallways,- lounges,

and classrooms.
Handled housing problems for 29 students.
Helped 6students obtain-jobs.
Helped in attempts to organize a viable' Haaren

parents group.
Helped organize student governments for the Mini- ,

schools.
Contacted a grand total of 37 agencies to obtain help

for 249 students. The scope of these activities may be
indicatedik a partial listing of the contacted agencies:
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Health-related-- RoOkvelt Hospital; City College
Mental Hygiene Program, Lo,wer West Side Health Clinic,
Bellevue Hospital Dental Clinic, Brooklyn rewith Hos-

- pi tal.

Drug- related Lincoln Center Anti-drug Program, Bay;,
view Narcotics Rehabilitation Center, Phoenix House.

Employment Mew Yotk 'Stale Employment Service,
Opporttinities Industrial Center, United .Jewish Appeal,
Job Corps, 'Vocational ,Foundation, ,Manpower, Jobs for
Youth.

. .

Higher EducationHunter and Brooklyn Colleges,
Columbia and Fordliam Univei4ities.

.
WelfareNew York City Department of Social

,Services:

' Legal-=Legal Aid Society, M.E.N.D,.,'M.F.Y 2 Legal Ser-
vices, U:S. Bureau of Immigration, Legal Probe.

HousingWest Side Crisis Unit, Emergency Shelter,
Inc., Waverly Center, Children's Shelter'
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Clearly; Haaren's streetworkers play aeactive and Critical
part,in dealing with students and their problems. But, as .

they see it, their ifnpactcould be even greater. Attendance,
they cliim; is 'highest where teachers involve the street-
workers, In ,classroom activities. But such involvement is
rare, theyeport, primarily because most teachers. do not
regard' streetworkers as prOfessionals and do not want
them in, the classroom. The Prevailing faculty attitude,
according to the streetworkers, is. "If there's a problem,

send for you." .

Ideally, as the streetwo ers see it, all streetworkers should
have bad classroornteac ing experience to function more,
effectively as streetworkers. Conversely, they argue that
all teachers should have streetwork experience in order,to
better understand .and communicate with their; students.
Food for thought.

1Q7
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Chapte; duc4tional Alternatives:. The Futute

As Haaren High School prepat.ed"to enter its fourth year -as a
mini-school complex, it was apparent t'hat atiernative forms, of
education had teased to belnere experiments and had become an
acceptel part of the operations of many school systems across
the nati n. In Nevi York City alOne, it was possible to identify at

50 mini-school operations as well. as a dozen or more pro-
grams involving other approaches to alternative ,education.
And, nationvfide, the NationalConsortium for Options in,
PublIc Education reported that the number of alternatiove schools,
or programs identified in the 1973-74 schoor year-575was
nearly, 25'per cent greater than the tofaTiOr 1972,73.

The possible variety in ,alternative schooling can be illusti.asted
by a sampling of the programs already in }being in New York

-City In additithuto Wingate and Haratrtliee Preps, there were at
least 30 satellite mini-schools in opeiation in the city during the
1973-74 schobl year and several new satellites were in the
planning stages. Two neW high schools John Dewey in Brook-,
lyn ,and August Marlin in Queenshad:been planned from
scratch around innovative alternative . programs. 'August

--Martin, for example, emerged from a cooperative community
and school systems pl-anning process with an aerospace-centered ,

program. High schools throughout Ake city, had stuAents en-'
*, .

:
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rolled in th Board of Edtication's Co-op program, in
0.Th411 studen,,s, alternate terms between school and work.
Similarly, urider an, eixecutive internship program, city
high school students were splitting their time between for-

.
mal schooling and internships in city agencies. A number.
of satellite:academies were offering heeajth sir vices pro-
gramsin cooperation with.hospitals and medic 1 centers in
the city. And at least one elementary scho 1Community
School 129 in the Bronx acting on it4ck initiativehas
converted into a complex of smith sub-schools

Perhaps the most 4astic of New York's alternative pro-
grams was City-as.School, in effect an urban ::school-
without-walls. Patterned after Philadelphia's widely pub-
licized Parkway School, City -as- School, has no physical
facilities-Other than a central office and counseling complex
at a Board. of Educavon building downtown Brooklyn.
The school's' 200-odd. attend "classes" in such
diverse locations as the Bronx Zoo, the/Richmundtown
Restoration on Staten Island, a congressman's office nd
the Federal Trade Commission's New York office.

Despite all this activity, it would be prematuie at best. t,
suggest that alternative programse available in Nev
York for all students whu desire them and might benefit,byt

.''....them. Trevor Ctishr,nan, who recently conducted an in-,
, depth study of Abe city's high schools for theChancellbr's
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Center for Planning at the Board of Education, suggests
that it is "very misleading" bn the Board's part to equate
the existence of the alternative programs now M being with
the real changes needed in the system. Cushman,-formerly
on the staff of the Fund for the City of New York, argues
that, while "the total market for alternatives is'6normous,
very few kids really have an option."

On the other hand, much has happened in the last few
years. Arid, while it cannot yet be described as an unmiti-
gated success, the Haaren project stands as evidence that
radical surgery can work in the system. For Haaren will
continue to oper'ate as a mini-school complex, at least for
the foreseeable future. The project has the support of the
principal and a solid majolify of the staff. And no one.
interviewed in preparation of this book, including-some
teachers whose attitude Lust -be described as critical or
lukewarm, advocated that the concept be abandoned in
favor of a return to traditiOnal educational patterns.

There will be changes and adjustments as the project pro-
ceeds. Principal Deutchman suggests that there may be
additional changes in the role and functions of his assist-
ant pnricipals during the years ahead. Consideration is
being given to the possibility of phasing out another of the
rrojeat's less effective mini-sabols. And, in an effort to
offset the loss of the old subject- matter - oriented depart-

.
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mental structure, regular conferences of subjeCt matter
specialists will be instituted.

(-
The changes, according to I)eutchman, are part of what he
says from the outset has been "a flexible approachone
that I am proud of." The staff, he addecr, has "constantly
been analyzing our situation, our progress, and problems"
and in an "aggressive and alert" fashion, has suggested and
implemented appropriate changes and adjustments in the
school's organization and program.

Change also will occur in the Urban Coalition s involve-
ment in the process of school change. As was seen in
Chapter FOui, 1973-74 marked the, final year of direct
Coalition involvement in the Haaren project, although,.
according to Lynii Gray, Haaren will continue to ergpy an
"open opportunity" to make proposals to the Coalition for
new types or assistance when and if the need becomes
apparent,

Meanwhile, Haaren's model for the mini-school complex
has at tracteckaftelition among school administrators else-
where in tfrity. At least nine schoolsall at the inter-
mediate or junior high school level have.approached the
Urban Coalition with requeSts that it help them with the
prbce4 of totally restructuring- their organizations and
programs. In response, the Coalition -laid plans for a

research project, to start in the summer .of 1974, under
which one ,(11 the four, Intermediate School 162 in. the
Bromt, will b,edeveloped as a "pilotprocess model school."
The project, .conducted in cooperation with the School of
Education of the City College of New York, is expected to-
generate "a;,,renewal prbcess and mechanism for 'the
developMeif of an efficient, manageable Means by which
to devel4and extend mini - schools and mini-school com-
plexes." supported by a three-year grant fromahez.,
National Institute of Education.
The projea, is being conducted in cooperation with the
Board ofrEdtication's Division of Planning and Support, I

headed by Dr, Eirthe Gaines.' This recently organized)
division fbrxEle first time in the city's history provided a
central coordinating structure at school _board head-
quarters fdr all experimentarprograms in the system.
The Coalitiitin and the Board's Learning Cooperative (part
of Dr. Gaine office) are cooperating in the, establishment
of a program that promises to have a more widespread
impact on the development of mini-schools and mini-
school complexes in the thy school systems. The program,
called the Training Center and loCated at the-Urban Coali-
tion offices, is specifically designed to assist the staffs of
schOols 'whichshave developed or are developing new
organizational and managerial pattents along mini-school
lines.
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The center will help''school staffs in _the process of setting
objectives and in the management and organization of
their new programs. Aid will be provided in curriculum
development, the design of new physicallacilities to house
the new programs,, and the utilization of new resources.
And, in a third major area, theTraining Center will assist
in the development of leadership skills, improved inter-
personal, relationships, and the evaluation process.
Support will be providecho schools indicating an interest
in renewal to help.them plan for renewal and in retraining
their personnel to handle new program.

Involvement of any one school in the Training Center
sequence will be a two-year process, opening with a con-
sultation period of from one to six months, during which
the project will be designed by school and Coalition
representatives, after which a formal proposal will be sub-

vw.,:putted to the Coalition. Approval of the proposal is
followed by a pre - operational phase, during which broad
objectives are clearly defined and a precise operational
plan is developed. At the same time the school and the
Coalition negotiate over resource allocations, timing, and
the-decision-making process, culminating in an agreement
defining the operational plan for project implementation.

The project then enters its "is- service phase, duringWhich
training support, both in personnel and resources, is pro-
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vi6ed for the first full year of operations. Finally, there issa
12-month-long followup stage, involving gradual and
complete transfer of responsibilities to the school staff and
development of a final report and evaluation of the
project.

The Training Center approach, developed out of the
Urban Coalition's depth of experience with the early street
'academies, the Wingate and Harambee Prep experimerlts,
a group of satellite mini-schoOls, and the Haaren
school complex, provides a mechanism for the hoped-for
'replication of mini-school complexes in schools,across the
city. And the climate for such replication seems to be
favorable.

That is not to suggest that all schools in New York (and
elsewhere) be converted to mini-school or other alternative
formats. As suggested earlier, 'there is and probably will
continue to be a considerable, segment of any school
system's student body that can survive in and piofit from a
traditional1educational prOgram. What does seen possible
in the long run is that traditional schools will become just
one of a broad series of options open t3 all students in a
given school system.

In New York, for example, Chancellor Irving Anker has
proposed a cluster system for elementary schools, under



which each of the four or five school's in a cluster Will differ
in structure and/or. programmatic emphasis. Parents,
probably in consultation with guidance counselors, then'
would have the option of choosing the school they feel best
suited to the needs of their offspring,
Another straw in the wind is a recent and unpUblicized
policy adopted by the Board of Education's Division of,
'School Planning, and gsearch, under which some space
designed to accomodate' alternative thching patterns will
be built into all new high schools in the city.

Perhaps more dramatic are a series of new projects planned
b New York City Educat' 'al .onstruction Fund, in
which special-interest mini-sc cols will be built into new
commercial or residential structures in the city. The Fund,
a unique, state-chartered agency, is'empowered to float
bonds, build schools, then sell or lease theair rights over
the school for commercial'or residential development. Pro-
ceeds from the lease or sale, plusan annual fee paid by the
developer in lieu of taxes, are employed to retire the
bonds.

Until recently, Fund projects, architecturally,- of
greater interest than most recent school construction, have
been planned around more or less trAtional educational
programs. But now, the Fund, itykooperation with the
Division of School Planning Ind Research, proposes to

(

,

build' an International Langu e Arts .Center.into a new
apartment structure on Man attan's Third Aveve. The
Center will be a mini-scho accommodating 115 to 200,
students, and will offer .p ograms in such rarely taught
languages as Modern Gre' , Chinese, and Japanese. Close
ties are envisioned with he nearby United Nations,head,
quarters and with university languagdepartments.

Another mini-school, specializing in communications, is
contemplated at a location near the New York D4Ily News
and another four or fivedevoted to such subjects as
small business, home improvement, child care, and elec-
tromechanical repairare under consideration by the
Division of School Planning andResearch.
In short, in New York City and elsewhere, the movement
toward 'alternatives for everyone" seems to be gaining
momentum. But the process is unlikely to be quick and
easy. In New York, the, Board- of Education arid its top,
adMinistrative personnel are on record as favoring the
widespread development of alternative programs, But
there. is a majgr reservation, suggested in a 'recent state;
ment by Dr. Seymour P. Lachman, former board presi-
dent:

"I am of the opinion that educational alternatives should-
be made available to the greatest.extent,possible. These ,

alternatives usually are more costly and the limited
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resources available to the Board of Education -often pro-
hibit the necessary proliferation of alternative schools."

"1 hope that more .funds might be forthcoming from
foundations as well as from federal, state, And city funding
sources to enable the Board of Education to provide the
widest poksible-range of alternativie educational programs
for young people in the school system."

There is little question that, particularly ant is pekeived
by school officials, the funding, of new alternative pro-
gram's is a problem. But the Haaren experience sugies,ts
that Dr. Lachman may have been overly concerned with
funding as a problem. When approving the Haaren project
back in 1971, then-Chancellor Harvey B. Scribner imposed
the requirement that it involve no additional expense to the
Board of Ectuc4tion. While it can be argued that resources
provided by and through the Urban Coalition amounted to
expenditures over and above the normal school budget, -
the letter of Chancellor Scribner's instructions was
tolj wed, with one exception: streetworker salaries, which

taken over by the board beginning in September
1

The Haaren experience also sugge+ another problem that,
may tend to slow the proliferafon of alternative pro-
grams: the need to develop new expertise in planning,
organization, and management in the people who
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administer me schools. At Haaren, for example, assistant
principals who had spent their adbinistratiye callers as
subject area chairman. found it difficult to adjust to a new
role in which they saved as managers of mini-schools.
Some observers have gone so far as to suggest that, in
order to handle the complexities of what might be called
the new educational management, administrator's and
future administratois should spend a year or more at an.
institution like the Harvard School of..Businea . The tbjec-
nye would not be to duplicate industrial man3ternent tech-
niques but -to develop new and effective approachesto the
planning and management of large and newly complex
educational-enterprises,

Similarly, the spread of alternative programs will depend
in part on the ,sf,illS" and attitudes of the teachers in the
system. The new educational programs and techniques
involved in the Haa/en project, And in other school
reforms, require diff ent caRbilities, including the gbility
to manage a less-s ctured educational environment on
the part of the tea ers. .

The 'resulting eed to retrain the administrators and
teachers now in the schools need not, however, *pple
the movem t toward 'alternative-schools. There appears
to be no eagon why the /?e, quired training cannot be
offered n an in- service ba4gzparticularly through the
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deve\ lopment and refinement of mechanisms such as the
Coalition's Training Center.

Teacher attitudes pose somewhat/different roblem.
While exceptions to the rule ar,e legion, teachers a grotip
are riot the most venturesome of people and regar change,

,particularly whdi untried programs are invol ed, with
apprehension and suspicion. The pr'Sblem c mplicated
by the growth of teacher unionism. Teachers o not too
long ago did riot, enjoy the right of collective bargaiiiing
tend to be jealous of recently gained contract I provisions
governing their working conditions and o resist any
reform that may seem to thre.lten them.

.

In New York, for example, 'the powerful United Fedefation
of Teachees has'a formal po1 icy,f a voring alternative educa-
Lion but, according to George Altomare, its vice president
for high schools, ''not at the expense of teachers." The
un, in other w ds, is willing to,cooperate in and. even

. encourage expe. '.ental programs so long as they involve
no increase in to hing loads, no lengthening of the work
day, and no watering down of "professional quality"
thrpugh such things as the use of paraprofessionals, in
actual teaching situations.

The union, Altomare said, is willing to make exceptions in
unusual circumstances. He cites the example of John

, .

r
Dewey High School where the Board of Education
requested that teachers accept an eight hour day in order to
Carry out that school's experimental new programs. The
normal teacher day is 6 hours and 20 minutes., The_union
agreed to the propokil with the proviso that the 8-hour day
be mandatory for a period of no more than _two years
and that a separate payroll be establis'ned 4o compensate
the teachers for the extra time, thus treating the extra work
as an additional job.

In New York and elsewhere, union resistance shquid not be
an obstacle to reforms, provided the Haaren pattern is
followed and teachers and their union representatives are
involved at the outset in the planning process and in the
negotiations over the nature and consequences of the
prdposed reform.

If the climate for 'extensive introduction cd.alternative pro-
grams seems favorable, speculation pliOtit which of the
alternative fOrms will survive and Iroliferate. produces
answers that are less clear cut. In New ?or*, at least, the
satellite mini-school attached to an existing high school
currently is the most commonplace of the alternative
organizations. But, at this writing, effective inechahisms
for the support of these. schools have .not Nen fully
desveloped. There is no central machinery for the con-
tinuing evaluation of such programs. Nor is tiler; a clear
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chain of command connecting school headquarters and the
satellite schools; different schools report to different
administrative offices depending on their origins'and the
source of their funding. And the satellites generally.exist at
the pleasure of the principal of the parent school.

All of this means that the satellites are in some danger of
failure, either through lack of effe'ctive suRport from the
top" or because the patent-school principal is, or becomes, '
unenthusiastic or downright' unsympathetic to the mini -
school idea. Nevertheless, the Urban Coalition feels they
should survive and for almOst two years has been work-in&
with a group of the satellite mini-sch"Ols in,,an effort to
help them develop clearer objectives, Stronger programs,

and'closer ties to each other.

But, at the moment, it appears that the 'Halren-style mini:
scho.ol complex enlira more assured f Are. In Haaren's
case, and in the cases of the schools now requestitig help in
adopting. the Haaren model, the decision to refft.educa-
tional programS and the school structure is thetrespbn-
sibility of the school principal and his staff.,The decision
thus amoots to a total school commitment to reform:
'Providingthat planning and implementation are 'effective,
it is a step that will be difficult to reverse. And, because it
is a local commitment, it is less likely to be affected by

104

changes in 1Ndership at me district or Boarcl of Education
levels.

Perhaps more important, the growing interest, in adopting
the mini-school complex model, at least in New York,
represents a dawning awareness among urban educators
that piecemeal solutions are not enough if their schools are
to meet today's`' challenges. What is needed, they are
beginning to realize, is a total restructuring of the school,
from its curriculUm to its organizational patterns to the
ways in which it is managed, all based on sound planning.

Given that new awareness and the continuing efforts of
individual school principals and staffs, the school system
leadership, and Catalytic;agents like the Urban Coalition
and 1,1) e business community, it seems likely that the mini-
scholll complex not only will survive but well may play a
major role in the urban education-of the future.
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The 'restructuring of a school to accommodate new pro-
grams and new teachrgi methods is at best a difficult
process; the possibilit is for error are legion. To help
educators and others involvieci in future school reform to
'succeed and to avoid the pitfalls along the way, the fol-
lowing is offered as a how-to-do-it guide, based largely on
the experience of the New York Illiban Coalition Education
Program and, to a 'hilted extentl, on what is known about
experiences with other reform programs.

r. In putting together this handbook, the author and his
Sources do not suggest that they rtave learned everything
there is to be known about the process of 01001 chang
The ariswers are floe' all in.. And, just as existing mi i-
schools and mini-school complexes continue to4undergo
changes in structure, so will the. protesses of effecting
change be altered as experience produces new knowledge
and insights. .

The handbook is designed specifically for those interested
in adopting the 'mini-school pattern as their answer t
school reform. At the same time, however, it should`
of interest and value to those exploring other a ues
for the estnicturing of their schools.

Finally:the handbook is premised on the conviction 4
its developers the author and the staff of the Urban Co-

.

RESTRUCTURING
YOUR SCHOOL:

A HANDBOOK

PART
alition's Education Program.:-.that piecemeal approaches
to school reform ultimately are destined for faihire.4artr
comprehensWe reform, involving the total replanning and
restructuring of the schoole.g.: conversion of a tradi-
tional

o
school structure into. a minl,school complexis

likely to succeed. And it is only such comprehensive ap-
proaches to reform that are advocated here.
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_ IDENTIFYING
YOUR
PROBLEMS,

To cite the obvious, the first and most critical step jri
reforming a school is to clearly identify the problems that
make reform seem necessary. The task is more complicated
than the simple process of listing your school's symptoms
poor reading scores, behayioralproblems, truancy, a
high drop-out rate, violence, drug use, ana the like. What
is needed is. a clear understanding of the problems that
give rise to the symptoms 'and ,lo what extent the school's
existing organization, programs, and personnel may be
problems in themselves. In many schools, for example,
cla,ss schedules are such that teachers who should be plan-
nig cooperatively have no time td meet for that,purpose.
In program areas, students seldoin find their studies rele-

. vant to real-life problems.

rn other words, it is necessary to obtain an accurate

4

picture of all aspects of your school's current situation.
To do so, it willc6e necessary to develop both individual'
and group profiles of your students, identifying not only.,
the student's academic standing and capabilities but his
or her personal objectives and socioeconomic and ethnic
background! (Guidelines to theclevelopMent of student
and staffprofiles are offered in 13rt Ts.vo of this hand-
book.) Similarly; there is a need io'evaluate the total
school staff (not only the teaching faculty.)in terms of
who is holding 'what job and what each individual has
to offer in terms of personal interests and strengths. Some
guidance counselors, for example, are better equipped to
deal with, student problems while others are better at
career counseling.

At Ithe same- time, there needs to be an evaluation or
prbfile.of the school's programs. Is the curriculum an
integrated one in which there is continuity from grade level
1$5grade level and inwhich courses ,complement each
Other? Are operating a number' of programsfn
remedial r
tives,

mg, for examplethat have identical objec-
plicate each other, and involve waste? Are pro-

gram goals or objectives,both clear and reasonable? Are
those irt*olved in agreement as to those objectives? 'Are
your programs in such areas as attendance, counseling,
remedial reading actually achieving their objectives?

I
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Then, it- will be .necessary fo take a close look at the
school's organization and its management. How are de-
cisions made? Are there policy constraints that stand in
the way of more effective programs or procedures? Can
you see- a relationship between your existing organiza-
tional patterns and/what you perceive to be the school's
probliy?

It shotilcr be pointeti out. here that it is ;-highly possible
for an adininistrator vi consider his school to be well
organ#ectwherr,lii actuality, there is little or no communi-

- cation between administration, middle management, and
the staff. As this suggests, it, is difficult. for a school staff
to effectively assess its own organizational and manager-
ial 'structures. Accordingly, it may be desirable to seek
outside help in the person of a professional itanVgement
consultant ora university'splecialist.in the field to assist
in the evaluation process. (Possible sources of such out-
side assistance are suggested under Step Two.)

In fact, dutside opinion may be a valuable way to lend
objectivity to all phases of the .self-evaluition process.
Accordingly, it may be advisable'llat one or more stages
in the process to hivteadministrators or key .staff per-
sonnel from another school, preferably one that has ex;
perienced a reform project, to take an unbiased look at
Air current operations.

. .

EDUCATING
YOURSELF

STEP

Once the problems have been identified, the question then
becomes .one of identifying the possible solutions and
sources of information about them. If the initiative is at
the teacher level, the first step is to check with the depart-
ment chairman or assistant principayor whatevdrnfort,
matron he may have about alternative progranis and
school reform. From there, the trailvill lead to the prin-
cipal's office and thence to the Offices of the local board
of education.

Most large school systems have specialized offices at the
headquarters level that should be in a position to provide
information about existing school reform programs. In

.
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New Yoyk City, for example, a local high school 'would
be yvell'advised .to check with the Office of High Schools,
the Office'of School Planning and Research, the Bureau of
EtCcational Research, the Learning Cooperative, and the .,

Divisjon of Educational. Planning and,Support.

At the same- time, there are extensive resources outside
the school system that should be tapped. Among them are
the local and regional se ools of educatiOn, many.of which,
have faculty and specipliz d libraries that can offerinfor!

%

mation on and assistance in the process of school reform.
Ate Indiana University, in Bloomington, for example, the
Educatidnal Alternative's Project of the School of Educa

. tion publishes an occasional newsletter and has issued an
international directory of alternative public schools.' Sim-
ilarly, the Centet for New Schools in Chicago offers leads
to information on existing alternative programs.'

Resources also may be available through the tychinery of
your local teacher union or association. Both the American
Federation of Teachers and the National Education Assad.
ation are actively interested in school reform and, in some
cases, have published materials available.'

Meanwhile, don t overlook the corptrate world. Many of
the..natiqn s major corpoiations are deeply involved in

,1 l

4 ' .

education. Some operate highly innovative programs for
the training and retraining of their own personnel. Others
have supported innovation anil reform in the school sys-
tem through the provision of funds, materials and equip-
ment, or managerial expertise. Generally speaking, cor-
porate help will be available only through headquarters
offices. In some cases, however, major divisions or region-

°, al offices may be able to provide assistance.' Corporate
help may take the form of information on their own edu-
cational and training programs, leads to reform programs
in the schools that have enjoyed corporate support, and/or

-assistance in your school's self evaluation, -particularly
in the areas of organizVion and management.

Then, there are a series of private foundations interested
in and actively supporting school reform programs. An
obvious example is the Fiord Foundation, which has been
active in the field for years and which recently -pulitlished

, -a report_on altemative programs entitled "Matters of
Choice." Another is the Institute for the Development
of Educational Activities (VD,' E/A), supported 13),' the
Kettering Foundation. But don't overlook the smaller
foundations. A number of small, community-oriented
foundations in cities like New York, Cleveland, and Hart-
ford, Connecticut, are involved in local educational re-
form programs and relatively well informed on the subject.



Similarly, there are organizations like the New York Urban
Coalitions, involved in programs to upgrade all aspects
of urban life, including education. More specialized are
organizations like 'New York's Public Education Associa-
tion', which has counterparts in some other cities, and
New York's Economic Development Council, a coopera-
tive coipdi-ate effort to aid the cities and their educa-
tional systems. .

Finally, look to the literature. Check your local public
library and, If there is one, yoUr school system's profes-
sional library for appropriate publications. Don't miss
such recent books as Mario Fantinis "Public Schools of
Choice."' Tap into ERIC (the federally 'supported Educa-
tional Research InforMation Clearinghouse system) for the
latest bibliography in your area of concern.'

Educational Alternatives Project, School of Education, Room
328, Indiana University, Bloomington, Indiana 47401...

Center for New Schools, 431 Soilth Dear rn Street,. Suite
.1537, Chicago, Illinois 60605.

Robert Snider
Instructional and Professional Development Division
National Education Associationr- 120116th Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036 (202) 833-4337

Department of Research
American Federation of Teachers, AFIrICIO
101214th Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036. .

A National Design for t1 High School, American Federation of
Teachers 1973. Single copy $.50, 25 copies, $.25 each.

Matters of Choice, Office of Reports, The Ford Foundation, 320
East 43rd Street, New York, New York 10017, free. ,

5 Education Program, The New York Urban Coalition, Fifth
Avenue, New York, New York 10003.

Pu6lic Education Association Economic Development Council
20 West 40th Street 230 Park Avenue
New York, New York 10018 New York, New york 10017
(212)354-6100 (212) 684-2300

' Fan tini, Mario, Public Schools of Choice: A Plan for the Re-
form of American Education. New York, Simon and Schuster.
$8.95 harcoSver.

'The ERIC system is ationwide complex of research libraries,
.

most located on university campuses. Generally, they are or-
ganized according to levels a education or specialized pro-
grams. No ERIC library specializes in alternative schools nor
does any one of them store 'all available information on the
subject. For information on which libraries have alternative-
program information at appropriate school levels, contact Cen-
tral ERIC, Office of Utilization and Resources, lisr.flonal Insti-
tute of Education, Washington, D.C. 20208, (202) 254-6050.
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ANALYZING
THE
DATA

STEP

Situation: In effect, there must be a- carefulmatchup to
vscliterinine whether.the available and viable=alternatives,

tally with.thesef of,Priorities developedduring your Own
Problem-identification effort (SteP9'pe).

.jtinall'?, any reform under atf.yetonsideiation:muit be
' evaluated in led* of its *infra! effect on the toial opera-

tion of fain' school. It essential 'to Understand and deal-
.with'the fact that change or reforrii in any -ong ,aspec
.of yoUr school progiam or operation,will:haV an inevi-

;;,`'' \INV table. ..impatt on Ar °thee* ,Vect's.- (Ear a v uabre

Once you have acquired in'formatio'n on jr ograins that -;

ostensibly are relevant to your probierris, it -then becornel ...:
necessary to evaluate the data from a number ofirantage
points. The first and most obviou_sjS to delerminc whether

.

the original program was a success or flilure. If success
),,tias claimed by the sponsors, I3as it been dOcumented?:

as, there evaluation)pf the program and, if so, are the .

results available in documented form? The lack of such
evaluation and documentation in some cases may not rule
out further investigation and consideration for your situ.
ation. But it should cause you to proceed With extreme
caution.

cussion of this pirendmenon, see Chapters Six, Seven, and
Eight of Seymour B. Saracin's:,The Culture of School and
the Problen,16fehangei

Accordingly ltiniaYbe helpful to set tip A charror grid on
NhiCh the impact of any reform can be weighed Against
such factors.ii Overal) cost4 of qpiratiori, ease.of imple-
mentation,:ihe existing decision-making process, cutticii-
lum and teaching' patterns, the physical layout of the ;
sckt"..O0,.technologIcal capacities, overall objectives, staff '1,,
sicengths and weaknesses, and the availability al outside .

resources.

WlYn and-Bacon, Ipe,;,,th Atlantic Avenue, BosfOn,Nassachu-
Successful programs or those that, seem to hold promise setts ca210s
for success then must be evaluated in ter--- ";.c your own*

.,



.REACHING
., THE
1)KISION-

14,

,

f. .. paraprofessional) and their 'union representatives, stu- .
dents, and parents in such a way that.-#sch group cleally

. , , ,,-,.
t understands thep;tential impact of the proposed changes .,.

on their own situations. This effort .probably should take , .'
'... place in a series of meetings held by Cite, planning ,ccinil

mittetfOr the various,groups., . ,
:.t .

At .the sable' time, it must. be recognized that the prti-''
i . ,.posed reforms will need the concurrenceand7or support ,.

. , .:. of individuals aid agenties outside thesChool iti6lf:These,,- iriclude tiie.central board of echica` tion, the superintendent

41.

'et

of :schools, .appropriate 'deputy dr 'assistant superintert7:
dents, the community ichool, hoard, if any, the tadalt

STEP'. teacher union or association, potential fciunliakidi or cor-
,: . pdrate supporters/ and, in some cases, sthe.Principals of

leiclerscho.dls whose graduates will-be enrolled:hi' your4

e'

The process of reaching a Ideciiion to 'adopt a re or
series of reforrn for a school is, 'effect, the first step
of a formal planning process. As such:. its effectivenesi
de fiends on thejny'olvernent'of the total schoacommunitt
so (hat, once adopted, the reform(s) wilthave'the support
and cooperatioh of ali concerned.

This, means '(hat the priiposed refOrM 'or, if such is the,
' case, a series of optionairefortns, Must be presented to ,the
' adminiktratiory, staff menibers (firth professional and

.""

'building<

Whke'it may riPt be necessary to invblve thede -outside
igronpS in your decyori-making sessions, it is essential that
they Be kept informed of your plans and progreps: Accdrd-
ingly, an inforniation system will. be required through .
whickregtilar progriss,reports inay-11 disseminated. l'he
key to the system islhe.developrrient of a mailing list
structured to insure that alt key individuals, offices, and
agencies are plugged into. the tystem. (See "The Infor-
.mation Factor" in Part Two cifthis handbook.)

,
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do
Involvement of the total school community in the decision- GETTING ,

making process does not suggest anarchy or veto power THEany one individual or group. Students, for example,
be informed, their ideas and 'reactio will be solicited

and, where appropriate, adopted ak pa of the plan.
.: However, as in any managerial situati ;' the ultimate, LIGHT

decision must rest in one place. In a schoo ,"that will h'i.,the
principal's office. But hopefully, the.cleci on will be made
with the assistance of a small planning gr p represe:nting
all elements of the school community. (See tepfille4)

Following the informational meetings, the reactions. of .
each group particularly thetteachersreacts negatively,
it is likely that the proposal will be unworkable and
shoulct be sent back to the drawitT board. Experience
indicatep that, when it comes to school reform, teachers
are "the primary constituency." While the new program

,.pay be designed to meet the expressed needs of students
or demands of parents or the outside community, it is
unlikely to succeed if the staff does rat feel conifortable
with it or competent to teach in the new patterns involved.

A final and critical-point: the decision must include a
ciptimitment to the implementation of the reform and its
varioul elements within- the confines of a predetermined
time schedule. Without a commitment to timing, there
really is no decision.

112 L23 .'

STEP

I-

Once the decision-to institute reform has been made, most
schools will have to turn to higher authority for permission
to proceed and, where necessary, additional resources ne-
cessary to support the planning process. And it may be net
cessary to seek support from outside the system, from cor-
porationk governmental and private agencies, and the
foundations.

To that end, the -decision should be converted into two
written documents, preferably by someone capable of pro-
ducing clear, concise, and readable prose, free of pro-



fessional jargon. The first document will be shortno
more than two pages in length,and will offer a concrete
statedent of the proposed reform, a statement understand-
able to even the most uninformed reader. If that statement
cannot be made within the two-page limitation, it is likely
that you actually don't know what you are attempting.
Return to step four and re-examine your decision.

The second document JAB be more-elaborate and length-
er-15 to 20 pages. It will set forth in detail what the re-
forms are intended to accomplish, the phases of its imple-
mentation, all components of the plan, the time schedule,
and additioual.funding requirements, if any. It will be a
working document, spelling out the operational plan, ,and
will form the basis'for formal proposals for approval and
additional resources.

As will be seen later on, it is possible to conduct the
planning prOcess without additional funding through in-
genuity in the use of staff time and through dedication
on the part ofvlanning team members. But, when and if
extra funding is needed, it wilhbe necessary to identify
possible sources of support. Here, the local school board
may be,-of assistance. Most have staff experts skilled in
finding sources of support, such is government agencies,
foundations, and organizations like the New York Urban

;;; Coalition.

Proposals then are submitted, negotiated, and revised If
necessary. If and when they are approved, a formal writ-
ten agreement between the school and the school board or
district should be drafted and 'signed. The agreejnent,
based on the two-page document cited above, will commit
both parties to the project and spell out the resources
of both parties to be employed in the planning, imple-
mentation, and evaluation ottlie project. .

Similarly', written agreements should be concluded with
solaces pf outside support.. Such agreements will spell
out the nature of the outside agency's involvement and the
school's responsibilities, including financial reporting if
funding is involved.
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ProposalSuggested Outline _

tle:

Contents
I, In oduction

a short 1-2 page overview to subject

II. The Need
define, your problembe specific
what is happening now (locally) to re-
solve this problem

III. What is the history of, your organization
(in relation to thjs need), and what are its
qualifications to help resolve problem

include goals of your organization
' history of related program development

success you've had
'problems
costs

114
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IV.Proposal and Budget
what are you proposing to do
spell this out in careful steps
organization and ,personnel 'to carry out
project ,

what is cost of each step and total cos(

V.Simmary Statement and Anticipated
Resulis

.Appendices
A) Certification of organization and tax
- exempt status

B) list of board of directors or trustees
() Curricula vitae of key staff
D) Sample case history
E). Letters of support
F) Other supportive documentation
G) Last annual report

VI
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INITIATING
THE
PLANNING
PROC1SS

ti

STEP

The process of planning for school reforiWrequires mach-
ineryan organization to which is delegate e respon-
sibility for developing the plan and that .has forma gas,
rather than an ad hoc position, in the school structure.
The planning organizationit might be called the "school
development team" (SDT)should be small enough to be
functional yet large enough to be reyresentative.
it should represent all elements of the staff, the local
community, and the student body and number somewhere
between eight and ten people.

.

The will be charged with the responsibility for con-
,

verting the original proposals into a specific operational
plan. In doitlg so, it will assist the principal in school-wide
planning and, at the same time, become a vehicle by which
all elements pf the school constituency can channel t eir
reactions, suggestions, and resources toward the p nning
objectives.

In setting up the SDT, it should be recognized that, once
started, the planning process will be a`continuous one.:Ac-
eordingly, the SDT should' be given- an initial mandate
covering at least enough time to wry out the plan to full
implementationa period of from two to five Years, de-
pending of ,the complexity of the project. And recognize,
that even then, plannin ill will be required and that the
school cleveloPment eam'S lifetime, therefOre, probably
shouldlie indefinite. .

This dPes not mean that SDT membership will be for an
indefinite penod. Membership s ould be rotated, pos,sibly
on a t*o-year basis, to maintai freshpess of outlook. But
the rotation shotkld be staggered o insure continuity in the
planning process.

Specifically, the SDT should assist in developing and re-
viewing proposals, for reform or restructuring of the
school. It should assist in designing and implementing

12 .
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operational plans, perhaps its key furiction. And finally,
it should monitor and evaluate prbject activities.

In developing the operational plan, the'SDT in effect will
be drawing a detailed map of the steps that must be taken
to achieve project objectives. In doing so, it will provide
answers to a series of key questions:

.What specific set of ac vities, taken altogether, will
be required to attain project o jectives?

Who is responsible faach of these activities (includ-
ing non-SDT members'who have delegated responsi-
bility)? What resources have been committed to each
activity? 1., -

By what date mug each sactivity be completed in
order that later activities can be initiated?

What are the implications of the failure to implement
any one activity on schedule ?.

Who is responsible for monitoring- overall project
activity to insure that all activities are completed on
schedule or, failing that, the schedule is adjusted actord-
ingly?

Care should Le taken in the selection of SDT members to
insure that, in addition to being representative, the group

I'

includes individUals who are interested in the project and
its success and who appear capable of working well in a
task-oriented group. In addition, it must be recognized
that, in heir new assignments, members will be perform-
ing in unfamiliar roles. Most, if not all, will have little
knowledge of or experience in the planning function. If
they are to perform effectively, they (swill have to be
trained.

, ,,,-

The first step in training a planning group is to provideits
members with a clear statement of the assignment7what
they are-going to do and why what they are going to do is
important. The .group then should be offered a thorough
briefingpossibly extending over several sessionsin the
nature and logic of the planning process. If specializes
management tgolsflow charts, the PERT system,
GANTT chartsare to be employed, the SDT should re-,
ceive specialized training in their use. Finally, the group
ideally sh9uld run through one or more hypothetical plan-
ingprojects to test their mastery of the process.'

..

Few schools will have staff personnel equipped to conduct
uch a training program. It is possible but not probable

t the local board of education can provide the necessary
expe tise. If not, sistance can be sought in the business
community, whic ght be persuaded to provide help on
a voluntary basi r the services of ,a university-based
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management expert might be obtained. Failing all that,
consideration should be given to the hiring of a manage
ment consultaia, preferably one with an interest in educa
Holland school opeiations.

Finally, remeinpr 'pat a critical function of the planning
group will be inforthational.'The school community and
its broader outside, constituency must be kept informed of
the SDT's effoits, decisions, and progress if the ultirriAte
plan is to 'Win acceptance, cooperation, and support.'Alt-

-. cording4thu,roup at the onset must reach agreement on
reportinOystem that may include meetings formal re-

ports, baetins, or a .combination thereof and that func-
tions on a predetermined schedule of frequency.

ev

SETTING
YOUR
ORJECTIVES

STEP

I

\ .
Obviousiihe ultiinate Ol?jective of ny school, no matter
how elaborately stated, is the educa;on of its students, If

.the school is successful in meeting that objective, there pre-,
-sumably would be no need for reform'or for the planning
process. But the fact is that few schoolsA-even those enjoy-'
ing presuruably ideal . conditions 'in 'the affluent
su urbsare totally successful with all of their students

is i une to the pressure of changes in the worl around it
an , therefore, without a need to improve. An no school

.. .
and t e need to adapt to those changes.

In an reform project, then, it is the job of the Ipning
group to ok at the overall objective in terms oft e prob-
lems identified in 'Step One. What specifically needs to be
done to solve the problemswhat are the goals tht must
be achieved if the objective is to be met? ,
The first goals will deal with students: Is there a need to -

improve achievement levels? If so, in what subject areas
..and to,what extent? Is there a need to improve student atti- .. .

tudes and behavior, as reflected in truancy and dropout
rates, attendance patterns, disruptive behavior, vanc141-
ism, drug use?

Attention then must In turned .0 the lea'rning environ-
ment. Does the school have the resources in curriculuin,
teaching and guidance personnel, materials, and equip-
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ment, to achieve the student g s already established? If
not,s$;als will have to be r these areas. If, for
exam , 'student goals call fo he .creation of smaller
learning environments, on the mini-school pattern,'
individualizedinstruction, and interdisciplinary programs,
goals probably will have to be set for the appropriate
retraining of teachers, development of new curriculum,

1,,and the produCtibn or acquisition of new instru onal
materials and equipment. Similarly, if the new eduta nal
programs call for new patterns of student groupings, gtls
probably will be required for the- rearrangement and
renovation of'the physical plant.

Next, the school's organizational structure arid managerial
arrangements must be examined to determine if they are
adequate in the light of, the new programs and teaching
patternS. If, for example, interdisciplinary prpgrams are
called for, it probablymillbe necessary toassign new roles
to the chairmen or asSistant principals in charge of tra-
ditional academic departments. If mini-schools are in the
plan, it will be necessary to establish an administrative

-structure for them. If continuing change is contemplated
(asit should be) it,will be necessary to establish machinery
by which it is accomplished in anzeffective and orderly
manner. ,

Finally, there should be a concern with the change process

itself. Are all those involved aware of the changes being
proposed .And of the effect of the changes on their
situation? Are they prepared to accept the changes andCto
help implement them? Do-they understand and accept tile
new roles they must fulfill?,If not, a school -wide program
to develop a consciousness of the change process is called
for.

Once he goals are established, it is necessary to identify
the specific steps"activities" to the planning special-,
istsrequired to achieve them. If, for example, the goal is
to improve attendance, it will be necessary to generate an
across-the-board improvement in student attitudes toward
school. One step in that direction might be an Increase in
the number of out-of-class activities attractive to students,
but still relevant-to the educational program.,

r 0

ActiVities like this canbe broken down into specific tasks,
responsibilit,440 which will be assigned to specifiC staff
memberywhen the'plan is implemented. Ideally, the tasks
involved in each activity should be charted sequentially
and a predetermined deadline assigned for their comple-
tion. Ithe knowledge or talent required to carry out a spe-
cific task is not available within the staff, it probably will
be necessary to seek help from the school board, local
universities, or other outside sources, to assist' in Its
completion or to train staff personnel for that purpose'.



THE .

WRITTEN
PLAN

STEP.

Once the objective-setting process is complete, it then, is
necessary to translate the results into a written document
of 20 to 30 .pages, dearly stating She objectives, goals,
activities, and steps involved in the total plan. The com-
Rleted document ought to provide a very precise picture of
what will have been accomplished a year or even two years
after the plan has been adopted and the implementation
process begun.

If the planning group has the capability to' handle such
managerial tools as Gantt 'and PERT charts, a flow -chart

-"should be developed to provide a graphic and readily
understandable road map for the pfoject. In addition,
charts should be developed showing the school's existing
organizational structure and the structure that will apply
after implementation 6f the plan. If comparison of the two
charts does not indicate significant organizational change,
the plan prcibably will not succeed. (New programs and
new structure require new organizational arrangements.)
Return to.Step Seven and re-exarbine your organizational
and managerial goals.

The written plan should be prepared by a member of the
School Development Team who: 1) has demonstrated
writing ability, 2) has been interested and involved in the
planning process from its outset, 3) preferably has acted as
a recorder, transcribing the group's decisions about pro-
cesses, procedures, and formats during' the planning
process or fas responsible for reporting back to the school
community on planning progress and decisions, and 4)
sees an advantage to himself in the success of the plan.

The document initially should be prepared inl draft form
and submitted to the full planning group for approval and
revision before a final version is drawn up for adoption.

V
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ADOPTING
THE
PANL

STEP
IaL

Adoption of the completed plan is A three-stage process
acceptance by the school community, revisionwhere
necessary to insure community acceptance,' and only then
submissi6n to and approval i4 higher authorities.

The acceptance stage should be an extension of an

informational program started at the outset of planning,
under which the community has been kept informed of
progresS.and of all major decisions along the way.. Once
the written plan is complete, it should be made available to
everyone in the administration, staff, student body, and
local community. This does not mean that there need be
the expense and effort to distribute copies of the full docu-
ment to every individual involved. But copies should be
available for inspection in the principal's office, faculty
lounge, the school library, v'd through key organizations
and agencies in the community.

Care' should be taken that all concerned are notified that the
plan is available for study and sufficient time.should be
provided for intere individuals to ayail themselyes of
the opportunity. ,an effort should be made to publish
highlights of the plan either in the local newspaper or in a
widely distributed special newsletter or bulletin.

Once the community has had the opportunity to study the
written 'plan, a meeting or meetings should be called at
which the full planning group offers a verbal description of
the plan and opens the floor to a full discussion of the
details. Such meetings are most critical for the faculty.and
staff, who s ill have to implement the plari. It may be
advisable to hold separate meetings for the students, who
will participate in the transition. And, depending on the

r i.
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BUDGETING'BY OBJEIIVES: A SAMPLE

OBJECTIVE: 1. Establish in-service training program for mini-school administrators and teachers.

'

Comp le-
tiorkdate Activities

12/74 End of, ytar plannins
sessions fordevelop-
ment of objectives,
goals, activities, tasks'

Responsible Person!
Staff Line
Principal

Assist. Princ. /Trg.
Asst. Princ./Adm.

' Librarian
Assist. Princ./Curriculum

Assist. Princ./
Learning Environment

Recommended
policy 4 Principal.
(and implement) to Assist. Prince. /Adm.
Board of Education
Chancellor and
Borough Superintendent

OBJECTIVE 11 Train approximately

Comple- Responsible Person/
tion date Activities
6/30/75 Interfacing betiveen AP

Training Director and
AP Curriculum, re-
garding reporting and
evaluation of training
activities

Interficing of Total
Training staff a
consultants to
and coordina activities

Manpower
Category _

FT
FT
PT
FT
F14

Fr

Man Hours Cost Per
Per Act'y Man Hour

180 20.73
180 14.35
186 12.38
120 9.57
180

180 21.40 2,066
s

Cost Per
Actittity

3,731
3,583
2,228
1;148
2,066

FT 150
PT 16

13,8.7.2

20.73 1/1 .3,109
12.28 198

3,307

Cost Per Cumulative,
Ojbettive Cost

$17,129 17,129

300 schoul persortnel in matt- school restructuring management, admtnistra ion and curriculum development

Cumulative
Staff Lint Cost ',

Manpower Mon Hours Cost Per Cost Per Cost Per
Objective

AP Training
AP Curriculum-

AP Training
AP Curriculum

Category Per Act'y Man Hour Activity
FT , . 90 14.35 . 1,291
FT 90 11.48 ' 1,033

4 2,324
-,

is

'FT 14., 666
FT 11.48., 528

1,18$

3 2

(continued on next page)
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1n

Interfa ing with school
develop ent Teams for
on-going ordination
of training activities
at mini schools level

[Development, main.
tenance and coordina.
tion of all training
programs including
materials, people, re-
sources, curriculum, etc.

Interfacing between AP:
Curriculum and indivi-
dual training staff and
consultants for super-
vision, Ceporiing and
evaluation

Prepare and submit
bi-weekly and quarterly
analytical reports on
status of programs vs.
objectives to AP
training

Carry out general and
administrative support
activities

V
AP Training FT 72 b14.35 1, 034:

AP Curriculum FT 135 11.48 1,550
AP Learning Edvironment FT 112 11.48 1,285

MS Coordinators (4) 1264 9.57. 4,592 (1,148x4)

AP Curriculum 403 11.48 4,626
4,626

AP Curriculum FT 90 11.48 1,033

Consultants 30,000
Universities 96,000

. '327,033'

. .

AP Curriculum . FT . 62 11.48 712
712

AP Curriculum FT " 135 .11.48 , 1,550
1,550 ,

133

$145,894

5163.023 .;



::vel of involvement and interest; it may be desirable to
hold sessions for community grpups.

It is essgntial, in conducting these informational meetings,
to make sure that elements of the school's constituency
d iearly'understand the ,plan and its implications for them-
selves. Formal votes may or may not be necessary, but it is
critical that the planning team satisfy itself that no group is
substantially opposed to the pla r any of its major ele-
ments and that every group under ands the plan, is in
general agreement, and` is prepared t lend its unqualified-
support when it comes time for implementation.

Based. on', discussions at the informational meetings,'
eyjsions to the plap may be required to secure formal

acceptanceby faculty and staff or desirable to insure
maximum support for its implementation. Such revisions.
should be macfg by the individuals who prepared the initial
written plan and submitted to the full planning group for
final adOption. At the same time, supporting documents
such as requests for budget revisions or additional
resources "needed to implement the plan should be prepared
for submission with the plan for approval by higher
authorities., Similarly, revisions or apper.dices may be re-
quired if the document is to be used to seek financial
assistance from foundations, government agencies, or
othei outside sourtes.

IMPLEMENTING
THE
PLAN

STEP

The new structure and new programs called for by the plan
will mean new roles and new tasks for most if not all of the
(.hool staff. Accordingly, the first step in implementing

the plan will be to retrain the staff so that each member is
fimiliar with and comfortable in his or her new role and
prepared to carry out the new responsibilities. To reverse
the procedure and attempt to implement a new structure
before your personnel are prepared for it is to court failure.

I
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Separate. training programs will be required for
administrators, teachers, paraprofessionals, and perhaps
clerical and other support personnel. And, within those
categories, it probably will be necessary to develop further
breakdowns in the program. The training of assistant prin-
cipals, for example, will differ from- that for mini-school
coordinators. And streetworkers require a different pro-
gram than that provided for teacher aides.

But, in assigning personnel to their programs, avoid any
attempt to lock jndividuals into specific staff assignments.
As training progresses, it can be expected that individual
skills and traits will be found that will affect ultimate job
assignments. Among teachers, for example, some may
emerge as better equipped by background and attitude to
work in a team or interdisciplinary setting while others
may be more comfortable in a more traditional role. If, as
is the case in some projects, coordinators ate elected by the
mini-school staff, some teachers may emerge as leaders in
the eyes of their colleagues, win electibn as coordinators,
and require further training to fulfill that roles In the case
of streetworkers and guidance counselors, some may work
better. with college-bound students while others may be
challenged by the need to help those with serious learning

In an important sense, the training program' will be an

124

extension of the learning process begun when the School
Pevelopnient Team first was organized. In addition to
requiring new skills,' staff members will be working out
details of the operation of their respective mini,schools:
administrative offices, or other school function.
Training programs can be concluded 'during after-school
hours or over the summer. But it Must. be recognized that,
in most cases, such a sc'heduk(will involve expense, since
union contracts will require payment of teachers and
others involved in the program. An alternative, proven
feasibile in at least one case in New York, is the imag
inative scheduling of staff time so that training/planning
sessions can be held regularly during school hours. (See
"Scheduling Y6ur Mini-School") And, given sufficient staff
commitment and enthusiasm, it may be possible to stretch
such sessions somewhat beyond the normal school clokng
hour without incurring union opposition.

Either way, the training process will take timeperhaps as
much as six to `nine monthsand actual implementation
should be scheduled accordingly. In fact, progress of the
training effort should be monitored -continuously, -pre-
ferably by a subcommittee of the School Development
Team:-If, for any reason, any element of the training effort
falls behind schedule, .the implementation plan should be
revised accordingly, and the revisions reported. to the,
principal.
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...t i, ,)" ...
A . ..

-,1 As in earlier- project phases, the training program may .,... ,,

require the assistance:and support of people from outside 1' INSTITUTIONALIZING
the school. It may be possible to borrow from the expertise NCcl:JILE .
of principals and staff personnel from schools that have .
undergone similar restructuring projects. Or, it may be
necessary to acquire help from local universities.or educa-
tional'coAsultants.

Outside help or not, it is critical to insure that the time
devoted to your school's training/planning sessions' is
effectively employed. It is all too easy fdr a group of
teachers (or any other group, for that matter) called
together for planning purposes to drift into meanintsi
discussion of the status quo or to lose themselves in
minutiae Careful planning and effective leadership are re-'
qt4red if the training effort into be productive. For some
particulars, see "Promoting Interaction, and Growth" in -
Part II of this manual.

OnCe the training program, or appropriate phases of it, is .

complete, final job assignments are made and actual imple
mentation begins. The schedule may call for simultaneous
implementation of all phase of the plan or for a gradual,
step-by-step approach. Either way, the SPT, monitgring,
team must keep a close watch on progress to' insure that
implementation is effective and orderly atiti that unfo're;
seen problems can be resolved as they occur.

c

1

. STEP

To effectively iestructuke a school is to set in motion a
"process of continuing chnge. Continuing.change,requires

a 'mechanism for continuing planning. the same time, it
requires Mechanisms for the continuous' retraining of pert
sonnel affected by the changes and for the restructuring of
the management) systems and procedures that support and
direct school operations..

if,, as'recarnmended either, you have employed a school\.
development team to plan your project, the machinery for
ccintinuedplanning already exists. What now is reqiiireds
that the SDT,be accorded a formal and permanent status in
the school structure. And; as suggested earlier, a system ;PI
for rotating ;SOT membership should be established to :

insure both continuity Of planning andfreshriess of input.

136
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As a permanent and legitimate planning arm of the school,
the SDT will continue. to monitor programs (see Step

elve) and, where im rovcifient. seems desirable, recom-
mend appropriale c ges. At the same time, it should
Junction as a link tween

whether
school administration and

the sources of new 'deas, whether they come from within
the school, from t local board of education, or from
outside agenciesF

In thatrole, the SDT will receive proposals for new pro-
grams or changes in structure and evaluate them in terms
of existing operations and available resources. then may
approve or reject the proposals outright or suggest

yrevisions. Once a proposal or revised proposal wins SDT
, approval, It is forwarded to the school's top administrative

bodye.g. : the school cabinetfor final action.

The need for a continuing training effort again suggests the
need for a formal and permanent mechanism responsible
for that function. That mechanism which might be called
therofessional services center (PSC)will be responsible
not only for the retraining of teachers and other staff per-
sonnel but for the development of curriculum to meet the
needs of the school's new programs.

The curriculum-development effort can and should be an
integral part of th training process. (That effort, inci-

v dentally, probab should not begin until the new
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organizational structure i5 in place and functioning. The
curriculum should take advantage of the new environ-
ment, if the new environment is not in place curriculum
developed outside it is not likely to "take,") As was
suggested earlier, "planning equals training." The PSC
should be so organized that it provides individual teachers
or teacher teams from a mini-school or similar new unit
with the means and ma erials with which to develop new
curriculum. , . .04

It should be a center where, to the extent possi
able information and guidance needed to deve
duce new programs, teaching techniques, and curriculum,
is at the staff's disposal. It should provide °roller access to_
the hardware necessary to develop and utilize software for
audiovisual equipment, television, and other new teaching
technology.

le, all avail -
op or intro-

The center- 'a-lso should be in a _position to tap outside
resources for both the curricullim deVilopment and
teacher-training efforts. lf, for example; help is needed in
developing new remedial reading prog,r.nms and the train-
ing of teachers in their use, the center might bring in, con-
sultants from a local university. But, ..to lend legitimacy to
and facilitate acceptance o he consultants work, care
should be taken to insure that they worl( through the PSC
and its director rather than deVndependently with
individual teachers.
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Finally, the center should be designed as a place where
teachers and other staff members will gravitate when in
need of information and where they will gather to share
their experience and discuss new teaching techniques, and
curriculum. Accordingly, the center should be conveni-
ently located and comfortably and attractively furnished.

Existence of the center, of course, will not obviate the need
for other teacher training opportunities. Teachers will con-
tinue to require or desire advanCed training in a traditional
university setting or want to take advantage of spnsigzro-
grams offered by the local bo'ird of education; state and
federal education agencies, private industry, or agencies
like the Education Programof, the New York Urban Coali-
tion: The PSC, however, can and should act as clearing-
house of information on such opportunities and assist
interested teachers in availing themselves of them.

A possible mechanism for restructuring or retuning
management structures and procedures may be found in
what one New York school calls its management develop-
ment office. Headed by an assistant principal for manage-
ment, development, and planning, the office. concerns
itself with budget; inventory controltudies of total
school resources in personnel, equipment, and materials;
the development and maintenance of management
manuals; systems studies of other school units, and a

series of other activities affecting day-to-day management
of school operations.

The MDO is organized to make effective use of outside
talentsuch as business loanessin its operations. Work-
ing through the office, the loanees have a legitimate
channel through which to contribute their knowledge to
the solution of the school's managerial problems.

40;
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EVALUATING .

THE
RESULTS

e. STEP

Without a continuous process of measurement and evalu-
ation of progress and feedback of the findings, neither the
continuous planning effort nor the retraining program are
likely to be effective. As suggested earlier, the evaluation
effort should be assigned to a subcommittee of the School
Development Team.

The subcommitee will monitor all school programs and
check their progress against the operational plan, reporting
back periodically to the full SDT. Where progress does not
measure up to intentions and schedule's as set forth in the

128

plan, the SDT will consider and recommend changes in the
plan, the schedule, or both.

In carryingVut its functions, the subcommittee will not be
a judgementlgent. It will not be empowered to evaluate
the perfoimance of individual teachers or to involve itself
in the process of granting teacher tenure or promotions or
in recommending suspension or dismissal of teachers who
fail to perforat. Rather, its role will be that of "a
supportive set of eyes," empowered to look at the overall
project and its component parts and, where'necessary or

`desirable, recommend structural, programmatic, or policy
changes.

The subcoaunittee willand should bean in-house
entity, made up of school personnel, and carrying out the
process of continuous evaluation. But remember that, as
staff people; its members may be too dose to the project to
recognize all of its problems. It therefore may be advisable
to periodically call in an-outside team of evaluator § from
other schools, board of education headquarters, a local
university, or an educational or management n§ulting
firm. These outside evaluators ihould have-the ad antage
of distance from the project aid ,the ability to ide
problems not perceived internally and produce estions
and proposals that might not have been g rated by an
in-hotise team.
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PART II: DEALING WITH
Beyond the major questions dealt with in the first half of
this handbook, the process of restructuring a school w
equire the ability to deal with a series of proced and

niques for both implementation and o Lion the
itty-gritty:: of school : reform. me "how-to'''
ggestions, again based largely o e Urban Coalition

experience, follow.

PREP NG YOUR BUDGET
the Manning effort involved in restructuring a school

and operation of the resulting new programs will involve
money. This does not necessarily mean that more money
wine required, simply that Money is a key resource in the
planning process or in school operation and its use must be
planned as carefully A any other aspect of the project.

In the initial planning effort, the major investment will be
in timetime spent by administrators, teachers, and
others in developing goals, objectives, programs, and
implementation plans. It is axiomatic that "tkme is money"
and it has been estimated that anywhere from six to nine
months of planning time is required before implementation,

-4

E NITTY-GRITTY
of any plan to totally restructure a school. During this,
period, there should be intensive involvement on the part
of a planning group of other staff members in special pro-
jects related to the planning effort, and periodic involve-
ment of the total faculty.

If the tin* involved in these commitments must be spent
outside normal school hours, collective bargaining agree-
ments may require that the participants receive additional
pay. The planning budget will 'have to be structured
accordingly. However, experience indicates that, by imagi-
native school icheduling7time can be provided during the
normal day for the planning process and no additional
salary outlays will be required. (See "Scheduling the Mini.
School.")

But, as suggested earlier, in many cases it will be necessary
to call in an outside consultant to help, the planning team
acquire the requisite skills to carry out its function. Ideally,
such a training effort will include' at least one intensive
two-or-three-day session outside the school. And, towards
the end of the planning period, it may be desirable to
conduct a retleat for the full staff at which the planning
group Rresents its propnsalc for discussion, revision, and
approval. In the process, implementation is set in motion
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Consulting services and outside meetings and retrcat;
involve costs normally not provided for in 'a school
budget. In some cases, discretionary funds allocated to
school principals by the school sy-Stem have been used to
cover such costs. But if such Kinds are not available,
special funding from the school system or outside sources
such as a foundation may be required.

Similarly, it must be recognized that'the planning effort
will involve indirect costspostage for the informational
program, telephones, heating and lighting if building space
is used after normal school hours, stationery, duplicating
costs, and secretarial services. But, again, a reallocation of
available resources may make it possible to cover these
costs without the need for special funding.

Whether or not additional funding is required, develop-
ment of a budget for the initial planning process is highly
desirable. Only through the blidget making effort will it be
possible to determine what resources are to be devoted to
the planning effoii. Ind how those allocations will affect
other school activities.

. -

Preparing the planning budget is a relatively straight-
forward process. If is.a. matter 'of identifying each step in
the planning proc.ss, the schedule for each step, and the
personnel and o.ei resources required for its implemeh-
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ion. For example, two staff members might be assigned
to conduct an 'inventory of school. resources and released
from other duties for a total of sixteen hours a week for a
two-month period to complete their assignment. They
might require secretarial help for four hours a week over
the same period: And there will be a need to provide the
necessary stationery, telephones, and the like.

The budget for this activity then can be established by
prorating the salaries of the staff members and secretarial
help according to-the time`alloeat&I and by estimating the
indirect costs involved. The same procedure is followed for
each activity 'scheduled for the duration of the planning
effort. Then, on a month-by-month basis, the total
planning budget is established.

A similar procedure is followed in establishing an opera-
tional budget. The primary difference is that, unlike the

. initial planni, budget, the operational, fudget for a fully-
implemented program will reflect repetitive activities and
thus will show little month-to-month fluctuation in total
outlays. But, if school restructuring is implemented gradu-
ally and new programs phased in on a step-by-step basis,
the budgeting process will be more complicated. {See
sample budget below)...

The tical question in developing an operational budgett
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is whether the finished product offers a realistic picture of
the costs of the school's programs. Schools traditionally
have operated on a ne budgei- in which allocations are
categorized by co covering such categories as "per-

, sonnel services, other - than - personnel services," "con-
sumable suppli and 'equipment.'" The problem with
the line-budget approach is that it is difficult, ;Eliot impos-
sible, to identify the true costs of operating any one school
programremedireading for exampleby a simple
budget analysis.

While system-wide and, or municipal budgeting pro:
cediges generally requkre the use of a line budget, manage-
ment specialists argue that schools should supplement it by
developing a program-based approach. Called the
Program Planning Budget System (PPBS), the approcIch
involves isolating the actual costs, including all the line-
budget categories, t5f each program or activity in the
school. PPBS not only offers a clearer picture of where the
school's resources are expended but provides a far better
base for decisions about tiv intelligent reallocation of
resources to meet changing needs and changing piograms.

IDENTIFYING 11OUR, RESOURCES
It may be Co belabor the obvious but, to restructure a
school and its programs, it is essential to know beforehand

what already exists in terms of programs, personnel,
equipment and materials, and finances. In other words,
there must be a clear picture of the resources at your

. disposal. Obvious as the need may appear, it is a rare
school that really knows where it stands in these terms. In
most cases, therefore, schools undertaking_ a restructuring
project will first have to conduct a thorough and detailed
inventory' of their total resources.

Developing an inventory is not unlike budgetmaking. The
first step is to take the school's organizational chart and
from it prepare a comprehepsive listing of every position
on the staff. A one-sentence descriptiort of each position is
prepared, indicating job title, function, how the position is
funded, and to whom that individual reports. The product
will be a general inventory of school personnel. But the
chances are it will not be completethat up to 30 per cent
of the people who actually have a,role in the school will
have been missed. Make sure that such people as school
volunteers, business loanees, the security staff, and police
and other outside-agency personnel assigned to the school
are included.

Once .the list is complete, recognize that job titles 'and
descriptions do not reflect the fact that a social sciences
teacher also is a human being with other interests and skills .
and with individual strengths and weaknesses in such areas
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ABC HIGH SCHOOL PLANNING BUDGET FISCAL YEAR 1974-75

Training Program

I. SALARIES AND FRINGES (phasing in schedule)
SALARIES
1. Principal
2. Assist. Principal/Administration
3. Assist. Principal/TeacherTraining
4. Librarian .

5. Adm. Secretary, to'Principal
6. Assist. Principal/durr. Development

(at $1500/mo X 12 mo)
7. Assist. Principal/Learning Environment

., .
(at "$1500 /mo X 10 mo) -

8. Assist. Librarian (at $1000/mo X.8 mo)
- 9. 4 Coordinators (at $1250/-mo X 8 mo)

10. Secr9tary (at $750/mo X 10 mo)

FRINGES (at 20%)
1

II. CONSULTANTS & CONTRACTS
Consultants General/Administration

s Consultants In Service rraining
Consultants Teachers Training .

Cpnsultants University Sub-Contracts
Evaluation and Documentation,.

JULY.

2,708
1,231
1,875
1,250
1,088

1,500
%.

,

,

167
167

.--4

' AUG.

2,708
1,213
1,875
1,250
1,088'

1,500

167
" 167

1,000

-6' ,

,

SEPT.
'

2,708 %

1,213

1,250
1,088

1,500

1,500'
. _

..

750

V

167
167

.3,000
6,850
1,000

OCT.

2,708 .

1,213
1,875
1,250
1.,e.,

1,500

1,500

750

a 167
167

3,000 ,...'
9,600
1,000,

e 14 O
,,

132 . / .----)
4
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NOV. DEC. JAN: e FEB. MARCH APRIL ,,, ,MAY JUNE TOTALS
2,708 2,708 '' 2,708 2,708 , 2,708 2,708 /,708 2,708 $ 32,500.,
1,213 1,213 1,213 1,213' 1,213 1,213 1,213 1,213 14,560
1,875 . 1,875 1,875 1,875 ' 1,875 1,875. 1,875 1,875 14,500
1,250 1,250 1,250 v, 1,250 . 1,250 . 1,250 1,250 1,250 15,000
1,088 1,088 1,088 1, 8 1,088 1,088 1,088 1,088 13,050

.
1,500 1,500 1,500 1,500 1,500/ 1,500 1,500 1,500 18,000

1,500 1,500 1,500 1,500 1,500 1,500 1,500 1,500 15,000
'1,000 1,000 '1,000 . 1,000 1,000 1,000' j 1,000 1,000 18,000

5;000 5,000 5,000 - 5,000 5,000 5,000 - 5,000 5,000 40;000
750 750 750

4
750 750 750 750 -750 7,500

$178:110
$, 37.222

Sub Total Salaries.& Ftftiges $215,332

167 167 , 167 167 167 .1,00., 167/. ' 167 167_ $ 2:000
167 167 167 167 167 167 167 167 2,000

3,000 3,000 3,000 3,000 ^3,000 3, 3,000 3,000 30,000
9,600 9,600 9,600 9,600 9,600 9, 9,800 9,600 93,250,
1,000 1,000 r,000 i,000 1,000 1,000 . 1,000 1,000 11.000

Sub Total Consultants & Contracti $138,250

,
. ,
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ABC HIGH SCHOOL PLANNING BUDGET FISCAL YEAR 1974 -75

III. OTHER THAN PERSONNEL-FUNDS
Education'Materials

a) "H;rdware"
Video /Tape
Audio Visuals
Curriculum

b) "Software"
(consumables)
Teacher Resource

Materials

u. Training Manual
Publications ---
Dues & Subscriptions
Equipment
Travel & Conference

JULY

1,667
167
500

AUG.. SEPT. OCT.

3,000

500 500

1,667 1,667 1,667.
167 167 167.

. _
' ....

473' 473 473

IV. ALLOCATED GENERAL'EXPENSE
i. AtlocatedExpenses and Overhead ,

Telephone a
... .Electricity

. .Postage ,,.
.

Services
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NOV.

2,000

DEC.
k

. JAN.

3,000

liVe

FEB. MARCH liAPRIL MAY . JUNE
4

4

TOTALS

S. 8,000

500 503. 500 500 500 500 500 5,000
Educational Materials $.3.3,000

1,667 1,667 1,667 1,667 1,867 , 1,667 _1,667 1,667 20,000
167 167' 167 167 1.67 167 167 167. 2,000,

500 -- 1,000.
1,000 500 .. . 1,500

473 473' 473
.

473 473 ' 473 473 '4,728
,., Sub Total Other Than Personnel Funds $ 42,228

Total birect expenses $395,810

142,268

Total Operating Bud& $538,078

t.
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ABC HIGH SCHOOL
BUDGET SUMMARY Fiscal Year 1974-75

Training Program
I. SALARIES AND FRINGES

Salaries
Fringes (at 0%)

Sub Tot

II. CONSULTANT AND CONTRACTS
Consultants for dministration CConsultants Irise ice Training .
Consultants Teachers Training
Consultants University Subcontracts

'Evaluation and Documentation
Sub Total

III. OTHER THAN PERSONNEL COSTS, ADMINISTRATI AND GENERAL
Training Manuals
Dues Sc Subscriptions
Educational Materials
Publications
Equip-tient r\
Travel r

Sub Total
Total Direct Expenses

IV. ALLOChED GENERAL EXPENSES

136

TOTAL BUDGET

1 4

$178,110

37,222

$215,332

I
$ 2,000

2,000
30,000
93,250
11 000

a
138,25'0

$ 20,000
.1,000

13,000
2,000
1,500
4,728

42.228
395,810

142,268 if .
$538,078'



as teacher-student relationships,. Knowledge of these indi-
vidual differences will help in the effort to employ your
staff resources to the fullest Potential. To identify these
characteristics, questionnaires and,' or interviews should kg,
employed with everyone identified through the inventor A.

The. inventory also will identify the share of the school's
budgetary resources spent on each position or. function,
the equipment and materials employed, and the supplies
and services consumed. It then should be possible to evalu-
ate the costs related to each pcAition in terms _of its
effectiveness in meeting,* objectives of iheeiiiling pro-
gram and/or new objectives envisioned in a restructuring
project.

At the same time, it should bepo ible to identify the total
resources applied to the school's rimary needs and objec-
tives. If, for example, reading i major problem, it should
be possible to identify pot o ly the total amount of the
resources devoted to solving the problem but whether they
are, the proper resources and whether they are effectively

v applied.

The inventory also should extend to the availability of
outside resources, Whether from public and private
agencies, corporations, or foundations. The question is npt
simply one of determining that financial or other support s&

'put there" and presumably available to the school. It also
I -

is necessary to determine whether the school is organized
to take advantage .of outside help. This means that there
must be a dear understanding of the type of assistance
available from each outside source and whether and how
such assistance might be applied in the school, and there is
a need for administrative machinery to apply for the
assistance, monitor its use, and report back to the outside
source.

a ,DEVELOPING CURRICULUM
A major element in any effort to restructure a school along
mini-s ool lines will be the development of net curricula e

d igned to match, mini - school. themes and to provide
a ivity-oriented programs that will attract and hold stu-
de ,t Interest. Experience suggests, however, that the
curric'ulum development process should not begin until the,'
school's new organizational structure is in place and has
been operating for a semester or more.

This timetale reflects the fact that, ideally, the new
(curriculum fold mini-school /should bedeveloped by the
teaching team that will be using it. But teachers who have
been employed in the traditional educational setting are,
not accustomed to working as part of a team. Accordingly,
time should be` alldwed to develop team consciousness in
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the mini school staff before asking it to turn its attention to
the collective plannhig of curriculum.

Even then, the beginnings should be modeit, The' team
might choose a small curricular activity such as a two- week
interdisciplinary "mini course on a topic of compelling
interest to the inini-hool's.student population.. For ex
pie, the mini-course might deal with the ways irrA ich
health care is delivered in the surrounding community

The team members'would work together to deterrpi how
lessons in each of their subject areas might be tail red to
the mini-course topic and how field trips, healtkf irs,,and
other activities might be programmed to suppl ent the
classroom phases of the mini-course. The pro, am need
not take up the full school day; time still will b devoted to
more traditiontil classroom activites.

With the mini - course experience nder i elt, the team
then should Jeekconfident to undertak ore ambitious
efforts, sued as a coordinated six-week ogram covering a
broader topic. And, ultimately, .the t should be ready
to develop semester-long; interdisci nary programs. The
process should continue, step-by- ep until a totally new

. mini-school curriculum has bee developed. But it should
not stop there. The student population and the community

138
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inevitably will change and needs will change accordingly. ,

Curriculum development to meet those needs can and
v.

should be a continuous process.

While. the curriculum development effort should be carried
out by the teaching team; it is likely that it will need
support. Teachers are not necessarily curriculum special-
ists by either training or inclination. They very likely will
need belp from outside expert's, possibly provided by the
school's professional services center if such exists. If not,
outside agencies from the universities or the community
may be required.

Support also will be quired through the availability of
materials for incorp tion into the new curricula. A vast
amount of materia in all of the media print,, film, and
tapethat may e useful in mini-school curriculum
development a eady is available. But, given their
schedules and the sheer quantity of the new material, it is
impossible for individual teachers or, for that matter,
teacher teams, to keep 'up-to-date on Whipt is available.
This is particularly true in such areas as high - interest read-
ing materials developed for students with limited vocabu-
laries.

Given the skuation, it seems desirable that someone,
probably in tEe school's-staff developnfent center or teach.
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. -
ing center, should devote substantial time to arching the
market place and alerting teacher teams to the vailability
of appropnate matenals. Teachers also should e familiar-
ized with the existence of curnculum clearin ouses such
as the Council on Economic Education or t e Open Doors
project of New York's Economic Development Council.

Finally, in all curriculum development efforts, the teacher
teams and their outside consultant if any, should keep
several key considerations in mind.

Takeinto account the developmental age of the stu-
dents the curriculum is design'ed tb serve.

Remember that, whatever its nature, the curriculum
'must prepare the student for work in the higher grades.
Continuity without the sacrifice of mini-school
individuality is the requirement.

1 Remember that the new curriculum will be but part
of the student's broader educational experience.

And, finally', place greater stress on skills than on
course content.

JDENTIFYING YOUR CLIENTELE
Mint-School complexes and similar efforts at school
reform, are premised in large part on an attempt to

,
individualize and humanize the educational process. It
follows that, to provide programs tailored to individual .

needs, it is necessary to identify and understand those .

needs.'A thorough inventory of student abilities, achieve-
ment levels, and potential is essential.

An obvious tool in such an inventory is
such

administration
of standardized achievement tests in such areas as readiN
and mathematics. But the standardized tests should be
used with caution and with the understanding that they
will not provide alt the answers. The tests and their inter-
pretation can be extremely complex the California.'
Achievement Test in reading, for example, attempts to
profile student ability in 30 different skillsand to under-
stand the findings may take the help of experts. Then,
there are the unresolved arguments about the validity of
existing tests when employed with minority group
students. f

Experience suggests that the first step in, the inventory
lould be an elementary analysis of'OCh student, 'carried*
out during a 15- to h-minufe interview wit} a teacher or
guidance counselor. Ideally, the inteiIiewer 'should be a:;%,;:..4,
person with a proven ability to relate to stirdentS and their
problems and skilled in ,,,the techniques of eliciting ;
responses. The interview is intended to,provide answers to
a series ofcritical questions;



The student's feelings about himself, the world, and
school in general.

His attitude toward his courses and their relevance to
his own situation.

His feelings about his own progress in each course.
His level of ability in such skills as reading and

'mathematics.
His general stare of health, to determine whether-4.d'

problems exist that might interfere with his school
performance:

His personal problems and factors such as home
conditions that may, affect his attitudes and performance.

His personal °Weaves: Does he have a career in
mind? Whpt are his hobbies and other special interests?
Does he have a hero, a publiE figure in any field whom he
admires and would like to emulate?

Obviously, rany of these questions are highly, personal in
nature. Many if not most students, and particularly those,
with problems, will be unlikely to respond fully and
frankly. if the interviewer gives the impression he is prying
into the student's personal affairs.

Accordingly,,it will be necessary to develop rapport with
the student, to convince him that the interviewer has a real
concern for the student and his problems and is sincerely,
willing to help. Proven techniques for developing such

4
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rapport are described in "The Counseling Function"
section of this handbook.

Meanwhile, it is importani to recognize that, particularly-
in the case of personal questions; answers may not be
forthcoming the course of a single interview. Time,
patience, ail 'nderstanding will be required before a full
picture can'b developed of each student's situation. It is
often necess to wait for clues that the student is ready
talk about s problems:

QUestion about student skills and performance are less
tensitive in nature and may pose fewer difficulties, In
reach for example, the student can be asked to read
passa s of varying levels of difficulty. This should pro-
vide t least a ridecof-thumb understanding of the level of
re ing material the student is equipped to handle. If

vere reading difficulties are'indicated, plans then should
be made to adipinister specific diagnostic testsincluding
a search for possible physical causesto 'determine the
nature of the problem and possible remedial measures.
Similar procedures can be followed in identifying the stu-
dent's mathematical abilities.

But, gven here, some students may balk at making a
response, particularly if they are sensitive about their
inability to perform. Again, it will by necessary to dcvclop

15i
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rapport between interviewer and student before an ade-
quate understanding of the student's situation' can be
achieved.

Student interviews should be repeated periodically dung
the year. They will provide information, along with that'
developed routinely through 'standardized tests d schooltests

records, that can 'be used to p duce group
profiles indicating student characteristic r a mini-school
or for groups within a mini - school. -,

DEVELOPING STUDENT
PROGRAMS
Information developed in the student inventory will
provide the basis for the development of educational pro-
grams for bo-individuals and groups. Program'clevelop-
ment, particularly at the intermediate and high school
levels, should address itself to four basic objectives:

Development of the studnt's basic skills .reading,
_mathematics, the ability to organize himself to complete
assigned (or self-assigned) tasks.

Value education, theStudent's ability to make moral
or judgmental decisions based on what he has learned.

The ability to make intelligent decisions about a
career or vocation.

he ability to relate himself and what he has learned
eal-world situations:

The process becomes one of helping the indiVidlial to,meet
his on needs in .terms of these objectives and, at the same
time, helping him to work as a member of a group. It is, in
other words, a process of achiev* individualization of
instruction within a group process.
As indicated earlier, program development will rely
heavily on information produced by the student profiles.
But.rit also is advisable to watch each student's, per-
formance and behavior for a week or more to determine
how the individual acts in different types of relatiOnships.
It is important to identify the student who is a loner, at one
extreme, and the student who cannot function without
group support, at the other extreme.

It may be desirable to run a series orspecial group
activitiesparty games, rap sessions to help in,identify-
ing these iicharacteristics. Then, in building programs,
attempt to gradually develop each individual's ability to
work well both in group situations and on his own. If, for
example, a student is a "leaner," i.e., dependent on a group
situation to function, his program should be designed so
that he is encouraged to undertake at least one independent
project during the semester. And, later on, the frequency
of his independent assignments should be stepped up._
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Decisions about student grouping 'also will be affected by
the inventory of student skills,Fln reading, for example,
students who are unable to read will form one group for
purposes of reading instruction. The same" thing. will
happen with those who are marginal readers and those
who are good readers. And, a similar process -will be
.followed in programming for instruction in mathematics.

In m meeting the career education objective, the effort will be
to insure that each student is aware of the Options open to
him. This applies not only to students who have'no career
giials but to those who assume that their objectives should
be college but have not explored other alternailys. The
curriculum, particularly in English and social studies, can
be employed to help expose students to the alternatives
and to the process of intelligently deciding between them.
But, particularly With students of 14 or over, it may be
detirable to program a series of field trips that wilt expose
them to the realities of work in a 'Variety of careers and/or
vocations. For some, the process might include a cooper-
ative program in which their time is shared between school
and' an actual, paying job.

The total program should be built around 'all.four of the
objectives outlined earlier and should have specific goals in
each areai.e., a checklist of 15 or more specific
accomplishmentsagainst which progress can be checked

1421

periodically. And the program should be developid
around a team of teachers, taking advantage of the skills,
interests, and strengths identified in the faculty profile.
(See "Identifying Your Resources.")

ti

SCHEDULING THE MINI-SCHOOL
Once student program objectives have been established,
it is necessary to organize the school's staff; space, and
available time in such a way as to meet the objectives.
Given the complexity of programing suggested in the pre:
ceding section, a key objective of this scheduling process
must be the provision of maximum flexibility.' Considera-
tion' :must be given to such factors as the desire of most
teachers to conduct basic skills courses early in the day,
when both teachers and students presumably are more
alert. And, most important if the mini-school is to oper-
ate,.effectively, time must be made available in the sched-
ule so that the teaching team can meet regularly for plan-
ning 2,41ning purposes.

An innovative scheduling system that appears to meet aR
these requirements in a highly satisfactory fashion has
been worked out/at anvintermediate sohoolin the Bronx.
The school, which enrolls about 1,200 students, is divided
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into three sub-schools of about 400 each and a special
sub-school for retarded students enrolling about 80. Each
grade- in each of the regular sub-schools has about 100
students and a teaching team of fourcovering language
arts, social studies, mathematics, and science. Other sub-
ject areasforeign languages, art, music, physical educa-
tion--Vare covered by non-team teachers.

The school operates on a seven-period-a-day, five-day
,,week. Of the 35-period total,' teachers in the team each
must cover a total of 22 periods of instruction. The bal-
ance of- student's day is taken up with "outside" activi-
ties: instruction in foreign languages, art or music, lunch
periods, physical education, and shop courses. The result
is that team teachers all have 13 free periods a week,
some of which must be cliyoted to such duties as lunch-, room supervision, m_ aintaining student records, and the
like. But, according to.the school's administrators, it usu-
ally is possible to find al least eight hours a week during
which' the team can be brought together for planning
purposes. ,

The secret lies in the scheduling of the "outside" activ-
ities in such a way that all four teachers in any one team
are teaching at the -same time and free at the ,same time.
This means that the outside activities must be scheduled
first on a schoolwide basis. Only then are the 'schedules

set, one at a time, for each sub-school. ,(See sample sub-
school schedule below.)*

In addition to prOviding time for teacher planning: the
scheduling approach offers greater flexibility in program-
ing.,The sub-school teamgeach wcrric in their own area of
the school and, since they are teaching at the same time,
can easily organize interdisciplinary programs and/or
vary the size of student groupings for different activities. It
is possible, according to the administration, to make large-

.scale changes in sub-school schedules in as little as two
hours without significant impact on other school activities.

`The approach is not without some drawbacks. It rules out
the scleduling.of "honors" courses in specific subject:, al-
though sub-school groupings on an achievement basis still
are possible. The last team to be involved in the scheduling
process is left with few options in terms of the time of
day their teaching hours are scheduled. But that handi-
cap can be rotated between teams on a semester-to-semes-
ter basis. And other trade-qffs aryossiblee.g.: better
teaching facilities for less desirable hours. The key is nego-
Jiation, complaints will be avoided if the teachers are kept
apprised of the scheduler's problems and the fact that he
cannot please everyone.
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Monday Tuesday

*s*

Model School Schedule

Wednesda Thursda

Language Social
Arts - Studies
Science Math

. ' .
'

Social Science
Studies "', *Iangliage
Math - Arts

'
-

-
....

.

GYM

'

. .

Spanish

SHOP

.

. .
Spanish Musk

'
AArt

Language Social
Arts Studies

Science - Math
Spanish

... ... N .
LUNCH

. .

,

.

,

Science Math

Language Social
Arts , Studies

.

.
-

...

.
Math . Language

Socill Arts

Studies Science

, -..
.

.
.

.
..

;

. , .

S

Spanish Music
, -

Spanish, .

, '
Art

Language
Arts

Scierme

Social
Studies

Math
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4 teachers program would look like this

1.

2.

4*

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

,

Subject

Subject

Prep

Prep fa

I:
..

Subject

Subject

Prep -

Subject

Subject

Prep

Prep

U

Subject

Subject

prep

.

.

\'

. Silbject.

Subject -:

Prep

Prep

N

Subject

Subject

Prep

Subject

Subject

Prep

Subject

C

. Sukject
.

Subject

Prep

./. .,
Subject

Subject

Prep ..

. Prep ..

I-I
,.

Subject

Subject

Prep

1 A second group of 4 classes ar
periods Exploratory areas (Gym,

d teachers would e programmed into academic areas for petiois 3, 4, 7, 8 each day + 2 ot r
op, Art, Music, tc.) would then beyrogrammed for periods 1,. 2, and to for these classes.

.
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PLANNING THE ENVIRONMENT
Mini - schools, with their small enrollments and team and
interdisciplinary approaches to teaching, require a differ
ent physical environment than that founci,in a traditional
schoolhouse. Space is.needed to accommodate instruction
for both small and large groups and for independent study.
Each mini - school should have a living room," lounge
space in which students andteachers can relax and inter.
act when not in class. Teachers will need work space
both as .individuals ancLas a planning group. And all of
these facilities should reflect the individual character,
goals, and objectives of each mini-school. They should
be designed to provide as much warmth and amenity as
funds and ingenuity permit. .

The typical school building, including many erected in the
last few years, meets none of these requirements. But
experience nationwide indicates that existing facilities can
be recycled and retextured to house new programs in a'
warm and 'stimulating environment. Walls, Unless they
are load-beanng, can be taken dawn and,' or relocated to
provide space for different-sized groupings. Or, if funds
are too limited, imaginative use of bookcases, folding

146 ,

screens, free-standing chalk or bulletin boards, and other
moveable furniture and equipment can be used to achieve
the same effect. Because mini-school space reduces circu-
lation requirements, corridors can be converted into in-
structional, lounge,-or 'Study space.

Warmth can be achieved through the use of bright-Colored
paint. Carpeting, particularly in the lounge area, can
soften the, environment and dampen noise. Standard,
ceiling-hung lighting can be replaced or augmented by
table lamps or clip-on fixtures to soften the vftual environ-
ment without sacrificing adequate work light, saving ener-
gy in the-process. Plants, 'fish tanks, cagef fOrd hamsters
or other small animals, can be introduced to bring living
things into the school environment. And mini-school iden-
tity can be established through the selection of colors,
the use of graphics, or murals or such techniques as the
mounting of candid photospf the mini-school staff and
student.body on a corridor

The need to plan a new physical environment offers an
educational opportunity that should not be overlooked.
For, to be fully effective, the ,planning process should
involve both teachers, students, and community represen-
tatives in the effort to determine just what facilities and
amenities are suitable to the character ando objectives oft,
their mini - school.
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It is likelk, however, that the teacher- student planning
team will1not have the expertise to convert its ideas into a
physical plan. The 'school's art department may be in a
position to help and should be contacted to determine
whether it can provide the necessary design talent. If it
cannot or if it seems desirable. to supplement art depart-
ment input with outside assistance, consider following the
example of a number of schools that have obtained the
help of a new breed of specialists in "participatory
planning."

These rep esent a small but growing group of design pro-
fessional having a deep commitment to the, principle' of
involving the "real clientele"teachers, students, and the
communityin the planning process. In schools, the client
traditionly' has been the sc of system and/or its plah-
ning office. The,systen afte consultation with the schoOl
pri pal and perhaps token 'nvolvernent of a staff-corn=
mi , usually hires an archit ct or interior space designer,
and hands ,him a program of equirements. The architect \
Comes up with a design. It i approved by the school
system. The work is carried ou . Ahd the real client the
school's staff and studentsis left with a physical environ-
ment that may or may not meet its actual needs.

In contrast, the "young designers" regard themselves not
as experts with the answer" but as catalytic agents, pre-

---

pared to listen to the clientele and help them to make
decisions about their new environment. Only then do the
designers turn to the drafting boards. The process not only
is more effective in producing a workable physical plant
but has the effect of educating the client, giving him a
new awareness of the built environment in which he lives
and works. This,is not to suggest that students and teach-
ers emerge 'as professional planners or that they actually
will design the environment. But they are pail of the
planning piocess and emerge with a new literac^n un-
derstanding of the process and of the physical' "environ-
ment.'
Ideally, the involvement of the outside designer should
be of sufficient duration that the process he sets in Motion
will become a continuous one. Depending on the size of
the school, this will mean a commitment of from one to
three years. The Involvement will be intense at the outset
and gradually taper off as school personnel become famil-
iar with the process and come ice, to its continuation.

Practitioners of the participatory planning approach to
school design argue that involvement of parents and other,
community members is critical. They offer a generally
untapped resource in planning and in the solution of prob-
lems. If, for example, an involved parent happens to be
an elechician, he might be teamed with a,KienCe teacher
to plan the revamping of electrical services.
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The key to the Process is to persuade and educate the
participants to think about the entkironment in both practi-
cal and creative terms. How, for example, does a given
school activity affect environmental requirements? The
educational effort may extend to role playing, in which
participants act out a school activity in an effort to deter-
mine whether facilities such as chalk boards, cabinets, or
sinks are properly planned to accommodate the activity.

,

The process need not result in major expenditures tor
renovation or rehabilitation. The new designers favor the
imaginative use of already available or inexpensive equip-
ment and materials. And-they see no reason why students
and teachers cannot "build" their own environment, pro-
vided union problems can be avoided. In one such project,
for example, a lounge area was furnished largely with car-
peted boxes, built by students, to provide seating. And
studentsAid all of the painting work, including a large
mural. .

To the extent that funding is required, it may be more
a matter of reallocating available resources than of finding
new money. If and when the community, educated by
parents and others involved in the planning process,
becomes convinced of the importance of a better school
environment, ways probably can be found to divert funds
from other activities to finance the desired improvements.
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..' The following publications on school renovation, while out of
print, should be available in research libraries.

Graves, Ben. E., "Modernization," reprinted from Nation's
Schools, April, 1971.

"Challenge . . . a repOrt suggesting how an old school can con-
,

tinue tp serve youth if the educational program is the prime
consideration," Research Council of the Great Cities Program
for School Improvement, 1968:

'The Loft Building as a School House: A Study for the Schoel
District of Philadelphia," Murphy Levy Wurman, Architecture.
and Urban Planning, Philadelphia.

.,"Awards: Architectural Competition for the Modernization of
Hyde Park High School, Chicago," Research Council of the
Great Cities Program for School Improvement, 1966.

"Pittsburgh Design:Study:The Wightman Elementary School/'
Research4Council of the Great Cities Program for School Im-
provement, 1967.

"School Renewal, A Report Suggesting Ways That Any School
;System Might Approach a Total School Modernization Pro-

gram," McLeod, Ferrara and Ensign, Architects.

Still available at $2 per copy is a report, "Places and Things for
Experimental Schools," from Educational Facilities Laboratories
(EFL), 850 Third Avenue, New York, New York 10022, (212)
751 -6214.
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And a major report on school modernization, as yet untitled, is
scheduled for publication by ER.. It will include a step-by-step
guide to the renovation process.

2 vl..guide to available materials and programs for schools under-
taking programs in environmental education as well as descrip-
tions of a' number of such prograits already in operation can be
found in a new book, entitled Learning About the Built Environ-
ment. The book was written by Dr. AaSe Erilcsen and Judith
Messina of the University of Pennsylvania and published by The
National Association of Elementary School Principals. Research
and preparation were underwritten ..by EFL and the Rockefeller
Family Fund.

DEPLOYING YOUR STAFF
The key to effective,utilization of a schoOl staff, whether
in a mini-school complex or other organizational setting,
is the realization that the staff is comprised of indivichials
who have interests and ;kills beyond those indicated by in
their subject- matter specialty. It is a mistake to assume
that, simply because he or she holds the license, the biol-
ogy teacher is the only staff member yiiio can tea&
biology The assumption makes even less sense in a mini

(school situation, with its stress on an interdisciplinary
approach to teaching.

It is, necessary, then, to identify individual intere$s and
skills and strengths and, weakoiiiies among-the-staff (see
"Identifying Your Resources") and to take advaniag4- of
them in assigning staff. Recogie that different teachers
will function better in some to ching situations than in
others. Identify these differences through observation and
/or interviews with individual teachers.

Once a clear picture ,pf teacher capabilities has been estab-,
lished, it is necessary to make sure that the belt person is
assigned to carry out each activity or program required
to meet the mini-school's objectives. To make the neces-
sary match-ups of talelits and needs, prepare a chart list-
ing each position and the functions involved and, to the
extent possible, assign people to each position whose skills
'appear to tally most closely_withsthe job requirements.

A -similar process should be followed with\ paraprofes-
sionals. And it should be recognized that, while they can-
not replace teachers, paraprofessionals such as ,street-
workers can make a valuable contribution to the teaching
process. Like teachers, they have skills beyond.those indi-
cated by the job title, skills that should be exploited. Simi4,
larly, don't overlook the potential in community residents
who may be willing, on a voluntary basis, to lend their
,knowledge and skills to educational process:
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In deployit all of your human resourcesprofessional,
paraprofessional, or volunteer remember that the ulti-
mate object is to match the best possible people to the
needs of students, not-simply to assign them a job title
and a schedule of-working hours.

USING OUTSIDE RESOURES
As suggested repeatedly in this book, a Wide range of
assistance is available from sources, outside the system for
schools attempting. to restructure themselves. Public and
.
private,agencies, the corporate world, foundations, uni-
versities, communities, consultants all have resources and
/or expertise that can be brought to bear on 'school prob
lems. But such assistance cannot be obtained easily or
automatically. Strategy is reqbired if these resources are to
be tapped and if they are to be put to optimum use.

In the first place, it is essential that the school know ,

what it wants. What are the problems that cannot be
olved, internally and how can outside resources be em-

ployed to resolve therril The point _here is that no agency
is in a position to provide general financial support to-
the schools qr to respond to "shopping-list" requests for
materials or equipment. There care, in short, no "Santa
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out,Clauses" out there. But they can and do respond to re-
quests for the support of specific programs aimed at the
solution of specific.problems.

Secoridly, it is mandatory that the school familiarize it-
self with the nature of possible sources of assistance. Dif-
fere t agencies, corporations, foundations, and universityQ

progr ms have different interests ;.andt resources. Identify
those interests and make sure they tally with your needs
before 'approaching any source of supporrMake sure that
your proposal for assistancewhether *bat pr in writing
clearly identifies your problem as relating to the source's
area(s) of interest. ,_

If outside ''assistance is to involve the presence of a busi-
ness loapee or a consultant in the, school, it is important
to recognize that such involvement can create problems:
Outside "experts",often'are regarded with 'suspicion and
distrust by school staffs, who may feelthe outsider's pre-
sence represents interference rather than 'assistance. Ac-
cordingly, it is essential to develop an effective strategy
of m chinery for intervention. Experience indicates that
the .ost ekeqive strategy is to have the outsider' work
through the established school, machinRry rather than
work independently with staff -members. A curriculum
consult nt, fOr example, should work through the person
in charg the school's teacher center or professional
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development center. And business representatives might
work thfough the school's management development of-
fice, if such exists, or through the principal's office: Only
through' such one-on-one partnerships can the outsider
gain tredibi ity and acceptahce in the eyes of the staff.

THE COUNSELING FUNCTION
By very nature, the mini-school should be a place
that initially .shonttl- be more concerned with guidance
for its students than with subject-matter content. Small
enrollments and -staff continuity should lend themselves
to a level of intimacy that permits the teacher to under-
stand the individual student and his problems and to help '
guide him in the effort to find solutions. The mini-school,
in, other words, should be a place where thecemphasis
is on guidance as a prerequisite to content. Its teachers
should be counselors as well as instructors.

Time should be allocated in the mini-schopl programso
that each student periodically can meet privately with a
staff member to talk over his objectives, his progress in
meeting them, and his feelings in general about schbol and

-about the world outside the school. None of this is to

-
suggest, however, that the teacher should attempt to func-
tion as a therapist. If serious problems are indicated, the
student should be referred to professional help

The teaching team then should meet eriodically. to pool
its knowledge about, individual stud nts and determine
what steps are required in both individual and gioup situ-
ations tphelp overcome problems and to meet' bjectives.
The meetings should include the school's guidance coun--
selors, paraprofessionals, and streetworkers, if any. The
streetworker, with his ability to work with students in the
lounge or other non-classroom situations, can play a cri-
tical role in-the guidance effort.

The use of teachers and streetworkers as counselors will
help overcome a major problem in most guidance pro-
grans, the fact that both staff and funding usually are in-
adequate to do more than deal with paper work, emer-
gency situations', and serious discipline problems. And it
should help to orient the tdtpl school program toward the
needs of the individual rather than to thi mechanicalair
coverage of a fixed body of subject natter. ,

The problem in handing teachers a guidance function is
one of develoRing.their ability to really listen 10 the stu-
dent. Here, the theories of Dr. Thomas Gordon may prove
helpful. Dr. Gordon, in a book entitled Parent Effective-
ness Training', advdcates what he calls "active listening,"
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a process that requires certain basic attitudes on the part
of a parent or a teacher:

The desire to hear what the child has to s.ay.
The willingness to help with a particular problem

when it is mentioned.
The ability to accept the child's feelings even if alien

to yours.
--A feeling of trust in the child's ability to handle his

feelings and find solutions.
. The ability to recognize that feelings are transitory, .

not permanent.
- The ability to recognize that each child is an indi-

vidual and that, as such, his_ feelings are deserving of
respect. ..

Help also may be available from local colleges and uni-
versities, not only their schools or departments f educa-
tion but their departments of sociology or psy °logy.
University faculty people may -be. employed to help
develop guidance skills among mini-school teachers. And
university students can be employed directly in the guid-
ance effort, receiving academic credit for their work.

The giiidance program 'should deal with three major areas
of concernstudent values, decision-making ability, and
career orientation. In the last, tb%.effort should not be to

. -

., 16,...i .
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hand the individual a Preconceived career objective, then
counse im in the strategies for achieving it. Rather, the
obj should be to develop in the individual the skills
and s tegies that will'help him discoverand rediscover
his Own career objectives in a changing world. In other
words, he should emerge with-the ability to deal with the ler
future. And these skills should be developed earlypro-
bably by the ninth gradebefore the college option is
closed off by election of a commercial, vocational, or
other non-college-preparatory program. ,.

The career-guidance of can and should be Woven into
the mini-school curriculum. In English, Jor example, stu- .

&fits can be trained in interview proceduc.e" s and/or re-
sume writing. Interviewing procedures night be the sub-
ject for a role-playing session in which students act out
the roles of interviewer and interviewee, then watch their
performance on videotape.

The opportunities for integrating he guidance function
. into the school program are nearly unlimited..FOr exam-

ples, see the following list, developed by-Peter Read of the,
Sociology Department, Graduate School, City University
of New York:

,,

.
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T.. L. 0 S S,
- Dealer in OAK, ASH, CHERRY, BLACK 'WALNUT, BIRCH,

MAPLE, wurrE,,and*BASS WOOD, &e.

'S

-a.31t,12

11.

$

059241-
MANUFATORIC. FOR, SCHOFT, FURNITITp:

JOSEPH ROSS, Practical Kan r of DZ$ and CHAIRS for Schools.
kis.wkins, corne of Pram Strict; Boston. ."
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CLASSROOM ACTIVITES RELATED'
TO CAREER DEVELOPMENT

I. SELF EVALUATtON

1) In response to the question "WHO AM IT' have
students writs down ten different completions to I
AM Then'aiscuss what catego-.
ries students usedwhy are first most importanWast
least? Were there things they didn't want to mention?
Did they take it seriously? What is the nature of the
responses?' What. if you' asked I WOULD LIKE TO
BE7

2) Spend one class each on the different self profile mate
rials discuss the na re of each evaluation and
possible answers befo e having each student till out
his response.Object to know self and potential for
future.

'Attitudes toward education'
Attitudes toward work conditions
Self analysisstrdngths and weaknesses
Specific occupations

3) Future orientation discussion discuss what students
think the world will be like in 20 yearswhat will be
different, the samethen how they see themselves in
it. Chantes external-,aanges inttrnah-

te's
II. DECISION MAKING

t
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1) +lave. students list 10 decisions they have made or will
make in the course of the day (today). If difficult give
examples (watch TV or homework) attenlass, or
cut, go to school, what to do after school, etc Then
discuss which decisions they consider most importint
and who and or what will determine the outcome of
the decisions.

'1

2) Have students list quickly and privately 20 things they
like to do. Then have them rate these things according
to following 'categories; Do alone or with others;
Cost more or less than $5; Do in Public; Were doing
2 yearsago; Father does; Mother does; Date of last
time doing it; How often do it in a year; rank the top
5. Then discuis what they learned about themselves

.and if anything wad surprising to them.

3) If you had one year left to live what would you do and
why?

4) Have students fill in an hour by hour time chart for
how they spent.the st Saturday and SuitclayThen
'discuss what values re implied by the activities.

5) Have s('udents.list ten things they want to accomplish
this year:-Why? and howl

6) What alternatives exist upon graduating from.high
school? Which to chOose and why.
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7) Emplby situations involving risks to :initiate -discus- IV. COLLEGE PLANNING
sion of values. e.g.: Which of the three jobs would ,

you choose and why?'
Low income Good income High Income
but secure 50-50 chance can keep it

of keeping it if do well,
otherwise lose

A

1-

:III. CAREER PLANNING

1) After assessing the range of occupations which a
group of students aspire to, discuss the relationship of
education (current and future) to these occupational
goalswhat about other things one must do to get
where one wants to be?

2) Use the occupational outlook handbook to ikesent
trends in occupations of interest and to provide
vant recent information about possible careers.

,3) Whatprovides the motivation for a career do stu-
dents aspire to be like someone?

4) Life Career Game..
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1) What does college mean to students,-What ;do they
think a typical,. day and course is like? Whit should ,

' they major in, whey? P

2) To what extent do studenis enjoy or are goodie read-, .
writing, studying, independent work?

3) What are some survival stiategiei and tecluiiques for
passing orobtainink good grasies in college?

V. PRESENTATION 05SELP SKILLS
I

1) Role play interviewscollege 'and jpbs, have:reams\
prepare :questions and respotveslose video tape
develop a super interview and interviewee. Analyze
successful ways to present yourself on paper and in
person. :

a

' Gordon, Dr. Thomas, Parent Effec tiveness Training! The x
Tested New Way to Raise Responsible Children. New York,
Peter H. wyden, Inc. 1970. $7.95

7
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. PROMOTING *INTERACTION. AND
GROWTH
As should be obvious by a reading of this handbook, the
process of restructuring a' school will involve. a consider
able amount of time spent in planning meetings and.'or in
training programs. A major pniblem, then; is to insure
that such time is productively utilized. Meetings can result
in important achievements or they can lapse into aimless
discussion and amount to a total waste of time And the
note thing can be said for training programs,,

Ih both cases, it is essential to have a very dear idea
of your 9bjectives, of what it is the meeting or training
program is to accomplish. The 'objectives then must 13e'
translated into ,an agenda setting forth a series of steps
required to, eet the objective anti assigning responsibility
for each item and-setting att estimated time allocation for-
each step. If ,possible, achieve,;a consensus beforehand
among theei'i participants on bverall ,ohjectives arid on
specific agenda d use the meeting to make deci-
lions and plan fo their lerneritation. ,

Onc,g the mg is rco ened, its success in meeting
objectiv will; depend I/3 gely on the leadership..capabili
ties of th chairman discussion leader,. He or s he should,

II

be willing to listen to ,all opinionsplanning should be a
democratic process. Where participants do not volunteer
their opinions, the chair shpuld' actively solicit them.

, On the other hand, the chairman should be firm and goals-
oriented, capable of holding the discussion to objectives
and the agenda and insuring forward,motion. He or she
should review all decisions before the meeting disbands.

In planning a meeting or training program, remember that
the physical 'setting can 'have an important impact on its
effectiveness. Unless the wimp is too large, 'a meeting "in
the round" is far preferable to an arrangement in which the,,
chairman' confronts rows of seated participants fitini,a.
podium. Interaction will be enhanced if all participants
face each other across a tableround is preferable but
a square one will do. If at all possible the typical, rec-,
tangular, configuration tf the corporate board room table.
should be avoided. If it can't, the chairman shduld sit
on one side of the table, not at its head.

Before the meeting, seating around the table should be
provided for somewhat fewer people than are expected to
attend. Later arrivals then will be obliged to draw up
extra chairs from the side of the toom. The effect will be
to lend a sense of importance. and urgency to the pro-.
ceedings. In contrast, empty chars' Aqund the table will
suggest that not much importance has been accorded to
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the session and many haVe chosen to s
$1waY.

Pay attention to the total enviro ment in the meeting
room. Is the temperature right (cooler is preferable to
warmer)? Is lighting adequate? Can noise from adjacent
rooms or the outdoors be excluded? Is theie insurance
against such interruptions as telephone calls? Is there pro-
vision for note-taking by 'participants? Is there provision
for visual presentationschalk boards, display easels,
audiovisual equipment? If audiovisuals are to be em-
ployed, is the equipment in working order7 Is a trained
operator available? Are visual materials of adequate size
and clarity to be_read, and_understood by everyone in
the room7,These may seem to be obvious questions. But
the sad fact is that they-often are overlooked, to the
detriment of many a meeting or training program.

THE INFORMATION FACTOR
.

Critical to the process of gaining acceptance and support
for any educational reform is the effective4issemination of
information to everyone concerned with the project. It is
necessary to inform not only the immediate school com-
munityfaculty and students, the coMmunity school dis-
trict, immediate superiors at school headquarters, parents
but to reach such involved people as consultants, con-
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tacts at local universities, foundations, interested corpora-
tions, the local teachers' union.or association, service or-
ganizations like New York's Public Education Association,
and the local news media.

"5040
As the diversity of the above list suggests, ommumca-
tions with different groups will vary both in content and
frequency. The school community obviously has a more
direct concern with the proposed reforms and will need
to be kept fully informed throughlequent and reason-
ably detailed memoranda and repP7s on decisions and
progress. Outside, but involved, individuals and organiza-
tions will require less detail and probably will lack the
time to digest it. That audience probably, should be
reached through an occasional letter or newsletter inforni-
ing them in general terms of project accomplishments.

Accordingly, early in any reform project, comprehen-
sive mailing list should be developed. Each listing should
be categorized according to the type and frequency of the
torhmunications it is to receive. A communications
schedule then should be developed, establishing the na-
ture, frequency, and audience for each type of mailing.

Regardless of the audience, all communications to the
'school's constituency should be clear, easy to understand,
and to the point. Remember that not everyone in your
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audience is an educator or familiar with edticational jar-
gon. Avoid professionaloor, technical language. Stick to
simple, straightforward prose that tells your story briefly
and effectively. To the extent possible, avoid the dull and
technical approach of numbered sub-paragraphs and sub-
sub paragraphs.

The secret here is to place your communications program
in charge of an individual on the school staff or in the c_9m-
munity who, by background or inclination, has the ability
to translate project 'developments into clear, readable
prose of, interest to professional and layman alike: In
communicating with. th4 student body, it will be helpful
to find aStudentwiththe capabilitieS.

Remember That written othinunications represent only
part of the overall info ation effort. Communication
also will occur at meetings a d in training programs. Refer
to the precedirig section; 'Promoting Interaction and
Growth," when considering y ur total program.

As suggested in the opening aragraph of this section,
the informatiqn flow should tend to the hical media.
But contact with the media should; be handled with great
caution. Remember that, u9til it proves itself, any school
project is an experiment. -Make surf that the media under-
stand that fact and that neither you nor the\m'edia greet

the new project with extravagant clainis about its ultimate
impact on the school or on education in general

Suggestions that the project will "revolutionize schooling"
are dangerous. If resulting expectations are not 'realized
on realized only partially, the claims can come back to
haunt you and can do irreparable damage to the credibility
of both the project and its supporters.

Even worse are suggestions that a projeCt will "save the
school" from itself and, more particularly, a "difficult"

,student body or an "inadequate" faculty. Such publicity
can only serve to alienate the very people who must accept
and help implement the proposed reforms.

Publicity, in-short, can bean effective means of communi-
cating with yotir community. But it is a tool that should be

used judiciously.

THE DIPLOMACY9IF CHANGE
Any effort to promote change within a school, whether
it be from within the school or by an outside agency,
requires strategy, an approach that will win the acceptance
and support,f all those involved. In other words, diplo-
macy is called for. The strategies for in-school efforts to
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proirtote changeparticularly the establishment of a
school development teamare discussed in detail earlier
in this handbook.

But the strategies required if an outside agency like the
New York Urban Coalition is to intervene successfully in
school affairs merit some discussion. Such agencies are
likely to be regarded by school faculties as both "out-
siders" and "non-professionals." Their efforts to help an
easily be misinterpreted by the staff as "interference"
school affairs.

Essentially, there are two basic intervention strategies.
Ong is to start at_the_bottorn by_ establishing partnerships
witIvchool staff members, working with them to gain ac-
ceptance and credibility for. a project befOre seeking the
approval and support of higher echelons.

The second js to start at the top by "selling" the project
to senior -board of eduCation officials and encouraging
them to decree that the schoolhoot or schools adopt the pro-
posed reforms.

The first approach clearly is preferable, in'that, frorri the
outset, those who must impleriient the reforms are in-_
voired in the decision-making process.

The second tack courts disaster. Reforms ifnnosed from
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above seldom "take" largely because there is no system of
accountability by which to enforce directives from above.
Teacher resentment, apathy, or non-cooperation usually
will insure their failure. )

-

But experience indicates that the best strategy may 1410-
careful orchestration of the two approaches. The project
should start at the school level. But, almost simultan-

alliances should be formed with key people at the
top level of the school district administration. Thelobjec-
tive Will not be to suggest imp&ition of reforms but to
secure a level of interest and support from the top adMin-
istrators that will lend credibility to the project and the
potential for impact outside the project school.


